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Foreword)

A\037'1ERlt\"A IS A nation of nations.. a rich repository of diverse peoples

and cultures. This is a study of the Ukrainians. one of the nlost research-

neglected of America\"s many \"nations.\" Although Ukrainians began their

immigration to the United States over one hundred years ag{) and have since

developed a dynamic and thriving c{)mmunity. they have remained a rela-

tively unknown part of the American national fabric.

A major reason.. of course, and one that has
plagued

the Ukrainian-Amer-

ican community until the present, is the problem of ethnonational classifi-

cation. Ukraine has been occupied by foreign powers for nlost of nlodern

history and did not exist as a formal nation-state until the Ukrainian National

Republic was proclaimed in 1917. Absorbed by Soviet Russia in 1920. Ukraine

today is a nonindependent republic in the Union of S()viet S()cialist Repub-
lies.

Ukrainian inlmigration to America began in the early 1870s with emi-

grants from that region of western Ukraine known as Carpatho-Ukraine

(Subcarpathian Rus\.") Dominated for most of its history by Hungarians. Car-

patho-Ukraine
was the least ethnonationally developed of Ukraine.s

prov-

inces. It shared the rich religio-cultural heritage of the rest of Ukraine. but

the Ukrainian revival then sweeping other provinces had barely touched this

isolated region in the Carpathian Mountains. The masses remained what they
had always been: deeply devoted to their religious traditions but oblivious

of their national origins.
Late in the 1880s another group of

immigrant\037
from western Ukrdine made

their appearance on Anlerican shores. They came frl)m Eastern Galicia. a

section of Ukraine that had once been under Polish rule but later became

part
of Austria as a result of the Polish

partition.
Thanks largely to a rela-

tively liberal Habsburg policy towards Ukrainian aspirations.. eastern Galicia
was by the late 18ROs the most ethnonationally conscious region in Ukraine.

Both the Carpatho-Ukrainians and the Galician Ukrainians spoke lan-

guages which were more related to each other than to any other Slavic tongue;

both were also \"Uniate.. or 66Greek.' Catholics as a result of the union with

Rome which had' been negotiated by a segment of the Ukrainian Orthodox

Church first in Galicia ( 1596) and later in Carpath<.)-Ukrainc (1646). While)

.
IX)))
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most early emigres adopted a nominal derivative of \"Rus'\" (Ukraine's an-

cient name) and called themselves ..Rusyns\" r.Ruthenians\" in English). they

were usually listed as nHungarians\" or
..

Austrians\" by immigration officials.

To further complicate
the name game in America. some Ruthenians began

to distinguish themselves as \"Uhro-Rusyns\" (Hungarian Rusyns). Others

preferred
to call themselves ..Hutsuls.\" .Lemkos.\" or nBoykos.\" their re-

gional
identities in Ukraine. Still others joined the Russian Orthodox Church

in America and began to identify with the Russian national stream. It was

not until 1915 that a sizable segment of the Ruthenian-American community

started calling itself \"Ukrainian.\"
The identity problem

was ameliorated somewhat after World War I when

the first nationally conscious Ukrainian mass immigration arrived in Amer-
ica. But the classification question remained. Ukraine was now partitioned

among four nations. and immigration officials generally labeled Ukrainians

according to their nation of origin: Poland, Czechoslovakia. Romania, or

the U.S.S.R. Nor did the issue disappear after World War II when most

Ukrainian ethnographic territories were incorporated into the Ukrainian So-

viet Socialist Republic.
Census data still included Ukrainians under the broad

rubric of \"U.S.S.R..' and in the minds of many American trained demog-

raphers. U.S.S.R. meant ..Russia.... It was only when the Census Bureau

began to ask about \"mother tongue,\" that ..Ukrainian\" began to appear in

census data.

A second reason for the relative anonymity of Ukrainians in America is

the fact that until very recently. they have been overlooked by American
scholars. The first, and until now the last. attempt to analyze the socioeco-
nomic and deml)graphic characteristics of Ukrainian Americans in the En-
glish language was a study entitled Ukrainians ill the United Slates. written

by Dr. Wasyl Halich. Published by the University of Chicago Press in 1937.
it has remained the only statistical resource available on Ukrainian-American

life, Forty-nine years later. we can only rejoice at the publication of a second

such survey by the Haf\\\037ard Ukrainian Rcsearch Institute.

There are nlany nlore reasons. of course. to welcome this carefullv re-
searched and scientifically compiled collection of statistical essays: For
American scholars it opens a new. herct()fl1re neglected area of legitimate
social research. For the Ukrainian-American community. it offers a base of

comparison bet\\\\'een the data of the past. as presented by Halich, and of the
future, as compiled by the 1970 census,

For those of us who have labored in the vineyard of Ukrainian organi-
zationallife for many years. this collection is both useful and timely. In one
sense it represents a status repon of our community. In another. more im-
ponant sense. it provides us with data which. properly anal)'zed. can serve
as a report card of our successes and failures in attempting to preserve the)))
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unique ethnonational character of our community. No longer can we fan-

tasize about ourselves; now we have data which can tell us where we are

and where we appear to be headed.

Bearing in mind that we are dealing with a select sample-only those

who listed \"Ukrainian\" as the major language in the parental home are in-

cluded-and that the findings still need to be compared and interpreted to
determine their full significance, enough data has been presented to suggest
that Ukrainians will discover some \"good news\" and some \"bad news\" in

these studies.

The good news is that: I) Traditional Ukrainian family life appears to be

surviving despite greater dispersion: there are fewer
single-parent families

and unrelated persons living together, and Ukrainian elderly are far more

likely than other American elderly to live with relatives; 2) Ukrainians have

the highest rate of home ownership among Eastern European groups; 3) the

percentage of Ukrainians with a higher education is relatively large and trends

among younger Ukrainians suggest that they will surpass the respective per-

centage of all U.S. whites: 4) Ukrainian women have a higher educational

level than ever before and enjoy a higher income than their American coun-

terparts.
The bad news is that: 1) Ukrainians tend to remain single more often,

marry later, and start childbearing later than other Americans; 2) the
fertility

rate among Ukrainian women is somewhat lower than
fertility rates among

other American women; 3) Ukrainian males are less able to translate edu-

cation and time worked into income than other American males.

Depending on one's perspective. the fact that Ukrainian Americans-even
those who grew up in households where Ukrainian was spoken-are be-

coming harder to distinguish as a group from other Americans. can be either

good news or bad news.

What does all of this mean from the American perspective? The data which

is most disconcerting is that despite a relatively high educational level among
Ukrainian males. their income level is lower than that of the general U. s.

white males. Two
possible

reasons suggest themselves. The flfst is that most
of the male sample was educated in Europe and may have been either un-

willing or unable to take the necessary compensatory steps to translate ed-
ucation into greater income. The other possibility is that there may have

been historical discrimination against Ukrainian males by their American

employers.

From the perspective of those Ukrainian Americans committed to the pres-
ervation of a unique Ukrainian heritage in a pluralistic American society.
the data suggest two things: Ukrainian women can be expected-indeed en-

couraged-to play a more dynamic leadership role in the community; and

the Ukrainian community
has changed. It is better educated, enjoys more)))
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socioeconomic benefits and, for better or for worse, is developing certain

values and attitudes that are more of a reflection of American mainstream

norms than the norms of our European-oriented organizational leadership.
We can either ignore

this reality or build on it. Every Ukrainian American

reader is encouraged to read each of the studies carefully before deciding

which it shall be.)

Myron B. Kuropas

Supreme Vice-President
The Ukrainian National Association)))



Introduction)

WHEN I WAS a graduate student in Sociology at Brown University,
Athanas Milanych. the secretary of the Ukrainian Center for Social Re-

search in New York, approached me with the question \"How many persons
of Ukrainian descent are there in the United States'!\" The question had come

up during work on a statistical compendium on Ukrainians in the diaspora,

one of the Center's projects. I suggested then a more ambitious task; a study
which would assess the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of

Ukrainian Americans. a topic which was in dire need of updating, because

the latest comprehensive study was
published nearly half a century ago.

I

The idea was enthusiastically embraced by Mr. Milanych. who secured fi-

nancial help and through persistent encouragement and moral support be-

came the main force behind the project.

The data used in the project are taken from the 1970 United States Census,

which contains two questions related to the identification of Ukrainian

Americans-place of birth for foreign-born and mother tongue. Because of
historical reasons (see Bandera's article in this book) information elicited by

the first question is fraught with problems and was not used, except to de-

tennine nativity status (foreign- or U.S.-born). Thus our analysis is limited

to persons who in 1970 declared Ukrainian as their mother tongue. This
obviously defines only a subset of all U.S. residents of Ukrainian descent

and presents some problems of interpretation, which are discussed below.

With financial help from the Ukrainian Center for Social Research and

the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, a special computer tape was cre-

ated with a 2
percent representative sample of all persons who declared

Ukrainian as their mother tongue, as well as of other Eastern European groups.

Then I invited several social scientists to analyze these data and prepare

papers on the different denl()graphic and socioeconomic
aspects

of Ukrain-

ian Americans. These were presented at a symposium held at Harvard Uni-

versity on November 11-12, 1977. Eleven
papers

were presented in three

half-day sessions, with 20 official participants. Well-known scholars like

Oscar Handlin and Stephan Themstrom from Harvard University, Charles

Keely from the Population Council, and Harold Abramson from the Uni-

versity of Connecticut, among others, participated as speakers, discussants,)

I)))
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or authors of papers. A selection of these papers, in revised form, has been

collected in this volume.

We now turn to problems of measuring ethnicity and the limitations of
.. .

the \"mother tongue question.)

The Measurement (if Elhnicif)'

The concept of ethnicity is difficult to define
an<.\\

difficult to measure.

There is extensive the()retical literature on the topic.

\"-

and various types of

questions have been tried in censuses and surveys. Country of birth serves

only
to identify foreign-born and is of very limited use for an ethnic group

like Ukrainians (see Bandera's article in this book). Ryder) severely criti-

cizes the question on elh,l;c e
()rigin. which has been used repeatedly in the

Canadian census. The question on anlee sIr.\" asked in the 1980 U. S. Census

seems t() have yielded more satisfactory results. Tests with this and other

questions perfonned in the November 1979 Current Population Survey (CPS)
showed that about 89 percent of the respondents in the survey listed one or

more ancestries.)

If data had been gathered by asking ab<)ut f()reign-birth ()f foreign languages.

m()st respondents would have given answers which w()uld not have permitted
a classification by natic)nal ()rigin or ethnicity. The innovative question of an-

cestry may he the most appropriate way to effectively gather data about this

f I
. ,. 4

aspect () IX)PU atlon compoSition.)

For example. CPS results show that out of the 525,000 persons of Ukrainian

ancestry, only 9.0
percent

were identified by birthplace, 26.7 by father's

birthplace, 21.6 mother's
binhplace. 14. 7 by current language, and 39.5

percent by mother tongue.

The 1980 census data provide the opportunity for analyzing a more rep-
resentative sample of Ukrainian Americans, and recently released basic sta-

tistics are presented in the next section. In the meantime. the 1970 Census
mother tongue data serve as a useful benchmark for further studies. As the

mother tongue question does not provide a representative sample of all per-
sons of Ukrainian ancestry in the United States, it is important to

point
out

some limitations of this definition.
The question in the 1970 Census reads \"What language other than English

was spoken in the person's home when he/she was a child?\" The possible
anSYJers singled out in the questionnaire were SQanish. French, German.
other (specify). and only one answer was allowed.

5

Not allowing more than
one answer may have intr{xluced some underestimation. and a sinlilar effect
was likely frl)m not having Ukrainian listed explicitly as (1ne of the

possible

ans\\\\'ers.
t)

The main distortion in the mother
tongue group is reflected in its

age)))

U . S. population.

Viewing these data somewhat differently, we present in the last two col-)))
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structure. As Figure 1 shows. compared to all U.S. males. males with

Ukrainian nlother tongue included a very low proportion of children, very

high proportions in the 45-49
age groups, and a somewhat higher proportion

in ages 60 and over; a similar pattern was found for females. This highly

irregular age structure is due to the characteristics of the language assimi-

lation process and the history
of immigration. In theory. practically all for-

eign-born and native-born of foreign parentage should be included in the
mother tongue criteria. Thus {)ne would expect the nl0ther tongue group to

provide a fairly good representation
of the fir.'il llnd ..'iel.ond generations.

From this it follows that the descendants of immigrants who arrived before

World War I are likely to be underrepresented in our data.
In practice, there are first and second generation persons who may have

also been missed for a variety of reasons. Among the foreign-born. there

may have been parents who for some reason did not speak Ukrainian with

their children. This also applies to second generation Ukrainians; either by

necessity or by choice, their parents may have chosen not to speak Ukrainian
to their children. By the nature of the language assimilation process it is

possible that within the same family some children belong to the mother

tongue group,
while others do not belong to it. This may happen if parents

decide at some point to stop speaking Ukrainian at home. Then children

born before that time belong to the mother tongue group. while children
born after that time do not belong to it. Also. being pan of the mother tongue

group does not necessarily inlply that the person speaks or even understands

Ukrainian.

These restrictions of the mother tongue definition l)f ethnicit}' warrant cau-

tion when discussing results from these data. Most authors try to remind the
reader occasionally that the data arc not a representative sample

of the \",'hole

Ukrainian-American group. but the reader should keep this constantly in

mind. Although it is safe to assume that we arc dealing with the character-

istics of less assinlilatcd Ukrainian Americans. it is also true that at least

some of them are linguistically assimilated. Also. the underreprescntation
of the third or higher generation should be kept in nlind. The irregular age
structure nlakes age standardizati()n mandat()ry in all variables which ma}'
be related to age. Further caveats are presented in the various chapters in

the discussion of specific results.
7

Finally. a few words about the other linguistic groups used for comparison
purposes. We chose all IX)ssible Eastern Eur{)pean gr()ups. within the lim-

itati()n of the 1970 Census data in the
sample tapes. Some groups (\\\\,'hite

Russians. Romanians, Slo,,'enians) were too small and were excluded frl)m

the analysis. Other
gr{)ups

were combined in order to increase the nUl11bcr

of cases: Czechs and Slovaks. Serbs and Croatians. Yiddish was selected

because a very high proportion of Jewish immigrants
to the United States)))
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Figure I.) Age Distribution of U. S. and Ukrainian Mother Tongue MALES

in the U. S.t 1970.)
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were from Eastern Europe; the sI11ali nunlber of persons with Hebrew mother

tongue was conlbined with the Yiddish group for the analysis. In many in-

stances the Bureau of the Census grouped several responses under one code:
for example. Serbian includes the answers Serbo-Croatian and Yugosla-
vian.

8
Thus the linguistic groups selected do not

represent
all Eastern Eu-

ropean gr()ups, but they serve the objective ()f placing the Ukrainians in

relation to most of the Eastern European groups in the United States.)

S(}me BtlS;(. Re\037'II/tJ Ir()n, the /980 Cen\037\\\037u,\037

The recent release of ancestry data from the 1980 census allows us to

update some of the 1970 data analyzed in this book. The 1980 data are

superior to the 1970 data in several ways. First. ethnicity was measured in

terms of ancestry, which is a broader concept than nl0thcr tongue. and elim-
inates some of the problems nlentioned above: second. multiple-ancestry an-

swers were allowed and data are presented in terms of nlultiplc and simple

ancestry; third, the new question of language spoken at home was asked.
The census ancestry question reads: \"What is the pers()n's ancestry? If un-

certain about how to report ancestry. see instruction guide. (For example:

Afro-American, English. French. Gennan, Honduran. Hungarian, Irish. Ja-

maican. Korean. Lebanese, Mexican. Nigerian. Polish. Ukrainian. Vene-

zuelan, etc.).
ft

Part of the instructions to this question states:)

Print the ancestry group with which the pcrs()n identifies, Ancestry \302\253)r()rigin

()f descent) may be viewed as the nati()nality gr()up. the lineage.. ()r the country
in which the person or person's parents or ancestors \"'crc born before their

arrival in the United States. Persons who are of ITIOrC than one origin and \\\\rho

cannot identify with a single group should print their multiple ancestry (for

example.. Gcnnan-lrish) , . . (U.S. Department ()f C()mmCrl-c.. 1983:9))

There were 730,056 persons
of Ukrainian ancestry in 1980 but only 381.084

persons.
or 52.2 percent. claimed single Ukrainian ancestry. reflecting a

high proportion of intermarriage among Ukrainians and their descendants.
Although significantly higher than the mother tongue statistics from the 1970

census. the census figure is very likely an underestimate of all the Ukrainians
and their descendants in the United States: some persons did not declare
Ukrainian ancestry because of assimilation or lack of identity. and a certain

proportion of persons classified under Russian ancestry are likely to be

Ukrainians. For example, all persons answering URusyn'. were coded Rus-

sian by the Bureau of the Census\037 also a cenain proportion of the 8.485 who

answered
,.

Ruthenian'. are likely to be Ukrainians. Nevertheless, the 1980

census figure is the most accurate estimate we have of all persons who iden-

tify with Ukrainian ancestry. and it provides a solid base for a detailed in-

vestigation of their demographic and socioeconomic characteristics.
'l)))
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In Table I we present the distribution of Ukrainians defined in tenns of

ancestry. mother tongue and language spoken at home. The ancestry and

language figures are from the 1980 census, while mother tongue (Iangu\037ge

other than English spoken in the person's home when he/she was a child)

was asked in the 1970 census.
10

Although the 1970 and 1980 statistics are

not exactly comparable, they can be taken as indicators of three stages of

the language
assimilation process. The percentage of persons of Ukrainian

ancestry with non-Ukrainian mother tongue can be viewed as a measure of

language loss in the parent's generation, while the percentage
who do not

speak Ukrainian in their home. among
those with Ukrainian mother tongue\"

provides a measure of language loss for the current generation. With this

interpretation
we can say that 480..000 (730,OOO-250,QOO) Ukrainians, or

66.0 percent. already lost the language in their parent's generation (their

mother tongue is not Ukrainian), and only 123.500 ( 17.0 percent) retained

the language in their h()me. II

Ukrainians are highly concentrated in certain regions of the United States.

Almost half of them live in the Middle Atlantic division (New York. New

Jersey and Pennsylvania). followed by the East North Central division (Ohio.
Indiana. Illinois. Michigan and Wisconsin) with 20.0 percent. The Mountain

division and the West North and East South Central divisions have the low-

est proponion of Ukrainians\" with 3.0 percent or less each. while the New

England. Atlantic and Pacific divisions have about 8.0
percent

each.

The distributi{}n of language follows closely the distribution of mother

tongue. indicating that the proportion who
speak Ukrainian at home is sim-

ilar tf) the proportion of those \\\\'hose parents spoke Ukrainian at home. Dif-

ferences \",'ith the ancestry distribution reflect differential degrees l)f lan-

guage assimilation anl()ng the various divisi()ns. Thus for divisi()ns with large
c(}mlllunities. such as Middle Atlantic (New York and Philadelphia) ()r East
Nl)l1h Central CChicagl) and Cleveland) the percentage speaking Ukrainian
is higher than the national average. while for di\\'isions with smaller com-

munities the percentage speaking Ukrainian is lower.

As can be seen in Table 2. most Ukrainians are concentrated in only a
few States. Almost 20.0 percent live in

Penns\037'I\\'ania. and the Middle At-

lantic division includes almost half of all Ukrainians in the United States;
hy adding California. Michigan. Ohio and Illinois we obtain alm()st three-
fourths of the total. At the other end of the distribution. 18 states-mostly
in the South Central and North Central parts of the country-contain only

tW() percent of all lTkrainians.

The distribution
by ancestry varies somewhat from the distribution by mother

tongue. For example. Pennsylvania has the largest number of Ukrainians
by

ancestry. 144.000. while New York has the
largest number by mother tongue.

52.(0): California. ranked third by ancestry. drops to seventh place by mother)))
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t()ngue. This is due to the relationship between mother t()ngue assimilation

and proxinlity to a large community. The pattern can be seen more clearly
with the distribution of language spoken at home. Examples of states with

higher ranking by language than by ancestry are Illinois, Wisc{)nsin, Rhode

Island. and Nebraska.. while Texas. North Carolina.. West Virginia and Al-

abama rank higher on ancestry than on language.
Another way of looking at the relationship between geographical distri-

bution and language assimilation is to compare rankings by ancestry and

percent speaking Ukrainian at home. This information is presented in the
first three columns of Table 3 for the 12 most populous states. Illinois has

the highest percent of persons of Ukrainian ancestry who speak the language
at home-alnlost 30 percent. It is followed by New York with 21.2 percent..

New Jersey.. Connecticut.. Minnesota.. Michigan. and Ohio with 18 to 21

percent, Maryland and Pennsylvania with about 15 percent and. Massachu-
setts, Florida and California with 10 to 12 percent. These figures clearly

illustrate that moving away from large comnlunities increases the chances

of language loss.)

Table 3. Percent Speaking Ukrainian Language Among Persons or Ukrain-
ian Ancestry (Single or Multiple Ancestry and or Single Ukrainian
Ancestry) for the Twelve Most Populous States, 1980.)

I\037nguage / Single

Ancestry. Ancestry Ancestryb

Number Rank Percent Number

TOT.\"I\037 U.S. 730,056 16.9 381,084

Pennsylvania 143.K62 9 14,7 75\037 7\037O

New York 127.678 , 21.2 71 .248-

New Je\037)' 80.75 1 3 20.6 43.266

California 49.724 12 10.0 26.391

Michigan 47. 189 6 18,5 22.290
()hio 45.820 7 18.3 23. 127

11Iinnis 4().9H7 I 29,9 23.721

Connecticut 25.229 4 19.6 12.371
Florida 25.227 I 1 II ,2 14.KH7

Ma\037sachusett!\\ I 7 . 102 10 11,7 8.465

Mal)'land 13.')75 8 15, I 7 .056

Minnesola 9.522 5 IM.7 4.558

:Pc:rsons
who declared one or more ancestry fe.g. Ukrainian. Polish).

Persons who declared only Ukrainian ancestry.

Source: Department of Commerce. Bureau of Ihe Census. 1983,)

Languagel
Single

Ancestry)

Percent)

27.9

3K.O

3K.5

I K,H

39.2

36.4

52.9

39.9

19.0
23.6
30.0
3Q,I)))
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We noted above that persons were allowed to report
more than one an-

cestry in the census questionnaire.
and that a large number of Ukrainians

reported
more than one ancestry; out of the 730,056 persons, 381.084. or

slightly more than half reported a single Ukrainian ancestry. As can be seen

in the last two columns of Table 3, this proportion
is maintained in the 12

m()st populous states: about half of those reporting Ukrainian ancestry re-

ported single Ukrainian ancestry in almost every state. Thus about half of

all Ukrainians in the United States are descendants of mixed marriages, and

this has impol1ant consequences for retention of the Ukrainian language in

the home. If we take as base only those who reported single
Ukrainian an-

cestry t the percent speaking the language
at home is about twice as high for

most states, compared to the percentage based on all Ukrainians.)

Conclusion

The 1980 census of population provides
valuable data on Ukrainians in

the United States: number of persons who declared Ukrainian as their an-

cestry, how many of them are of single Ukrainian ancestry, and how many

speak the language at home. Recently released statistics show that there are
about 730,000 Ukrainians in the United States, slightly more than half of
whom are of single Ukrainian ancestry, and about 123,500 speak the lan-

guage at home. We hope that the analysis of 1970 census data presented in
this book will serve as a basis and stimulus for further analyses of 1980
census data. Their richness allows us to capture a larger group

than the

mother tongue concept, to measure for the first time at the national level
the

important process of language assimilation and to determine time trends
by comparisons with the 1970 results.

This book has
many limitations, and by scientific standards it is rather

superficial; this is by design. Our aim is to reach a wider, nonspecialized

audience, present some basic results, and fonnulate questions for further
studies. We hope that this pioneering work will stimulate funher systematic
research on Ukrainians in the United States, based on reliable statistics. Our
current knowledge is fragmentary and often based on

impressions rather than

on fact. A more objective analysis will be of benefit both to the Ukrainian
community in the United States and to scholars interested in the multifaceted

mosaic of American society.)

Oleh
Wolowyna

Madison.. Wisconsin.

.Itl)1\037 1983)))
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unique ethnonational character of our community. No longer can we fan-

tasize about ourselves; now we have data which can tell us where we are

and where we appear to be headed.

Bearing in mind that we are dealing with a select sample-only those

who listed \"Ukrainian\" as the major language in the parental home are in-

cluded-and that the findings still need to be compared and interpreted to
determine their full significance, enough data has been presented to suggest
that Ukrainians will discover some \"good news\" and some \"bad news\" in

these studies.

The good news is that: I) Traditional Ukrainian family life appears to be

surviving despite greater dispersion: there are fewer
single-parent families

and unrelated persons living together, and Ukrainian elderly are far more

likely than other American elderly to live with relatives; 2) Ukrainians have

the highest rate of home ownership among Eastern European groups; 3) the

percentage of Ukrainians with a higher education is relatively large and trends

among younger Ukrainians suggest that they will surpass the respective per-

centage of all U.S. whites: 4) Ukrainian women have a higher educational

level than ever before and enjoy a higher income than their American coun-

terparts.
The bad news is that: 1) Ukrainians tend to remain single more often,

marry later, and start childbearing later than other Americans; 2) the
fertility

rate among Ukrainian women is somewhat lower than
fertility rates among

other American women; 3) Ukrainian males are less able to translate edu-

cation and time worked into income than other American males.

Depending on one's perspective. the fact that Ukrainian Americans-even
those who grew up in households where Ukrainian was spoken-are be-

coming harder to distinguish as a group from other Americans. can be either

good news or bad news.

What does all of this mean from the American perspective? The data which

is most disconcerting is that despite a relatively high educational level among
Ukrainian males. their income level is lower than that of the general U. s.

white males. Two
possible

reasons suggest themselves. The flfst is that most
of the male sample was educated in Europe and may have been either un-

willing or unable to take the necessary compensatory steps to translate ed-
ucation into greater income. The other possibility is that there may have

been historical discrimination against Ukrainian males by their American

employers.

From the perspective of those Ukrainian Americans committed to the pres-
ervation of a unique Ukrainian heritage in a pluralistic American society.
the data suggest two things: Ukrainian women can be expected-indeed en-

couraged-to play a more dynamic leadership role in the community; and

the Ukrainian community
has changed. It is better educated, enjoys more)))



CHAPTER ONE)

Demographic Profile)

J(}hn P. Fulton)

OVER ONE HUNDRED years have passed since Ukrainians first came to

the United States in large numbers. Since 1870, this country has experienced

two waves of Ukrainian immigration. The first and greater spanned the years
1870-1930 (Halich 1937:12-25). It began as a trickle in 1870, built sub-

stantially after 1880. and peaked in 1914, the beginning of World War I.

Although the number of Ukrainian immigrants
to the United States before

1899 is uncertain, it has been estimated as anywhere between 200 ,000 and

500.000 (Halich 1937: 12-25). Between 1899 and 1930. almost 270,000

Ukrainians arrived (Halich 1937:153). (Halich considers this a conservative

figure because not all Ukrainians were distinguished from other Russians
and Austrians in United States immigration records.) The second wave was

compressed
between 1947 and 1955. when approximately 80,000 Ukrainian

immigrants came to the United States following the
disruptions of World

War II (Kubijovy\037 1963: 1094).

The two waves are distinguishable not onl). on the basis of timing and
mass. but also on the basis of socioeconomic characteristics.

Ninety-eight

percent of all first wave immigrants were fanners and unskilled laborers,

while only 58 percent of all second wave immigrants fell into these cate-
gories. Less than one percent of all first wave immigrants were profession-
als. while more than 13 percent of second wave immigrants had achieved
professional status (Fishman 1966:325). Thus Ukrainian Americans in 1970.
while united by a common cultural heritage. are heterogeneous from the

standpoint of immigration and socioeconomic
history.)

The J 970 U IJilell Slale.\\' C ensu.'i aJ a S(Jl'r('(\037 of J nfiJrmat;()n (In
lJkrainilln AI\"t\037riC{I\"S

What the 197{) United States Census can tell us about Ukrainian Ameri-
cans today is restricted by the \"mother tongue\" question with which Ukrain-
ian Americans were differentiated from other Americans. Respondents were

asked if a language other than English had been
spoken in a person's pa-

rental home (Bureau of the Census 1973:x). Only if Ukrainian had been)

14) .)))

a much lesser extent in California. Apart from the concentration in

New York. the Polish and other language groups tend also to be concentrated
in Pennsylvania and in the midwestem states of Illinois. Michigan and Ohio.

It is obvious that all ()f the Eastern European language groups tcnd to cluster
in a few. and for the most part the same. states.

As shown in Table 7.2. all four of the language groups arc dispropor-

tionately concentrated in urban and metropolitan areas. but the concentration

is particularl)' marked for the Yiddish group. While all of the East Europeans
arc m()re concentrated in central cities than the general populati{)n. only the)))
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been spoken in a person's parental home, i.e., indicated as a mother tongue,

was he or she identified as a Ukrainian American.

The mother tongue question inadequately differentiates Ukrainian Amer-

icans from other Americans. Because Ukrainian Americans have experi-

enced notable language assimilation in the United States, many people who

could have claimed Ukrainian descent in 1970 could not claim Ukrainian

mother longue. Hence many. perhaps most, Americans who could have

claimed Ukrainian descent were not differentiated from other Americans by

the 1970 United States Census. Furthermore, since language assimilation

increases with time, those Ukrainian Americans who did report Ukrainian

as mother tongue are not a representative sample of all Ukrainian Ameri-

cans, but instead overly represent those Ukrainian Americans whose families

have been in the United States the least time. Hence. Ukrainian Americans

with Ukrainian mother tongue in 1970 tend to overrepresent families who

immigrated to the United States in the second wave. As described previ-
ously, this is a problem because of the substantial differences, notably

so-

cioeconomic ones, that separate the average first wave family from the av-

erage second wave family.

Nevertheless, infonnation from the 1970 United States Census can be used

to describe Ukrainian Americans today.. if we are careful to separate that

information on the basis of nativity and parentage. Fortunately, census in-
formation allows us to differentiate among Ukrainian Americans who are

foreign-born, or first generation. native-born of foreign parentage, or second

generation, and native-born of native parentage, or third and higher gener-

ations. Because of the time that has
elapsed

since the first wave of Ukrainian

immigration to the United States, we can safely assume that most, except

the eldest, first generation Ukrainian Americans come from second wave

families. Using the same reasoning. we can
safely assume that most Ukrain-

ian Americans of second
generation

above the age of 25. and all Ukrainian
Americans of third and higher generations. come from first wave families.

Separation by generation allows us to
place appropriate weight on the

representativeness of mother tongue Ukrainians vis-a-vis all Ukrainian

Americans. We can safely assume that most first generation Ukrainian

Americans could have listed Ukrainian as a mother tongue in 1970. with

the exception of those whose families had lived for many years outside the

Ukraine before immigrating to the United States. The same reasoning holds

through the second generation. We can safely assume that most second gen-
eration Ukrainian Americans. whose parents were all foreign-born. and

probably Ukraine-born, heard Ukrainian spoken in their parental homes. We

cannot make this assumption for third and higher generation
Ukrainian

Americans. Hence, by differentiating census information by generation. we

can be reasonably certain that information on first and second generation)))
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mother tongue Ukrainian Americans adequately describes most Ukrainian

Americans of those generations. Furthennore. this infonnation can be linked

to wave of immigration as outlined above. Unfortunately.
infonnation on

third and higher generation mother tongue
Ukrainian Americans. while

suggestive. probably cannot be considered representative
of all Ukrainian

Americans of those generations. Ukrainian Americans of third and higher

generations who can claim Ukrainian mother tongue may be quite different

from those who cannot.)

Methodo/l)g;c'ul NOles

In the description of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans, information is

presented for the whole group
and generation sub-groups. Additionally.

analogous infonnation is presented for the whole United States as a basis

of comparison. Much of the information on mother tongue Ukrainian Amer-
icans is based on a sample of almost 5,000 1970 Census records. A sample

may tend to distort description of the whole. Thus, in comparing infonnation

on mother tongue Ukrainian Americans with information on all Americans,
we should not place great weight on the importance

of small differences

between groups. SmaIl differences may be the result of sampling, as op-

posed to real differences between the populations sampled. This problem is

aggravated when
sample populations are broken into smaller groups for pur-

poses of description and comparison. Thus, in the tables which follow cer-

tain figures have been deleted because they were based on insufficient cases

to be considered reliable.)

General Demographic' Charuc-terist;c.s

It is possible to make a
very rough estimate of the number of Americans

of Ukrainian descent in 1970. Let us refer to Table 1.1. Based on church

records, memberships in fraternal organizations. and \"other manifestations

of Ukrainian group life in this country,\" Chyz (1940. pp. 68-69) estimated
the number of Ukrainian Americans in 1935 as 700,000. This number, which

he considered a conservative estimate. includes all Ukrainian Americans of

the first wave of immigration and their descendants.

If we assume that this population had approximately the same rate of nat-
ural increase as the whole United States population, the number of first wave

immigrants and descendants in 1970 should have been about 1.068.000.

Actually. as we shall see below. Ukrainian Americans may have had a lower
rate of natural increase than the whole United States

population. However.

this bias was probably more than offset by intennarriage with non-Ukrain-

ians, which increases the number of Americans of Ukrainian descent. As a
matter of fact.. unless intermarriage was insignificant. we should treat the

1970 estimate as c()nservative, especially as it is based on a figure for 1935
that \"'as c()nsidcred conservative.)))
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Table 1.1. Estimates or the Number or Persons or Ukrainian Descent in the
United States, 1935, 1950, and 1970, by Wave of Immigration,
Number of Mother Tongue Ukrainians in the United States, 1970,
and Estimates or the Percentage of Persons of Ukrainian Descent

in the United States in 1970 Who Were Mother Tongue Ukrainians.

Wave of Immigration)

Both)

First Second)

1935

1950
1970)

Descent

( I)

700.00()3

828.000

1 .068. ()()())

Descent

(2))

Descent
(I) + (2)

(3))

Mother

Tongue
(4))

Percentage

(5))Year)

80.000
b

103.000)

908.000

1 . 171 .000) 247.000) 21)

8Estimate from: Chyz. Yaroslav J, The Ukrainian Immigrant... in the United Stale,'i. (Scran-
ton, PA: The Ukrainian Workingmen's Association. 1940).

\037stimate from: l./kraine: A Concise Encyclopedia. Volume II. (Toronto: University of To-

ronto Press. 1963) p, 1094.)

Around 1950 about 80,000 new Ukrainian
immigrants

landed in the United

States. Making the same
assumptions

as above. the number of second wave

immigrants and descendants in 1970 should have been about 103.000. Add-

ing this to the first estimate, we get a total of 1.171.000. This is a very

rough estimate. Nonetheless, the number of Americans who reported Ukrainian

as mother tongue in 1970 was only about 247.000. or 21
percent

of our

1970 estimate of the number of all Ukrainian Americans. Hence. we could

speculate that a majority of Ukrainian Aillericans were not identified as such

by the mother tongue question in the 1970 United States Census. The figures

in Table 1.1 rough as they are, demonstrate the inadequacies of the mother

tongue question for the purpose of identifying Ukrainian Americans in 1970.
Let us proceed to the age distributions presented in Tables 1.2 and 1.3.

The age distributions of all mother tongue Ukrainian Americans in 1970,

differentiated by sex, are quite different from the age distributions of the

total United States population. differentiated by sex. The population of mother

tongue Ukrainian Americans is older than the United States population.
For the sake of brevity. let us focus our attention on the male figures

given in Table 1.2. While 30 percent
of all United States males are less than

age 15, less than 10 percent of the Ukrainian males are less than age 15.
The first and second generation Ukrainian males are more concentrated than

all United States males in the old adult ages, 45 through
59. This reflects

two things. First, time has
passed

since both waves of immigration. Hence.

immigrants and their children are old. Second, immigrants tend to be con-)))
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centrated in the young adult ages. Thus. twenty years after the focal point

of the second immigrant wave, 1950. the immigrants
are concentrated in

the old adult ages.
In contrast, third and higher generation mother tongue Ukrainians are con-

centrated in the young adult years. This pattern also reflects two things.

First, because only 56 years had elapsed
between the focal point of all

Ukrainian immigration to the United States, 1914, and the 1970 census date,

third and higher generations were relatively young. Second, third generation

people. who are older than fourth and higher generation people, are more

likely to have had Ukrainian as a mother tongue than fourth and higher

generation people. because language assimilation increases with time. Hence,

because of the greater loss of younger generations from the mother tongue

population, we find an age distribution of third and higher generations with

a notable lack of children under the age of 15. The alternative explanation)

Table 1.2. Age Distribution or Males. in percent, 1970.

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native
United Born . Born.

Age States Foreign Foreign Native

Group Average All Born Parenta\037e Parentage

0-4 8.8 1.4 0.2 2.1 2,1
5-9 10.3 2.3 0.5 3. 1 4.6

I ()- 14 10.7 4.3 1.0 5.7 10. 1

15-19 9.7 oS. 1 2,0 5. I 17.2

20-24 H,O 6.3 8.5 1.2 23.5
25-29 b.7 4.4 4.0 1.6 20.2
3()-34 5.7 3.4 2.6 2,5 10.5
35-39 5,5 4.3 2.6 5.6 3.8

40-44 5,9 9.0 8.2 10.7 3,8
\"5-49 5,9 15,0 13.4 18.7 2, I

50-54 5.4 16.0 9.0 24,0 2.1
55-59 4.8 10.7 II . I 12,7 ().O

60-64 4.1 5,3 6.7 5.3 ().O

65-69 3.2 3.<) 6.7 0.9 0.0
7()-74 2.3 3.M 9.2 0.5 0.0
75+ 3.0 5.7 14.3 0,3 0.0

Median Age 26.H 4H.2 53.9 4X,3 23.4

So\037rcc: \037ureau
uf (he Censu\037. C,Jn.\037II.f of Populat;on: /970. Gelleral POpU/tll;Oll fotharClc-

It'rl,\\'t'C.f. Final Rcpon PC'( I )-81. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1972) p. 1-263.)))
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for this age distribution, that the fertility
of the third generation, now con-

centrated in the early childbearing years, is dramatically low, seems un-

likely.
Sex ratios based on these age distributions are presented in Table 1.4. The

age distribution of sex ratios for all mother tongue Ukrainian Americans is

quite similar to the analogous distribution for the whole United States, when

we allow for minor differences probably related to the sampling process

previously mentioned. Nonetheless, we should note the substantial differ-

ence between the sex ratios of foreign-born Ukrainians. aged 50 to 59. and

the analogous sex ratios for the whole United States. While the United States
ratios are close to .9, indicating 9 males for every 10 females. the foreign
born Ukrainian ratios exceed 1.3. indicating 13 males for every I 0 females.

This high ratio probably indicates that Ukrainian males were more likely to
have joined the second wave of immigration than Ukrainian females. This)

Table 1.3. Age Distribution or Females, in percent. 1970.

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native
United Born\" Born..

Age State\037 Foreign Foreign Native

Group A vera\037e All Born Parentage Parentage

()-4 H. I 1 . I 0,3 I ,5 2, I

5-9 9.4 2, 1 0.6 2,7 4.1

10-14 9.8 3.6 0.6 4.3 12.0

15-19 9.0 5. 1 2.6 5, 1 15,4

20-24 8. I 5.4 6.6 1.4 24.0

25- 29 6.6 3.8 3.8 1.5 17,5

30- 34 5,6 3.8 4.7 , ., 9.4_.-

35-39 5.5 5,0 3.7 5.7 6.8
40-44 5,9 8.6 7.6 10.4 3.0
45-49 6.0 15.0 13.7 17.9 2, 1

50-54 5,5 16.8 6.3 26.M 1 .7

55-59 5.0 9.6 7,6 12.6 0.4
6()-M 4.4 4.9 5.R 5.1 0.0

65-69 3,7 3,6 6,9 I .8 ().9

70-74 3.0 5,3 13.1 0,6 0.0
75+ 4.5 6.3 16.1 0.4 0.0)

Median Age) 29.3) 4H.R) 54.7) 49.2) 23,3)

Source: Bureau of the Census. ('\037n,\037u.f of Population: J97(), General Popu!t\"ioll CIIi.,r(lc-

ler;st;('s. Final Report pc( I )-8 I. (Washin\037ton: Government Printing Office. 1(72) p,I-26\037.)))
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Table 1.4. Sex Ratios by Age, Male-to-Female, 1970.

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native

United Born.. Born ..

Age States Foreign Foreign Native
Group Average All Born Parentage Parentage

0-4 1.04h
I .14 a a a

5-9 1.04 1.00 a 1.03 a

10-14 1.04 I . II a I. 19 a

15-19 1.02 .92 a .90 I , 14

20-24 .94 1.06 I. 18 a 1,00
25-29 .97 1 . ()4 .97 a 1. 17
30-34 .96 .82 a 1.03 a

35-39 .95 .78 a ,88 a
40-44 .94 .96 1.00 .92 a

45-49 .93 .92 .90 .93 a

50-54 .93 ,88 1.32 .80 a

55-59 ,92 1.04 1.35 .91 a
W-64 .88 .98 1.07 .91 a

65-69 .81 .77 .90 a a

70-74 .74 .66 .65 a a
75+ .64 .81 .81 a a

a
bless than 25 males or less than 25 females.

Example: 8.745.499 males/8.408.838 females = 1.04.

Source: Bureau of the Census. Cen..\"lIs of Pop Illation: /970. General Population Chllrac-
I('r;,\037,;c,\037. Final Report PC( I )-81. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1972) p. 1-263.)

in turn may reflect the fact that some Ukrainians in the second wave came
from military units, predominantly male. interned by the Allies.)

Soc'ioec'onomic' C/1uruc'terist;c's

Socioeconomic characteristics of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans are

listed in Tables 1.5 through 1.7. Overall. mother tongue Ukrainian Amer-

icans are of approximately equal status to Americans as a whole. even after

controlling for age and sex.
Among mother tongue Ukrainian Americans.

the highest status is enjoyed by the third and higher generations. whether in
tenns of education, occupation. or income. The first generation has the low-

est status. according to all three indicators. It is especially interesting to note

that the second generation of the first wave of immigration (excluding
the

second generation of the second wave on the basis of age) has a higher
socioeconomic status than the first generation of the second wave of im-

n1igration according to all three indicators. Thus.. although first wave im-)))

in socio-

economic composition. According to this view. if the distribution of the

socioeconomic characteristics of the members of the ethnic group were com-

parable to those of the majority population. observed differences in fertility
would

disappear.)))
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Table 1.5. Percentage 01 the Population with More than Eight Years or

Education, by Age and Sex, 1970.

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Sex Native Native

and Total Born . Born,
Age United Foreign Foreign Native

Group States All Born Parentage Parentage

Males

25-34 89 97 93 96 100

35-44 80 82 59 93 a
45-64 67 67 47 76 a

65+ 39 22 22 a a)

Females

25-34 90 99 96 100 100

35-44 85 86 63 96 a

45-64 71 64 43 72 a

65+ 45 14 13 24 a)

a
Number of cases less than 25.

Source: Bureau of the Census. Censu.\037 of Population /97(). Dt'tai/ed Characteristics. Final

Repon PCCI)-DI. United States Summary. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1973)
p. 1-627.)

Table 1.6. Percentage or Employed Persons. 16 Years Old and Over, in White

Collar Occupations, by Sex. 1970.)

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native

Total Born, Born.
United Foreign Foreign Native

Sex States All Born Parentage Parentage

Male 40 3S 27 37 49

Female 62 53 38 58 75)

Source: Bureau of the Census. Census of Population /970. Dt'tai/ed Characteristics, Final

Report PCCI)-Dl. United States Summary. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1973)

pp. 1-725-1-731,)))
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Table 1.7. Percentage of Families with Head Over Age 25 Whose Family

Income Equals or Exceeds $8000 per Year, 1970.

Mother Tongue Ukrainians)

59)

All

64)

Foreign
Born)

Native
Born.

Foreign

Parentage)

Native

Born,
Native

Parentage)

United

States

A verdge)

54) 72) 77)

Source: Bureau of the Census, Cen.tus of Population /970, D\"'ai/\037d Characl\037risli('s. Final

Report PC( I )-DI. United States Summary. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1973)

p. 1-873.)

migrants had humbler beginnings than their second wave counterparts, their

children were able to achieve enough upward mobility to exceed the status

of second wave immigrants.)

Morlalin' .,

Unfortunately, mortality figures are not generally kept on the basis of

ethnicity. Nonetheless, borrowing from Kitagawa and Hauser's (1973)work

relating socioeconomic status and health, it is possible to estimate, very

roughly, the mortality of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans relative to all

Americans on the basis of socioeconomic status. Kitagawa and Hauser
pub-

lished mortality ratios for the United States population in 1960 by socio-

economic status. These ratios, which were controlled for the effects of sex
and race, and broadly controlled for the effect of age, were

computed by

dividing the mortality rate of a particular socioeconomic subgroup by the

mortality rate of all persons regardless of socioeconomic status.

If we assume that the 1960 United States mortality ratios by socioeco-
nomic status, sex, race. and age are roughly applicable to the mother tongue

Ukrainian-American population in 1970. we can use them to compute sum-

mary mortality ratios for that population and generation subgroups. thus:)

L mr, x
p\037

M R
Il =

'

LP\037)

.)

where)

g
=

population or generation subgroups,
; =

socioeconomic. sex, race, and age category ..

mr,
=

mortality ratio for category i from Kitagawa and Hauser..)))
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pf
= the number of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans

in population (or subgroup) g, category i,
MR' =

summary mortality ratio for population (or subgroup g).)

For comparison. the summary ratio for the entire white United States pop-
ulation is 1.0. A ratio higher than 1.0 indicates mortality higher than that

of the white United States population; a ratio lower than 1.0 indicates mor-

tality lower than that of the white United States population. Mortality ratios

for mother tongue
Ukrainian Americans are listed in Table 1.8.

Overall, the mortality ratios of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans are

quite close to 1.0. The first generation, which is lower in socioeconomic

status than the second generation, has higher estimated mOl1ality. Nonethe-

less, the highest mortality ratio for mother tongue Ukrainian Americans. that

of the first generation females. is only 1.02.
These ratios are only very rough indicators of mortality. However. be-

cause of the relatively good socioeconomic standing of the mother tongue

Ukrainian-American population. it is reasonable to conclude that its level

of mortality is not substantially different. overall. than that of the white
United States population

as a whole.)

Nup tia lit)'

Mother tongue Ukrainian Americans as a group do not marry as quickly
as all Americans, as demonstrated by the figures in Table 1.9. which are

controlled for sex. Unfortunately, because of the small numbers in this table,)

Table 1.8. Estimated Mortality Ratios of Persons 2S Years Old and Over. by
Sex, 1970.)

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native

Born. Born.

United Foreign Foreign Native

Sex States All Born Parentage Parentage

Male 1.00 .97 ),00 .95 a
Female 1,00 .98 1.02 ,95 a)

alnsufficient cases 25 years old and over,
Note: United States monality ratios for K'hite population. only. Ukrainian mortality ratios

calculated on the basis of educational /\037\"el.

Source: (of basic mortality ratios) Kitagawa. Evelyn M. and Hauser, Philip M, D(fJerential

Morta/if)' in the lJnit\037d Stales,' A Stlldy in Socioeconomic Epidemiology_ (Cambrid\037e, MA:

Harvard University Press, 1973))))
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Table 1.9. Persons Never Married, by Age and Sex, 1970.

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native

Total Born. Born.
Age United Foreign Foreign Native

Group Stales All Born Parentage Parentage

Males

15-19 96 98 a 97 98

20-24 56 68 75 a 57
25- 29 20 29 33 a 17

30- 34 I 1 1 1 a 10 12

35-39 8 12 a 13 a
40-44 8 I 1 12 I I a

45-49 7 9 7 9 a
50- 54 6 6 6 7 a

Females
15-19 88 94 92 93 97

20-24 36 39 31 a 45
25- 29 12 20 24 a 17

30-34 7 5 4 7 a

35-39 6 8 8 7 a

40-44 5 7 4 9 a
45-49 5 8 2 12 a

50-54 6 9 5 9 a
a

Number of cases less than 25.
Source: Bureau of the Census. Census of Population: 1970. Marital Status. Final Report

PC(2)-4C. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1972) pp. 1-5.)

the nuptiality picture by generation is blurred. Nevertheless, it appears that
late maniage is especially characteristic of the first generation. This ma)\037

suggest that second and higher generations are more likely to intermarry with

non-Ukrainians than is the first generation. A greater willingness to inter-

marry provides a larger field of prospective spouses. and thus a greater prob-

ability of marriage before age 30.

Children Ever Born

Interestingly, even when we control for the effects of nuptiality t mother

tongue Ukrainian-American women
appear

to have had lower fertility than
all American women, as the figures in Table 1.10 illustrate. These figures

for children ever born are controlled for age. nuptiality t and presence of
husband. Again. it is the first generation which deviates most from the over-)))
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Table 1.10. Children Ever Born per 1000 Women, Age IS and Over, Married
and Husband Present, by Age, 1970.)

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native

United Born . Born.
Age States Foreign Foreign Native

Group Average All Born Parentage Parentage

15- 24 991 762 643 a 1000

25- 34 2373 1897 1691 1949 2146

35-44 3148 2625 2152 2746 a

45-54 2752 2281 2159 2328 a

55+ 2475 2259 2308 2198 a)

a
Number of cases less than 25.

Source: Bureau of the Census. /970 Cellsus of Population. Subject Report,,,, Women by
Number of Children Ever Born, PC(2)-3A, (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1973).)

all American
pattern, although the second generation also deviates substan-

tially from the overall American norm. Even the one figure for the third and

higher generations, although closest to the analogous overall American fig-

ure, does not meet it. Of course, the overall American pattern reflects the

post-World War II baby boom. Even if first generation mother tongue

Ukrainian Americans had participated in the baby boom, the disruption of

immigration probably would have taken its toll on the number of children
ever born. This does not explain the figures for the second and third gen-

erations, however, which suggest
a real difference in fertility between mother

tongue Ukrainian-American women and American women as a whole. This
fact, coupled with what little we have seen in regard to mother tongue

Ukrainian-American mortality.. suggests a lower rate of natural increase for

this population than the population of the United States as a whole. as men-

tioned earlier.)

Residence

Ukrainian-American residence patterns on the state level have changed

over time. Refening to Table 1.11 we see that the flfst wave of immigrants
settled heavily in Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey. with especially
intense settlement in Pennsylvania. Their children. the second generation
over

age 25, although largely retaining the old settlement pattern,
reduced

the concentration of their residences. notably with regard to Pennsylvania.

Thus. while 42 percent of the Ukrainian immigrants who came to the United
States between 1899 and 1930 settled in the state, only 24

percent
of the

second generation remained. The third generation continued this tcndcnc}')))
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Table 1.11. Residence or Mother Tongue Ukrainians in the United States, 1970,

by Generation Group, and Residence or Ukrainian Immigrants to

the lfnited States, 1899-1930. at Time or Arrival. Percentage by

State.)

Mother Tongue Ukrainians
1970

Native Native

Born, Born,

Ft)rcign Foreign Native

Parentage Parentage Bt)m.

Immigrants Ovcr U olier Native Foreign All
Stale 1899- 193() Age 25 Age 25 Parentage Born 197()

Pennsylvania 42 24 13 26 16 20

New Yurk 23 20 21 19 20 24

Ne\\\\' Jersey 1 1 16 10 1 I 9 13

Ohio 4 8 11 7 7 8

Illinoi\037 4 5 15 3 I 1 8

Michigan 2 6 5 7 8 7

(\037alif()mia () 4 4 J 7 4

Other 14 17 21 24 \"''J 19--

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100

Sourcc: Halich. Wasyl. Ukr(lillian,{ in Ih(\037 IJlliled StaleJ. (Chica\037o: The University of

Chica\037o Press. 1937) pp. 150-153.)

of geographical dispersion. as the
percent living in states labelled \"other\"

den10nstrates. This percentage
increased froln 17 for the second generation

(children of the first wave) to 25 for the third generation.
The second wave settled in a pattern reminiscent of the first wave. with

decidedly less concentration in Pennsylvania. The children of second wave

immigrants. the second generation less than 25 years of age (who for the
most part probably still live with their parents), have a similar residence

pattern .

Changes in residence pattern on the state level may reflect several things.
Over the

span
of seventy years the geographical distribution of job oppor-

tunities no doubt has changed. Funhermore. in achieving upward socioeco-

nomic mobility. younger generation Ukrainian Americans have
expanded

the job opportunities open to them. This may help explain the shift away

from Pennsylvania. where many unskilled first wave immigrants found em-

ployment in low-paying mining and
manufacturing jobs. However. geo-

graphical dispersion was probably inevitable from the standpoint of assim-

ilation. as well. The initial. intense concentration of settlement was

undoubtedly related to the immigrants' need to stick together in a
strange)))
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environment. while learning a new language and new occupational skills.

Their children. who grew up with the new language as well as the old, and
received a better education than their parents, had less need to remain in

the old settlements, especially when
opportunity beckoned elsewhere.)

Geographi(.a/ Mobi/if)'

Recent geographical mobility is covered in Tables 1. 12 and I. 13. For both

males and females. controlling for age. the United States population as a

whole is more tnobile than the population of mother tongue Ukrainian Amer-
icans. The differences per age group are less striking than the number of

age groups over which this difference holds.

Looking
more closely at the Ukrainian Americans, which is made some-

what difficult by small numbers. it is evident that the foreign-born are con-)

Table 1.12. Percentage of Males Who Have Changed Residence within Five

Years, by Age, 1970.

Mother Tongue lJkrainians

Native Native

Total Born. Born.
Age United Foreign Foreign Native

Group States All Born Parenta\037c Parentage

5-9 56 28 a 30 a
1(}-14 44 27 a 26 a

15-19 43 22 a 24 19

20-24 73 60 53 a 68
25-29 81 77 81 a 81

30- 34 68 63 a 73 a

35-39 54 45 a 42 a
4()- 44 43 29 4() 23 a

45-49 36 22 25 21 a

50-54 31 25 31 .,., a--
55-59 28 20 2H 15 a

60-64 27 20 26 14 a

65-69 28 30 29 a a

70-74 26 21 22 a a

75-79 25 13 13 a a

H()-K4 27 24 24 a a

85+ 33 a a a a
a

Number of cases less than 25.
Source: Bureau of the Census. Cen,ftUS of POplI!ll,ion: /970. De,ailetJ ClJarllcter;.fil;cS. Final

Report Pee 1 )-D I, lJnitcd States Sumrnary, (Washington: Gnvcmlnent Printing Office. 1973)

p. 1-60 1 ,)))
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Table 1.13. Percentage or Females Who Have Changed Residence within Five

Years, by Age, 1970.

Motber Tongue Ukrainians

Nalive Native
Total Born . Born,

Age Uniled Foreign Foreign Native

Group States All Born Parcnlagc Parentage

5-9 56 32 a 33 a
10-14 44 22 a 28 1 I

15-19 46 37 50 33 34
20--24 78 74 68 a 81

25-29 76 67 78 a 55

30- 34 60 64 77 60 a

35- 39 47 36 47 31 a

40-44 38 26 32 25 a

45-49 33 23 34 16 a

50- 54 30 21 19 20 a

55-59 28 24 26 23 a

60-64 28 21 37 9 a
65-69 28 24 24 a a

70-74 27 16 17 a a

75-79 28 18 29 a a
80-84 32 37 38 a a

85+ 37 a a a a

aN umber of cases less than 25.

Source: Bureau of the Census. Cen..\037ll.\037 0.( Population: /970. General Population Charlle-
I('ri.flit',f. Final Report pc() )-Dl. United States Summary. (Washington: Government Printing

Office. 1973) p. 1-601.)

siderably more mobile than the second generation. The first generation ad-
heres more closely to the overall American mobility rates, but even in this

case does not generall)' exceed them.
We may speculate that the population mother tongue Ukrainian Americans

is generally more stable than the
population

of the United States as a whole.
but that the

process
of settling into the new environment has elevated the

geographical mobility of those who have immigrated in the recent past.)

..\037unl\"tan'

In sum, mother tongue Ukrainian Americans in 1970 are not very unlike
their fello\\\\' Americans. although they display some distinctive demographic
characteristics. The population with Ukrainian mother tongue tends to be

()Ider than the whole United States population, as a result of the tinling of)))
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immigration and the effect of language assimilation over time.
Age-specific

sex ratios of the population with Ukrainian mother tongue resemble those

of the whole United States population except in a few age groups where

Ukrainian males, because of a greater propensity than females to immigrate
in the second \\\\'ave, predominate. The socioeconomic status of mother tongue

Ukrainian Americans is generally equivalent to that of all Americans taken

together. In general. mother tongue Ukrainian Americans who have been in

this country longer have achieved higher status. Because of a general lack

of mortality data by ethnic groups. the monality level of mother tongue

Ukrainian Americans has been estimated on the basis of their socioeconomic

status. Not surprisingly. therefore, their mortality level does not differ sub-

stantially from that of the whole United States population. Mother tongue

Ukrainian Americans man-y later than their fellow Americans. and even when

this characteristic is controlled. have lower fertility. The residence pattern

of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans varies by generation. The immi-

grants who first came to the United States were highly concentrated on the

state level. Their descendants and followers of the second wave settled in

a more dispersed pattern.. probably as a result of changing job opportunities
and socioeconomic status. Finally. mother tongue Ukrainian Americans

ap-

pear more geographically sedentary than their fellow Americans. Even the

newest arrivals. who may still be settling into the new environment and thus

have greater geographical mobility
than other Ukrainian Americans. appear

more sedentary than their fellow Americans.

Unfortunately. census data did not allow a truly representative look at the

Ukrainian-American community. Let us hope
that future enumeration efforts

pay greater attention to the differentiation of the ethnic groups.)))
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CHAPTER TWO)

The Ukrainians Among Us)

VlJ/odimir N. BllI,dera)

ldelltif)' and World)t'ide Settle,nentJ

As a small and geographically dispersed ethnic community in the United
States, Ukrainians are not well understood. According to the \"mother-

tongue'\" criterion in the 1970 census. they ranked twenty-first nationally,

though se\\tenth in Pennsylvania. eighth in New Jersey and ninth in New

\\

York. In the past. the nationality of these
immigrants

was often misrepre-
sented because they came from regions under changing administrations of

. Austria, Hungary. the Russian Empire. Poland. Czechoslovakia, Romania,
) and only briefly. independent Ukraine itself. While in North America. their
I

religious organizations. whether Eastern-rite Catholic. Orthodox. or Prot-
estant, experienced changes in their corporate designations and in the alle-

giance of the members. Moreover, as a result of the national upheaval at

the turn of the century and the quest for independence since World War I.
the nlainstream of these Slavic people modified their name fr()m Ruthenian

(also Rusyn and Rusnak in their native tongue) to Ukrainian. Their world-

wide dispersion due to past migrations is reflected in Table 2.1.
For the United States, the estimate of 130,Osn is from the 1980 census,

as measured by the question: what is the pers()n's anl\"estry''? (Department of

Commerce, 1983). Ukrainian sources sometimes use an even broader def-
inition of ..

Americans of Ukrainian descent\" that encompasses some 1.25
million

people\037
such a high figure is corroborated also

by estimates of ar-

riving immigrants and their descendants (see Fulton.s article in this book).
Not counted in the various estimates are the many Jews. Poles, Russians.
and Germans who trace their ancestry to Ukraine but usually do not identify
thenlselves with the Ukrainian nati()n\"

Political realities in our century have impeded a nonnal interaction be-

tween the free Ukrainians abroad and their
subjagated

brethren in the home-

land. But it is notew()rthy that this ethnic minority in the United States.
Canada. and the rest of the Western world has strived t() preserve its heri-

tage\037 to help the relatives left behind, and to
sUpJX)rt

the struggle for national

religious rights of Ukrainians in their land.)

31)))
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Table 2.1. Ukrainians in Various Countries or the World, around 1979.)

Ukraine (excludes other nationalities)

USSR (Ukrainians outside UkrSSR)

North America

Canada

United States

European countries

Austria

Czechoslovakia

France

Germany
Poland

Romania
United Kingdom

Yugoslavia

Other

South America

Argentina
Brazil

Paraguay

Uruguay

Australia

Total Ukrainian Population)

36,449.000

5,898,000)

581 ,000

730,056)

5.000
110.000

25.000

20,000

300 ,000

70.000

15.000

51.000
10,000)

220.000

93.000

10,000

8.000

34.000

44,629,056)

Source: Data for Ukrainians in the USSR are for the census date January 17. 1979; see

Tsentralne Statystychne Upravlinnia. URSR. Narodn\037 hospodarstvo Ukrain.fkoi RSR \" /98/

rots; (Kiev. 1982). Data for other Ukrainian settlements were estimated for the 1970s as de-

tailed in Athanas Milanych. et al.. Ukrainski posl'lennia.' do\\'idnyk (Ne\\\\' York. 1980). The

Canadian statistic is for 1971. The figure for the U. S, is derived from the ancestry data in

the 1980 census.)

The standardized and impersonal details of the census, which are so pains-

takingly interpreted in the present study, need to be placed in their proper
sociocultural context. Hence the purpose of this essay is to enhance the per-

ception of Ukrainians as individuals, as small communities. and as an ethnic

entity. This will be done by first reviewing their history, and then surveying

their social structure in the 1970s.
Many challenges have tested the com-

mitment of Ukrainians to their culturdl heritage and the struggle for national

rights. The accomplishments
of Ukrainians in their adopted homeland pro-

vide a lesson on how a tiny ethnic minority overcomes the
pressures

of the

melting pot. Thus the fascinating questions that this essay addresses are why
and how such an ethnic entity develops. how its structure in the ne\\\\' home-

land relates t() the land of origin, and how it manages to propagate certain
human and social values that doubtlessly enrich our urban society.)))
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O\"e CelIIU1)' of Gro)vth and AdaplalilJn iI' the United States)

Ukrainians today are proud that individuals with Ukrainian names left a

mark in early American history. During the Civil War. General Basil Tur-

chyn distinguished himself on the Union side. Another early settler was a
rOll1antic escapee from Tsarist persecuti()n, an Orthod()x priest from Kiev.

Agapius Honcharenko, who arrived in America in 1865 and soon became a

champion of the
rights

for Alaskan natives by publishing a periodical the
Ala.'ikll Herllld: characteristically. in the inaugural issue of his newspaper he

included a poem by Ukraine's beloved bard Taras Shevchcnko.
HO'A\"cver. in order to understand the formation of the Ukrainian ethnic

entity in the United States, we need to trace the fate of the subsequent thou-
sands of immigrants and their accomplishments. There were three waves of

substantial Ukrainian immigratil)n tl) the United States. each
differing

in

size. regional origin. and the reason for leaving the homeland.

During the so-called pioneer period. 1876-1914. a\037J!1J1alLa m.illi.on.jm-

mi gr;.ll11S arrived from the TraJ1s c\037 rpathian d istrict that was la\037l}: under
Hungarian -d()minatkm\037 al! 4 Jrom .Q aliCT,!\037

and B
\037_kQvjlli\\ t\037at_\037 were-1liia er

Austrian administration . Driven out by the poverty in overpopulated agri-

cultural lands, these immigrants were often recruited for the mines in the

Pennsylvania anthracite coal
region,

and they sometimes started in menial

jobs in such cities as New_ Yo\037 k\037_ New3!: \037-!_ Phila d\037 ia -,_a n\037 <; leve J\037nd . Al-

though small Protestant groups from Eastern Ukraine established agricultural

settlements in Virginia and North Dakota, they did not survive as ethnic

entities.

Responding to immigrant petitions\037
the Catholic priest Ivan Voliansky was

sent to Pennsylvania in 1884. and soon established parishes in Shenandoah
and several neighboring t()wns. He and other religious leaders laid a foun-

dation for a network of Byzantine Rite Catholic churches. along with edu-

cational, fraternal. cooperative, and publishing institutions to serve the
spe-

cial needs of the community.
In 1913. the

Pope approved the establishment of a Ukrainian eparch)' in
the U.S. consisting

of 1()6 Eastern-rite parishes; the following year.. Mon-

signor Soter Onynsky was appointed the first Ukrainian
bishop. However.

the early refusal of Roman Catholic bishops
to acknowledge the autonomy

of the RuthenianjUkrainian parishes, as well as disagreement among pa-

rishioners from diverse regions. promoted
discords in the communities. Con-

sequently. in 1924 Rome created another eparchy under Bishop Basil Ta-
kach for the Ruthenians from Transcarpathia. Moreover. some Uniate Cath-
olic parishes became Orthodox.

In addition to the establishment of religious institutions, an important
achievement of the early years was the formation of fraternal associations.
These associations provided basic life insurance for the otherwise uninsur-)))
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able immigrant laborers\" and the accumulated dues also allowed the publi-

cation of peri(xlicals and books. the
support

of reading rooms, and the

promotion ()f intercommunity projects. Under the guidance of the priests and

later of other educated leaders. these communities not only were influenced-

by.. but also contributed to the rebinh of national c()nsciousness in the quest

for national rights in Ukraine.
Although Ukrainians stl1.!ggl in g for ind\037 n-

\037\037!!-\037_c;\037J!riD -i- World War l\037Y-\037J)\037\037\037lly ,s uffered. defeat.. 1b\037i r brethren in the

United State\037 \037n{V'an\037d.a cont jnued to .preserYe their reli ious heri
(f (f

nd

to affirm.a..
\302\267\302\267

\302\267

\037_.-

The second phase of immigration and community development
corre-

sponds to the interwar years. During this
period.

new arrivals declined to

about 40..000 because the immigration policies were less favorable to the

_ \037I
avs. Community life showed considerable vitality in the observance of

religious traditions.. community dances and picnics.. and cultural activities

like lectures. amateur choirs.. theater. and folk-dancing. Community life was

stimulated by the arrival of several eminent leaders from Ukraine after the

.unsu\037ssf\037-'- _
war _9fJ n\037ndmce , Among them Dmytro Halychyn became

president
()f the Ukrainian National Association: Vasyl Avramenko founded

numerous f()lk-dance ensembles; Dr. Walter Galan developed The Ukrainian

Savings and Loan Association in Philadelphia and.. after World War II. headed

the United Ukrainian American Relief Committee; and dedicated composers
like Alexander Koshets, Mykhailo Hayworonsky. and Antin Rudnytsky

pr()pagated liturgical and choral music. M()reover.. the presence of such dis-

tinguished scholars as Vladimir and Stephen Tinl0shenk() (Stanford Uni-

versity).. George Vemadsky (Yale). George Kistiakowsky (Harvard). and

Alexander Granovsky (University of Minnesota) helped
to establish a pos-

itive self-image among Ukrainians.
The

sponsorship
of the Ukrainian pavilion at the World's Fair in Chicago

in 1933 was symbolic of the efforts of the
younger generation to assert the

Ukrainian presence in America and to represent the national aspirations of

Ukrainians under foreign occupations. This sympathy for the homeland also

expressed itself in political actions like the den10nstrations against the Mos-

cow-imposed famine in Ukraine in 1933. Furthermore. in order to enlighten
the American people.. the fraternal associations began to

sponsor
informative

txx)ks in English, such as those
by Professor Clarence A. Manning and Wil-

I ianl H. Chanlberl in.

After W orld War II t Ukrainian Ar11cricans united their e fft)rts t() h e lp th e

111any thousands ()f fOJ\037e_\037. Jahorers and refugees \"'ho rcfus col () re tU rn to

their homeland under Moscow\037s comm uni s t rul e. The third W3 \\'e \037f Ukr ai nI -

an immigrants was admitted to the U. s. durIng- 1949- 1954 and numbered

aht)ut If)().()()() \037Displaccd Pcrs()ns,\" Anl()ng them \",'ere nlitn)' civic leaders.

artists. and pr()fcssi()nals. Thc): stilllulatcd the existing ()rganizatillns and)))
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fonned new ones like the Ukrainian Engineers Ass4.1Ciation. several youth

organizations, and sports clubs. A fair degree of coordination has been pro-
vided b)' the Ukrainian Congress Committee of Anlerica (UCCA). which
was fonned in 1940 as an anti-Nazi and anti-Communist representative body.

Under the long leadership of Professor George Dobriansky (who becanle the

U .S, ambassador to the Bahamas in 1983). the UCC A has been promoting
political

actions such as the passage of Captive Nations Resolutions in Con-

gress and the periodic proclamations
of Ukrainian Independence Day in man}'

states and cities. Symbolic
of the drive for recognition and identity \"'as the

erection of a nlonument to Taras Shevchenko in Washington. D.C. in 1964.

President Dwight D. Eisenh()wer addressed the fcsti\\'e crowd ()f ()ver 100.000
and praised their l(\ve") ()f freedom and the dreanl that the American \"just and

righteous order\" will be attained one da)' in Ukraine.

During the past several decades when new emigration from Ukraine \\'ir-

tually ceased. Ukrainians in
\037h\037 d\037\037sP9r\037__[Q_und it increasing ly d ifficult to

retai\037 t\037ru Jangu\037e c uf
-

\302\267

S.1_ an4 spiritual (ips w iil1ffi e i
\037Jandoior

-
- -

igin, However. new workable forms of association. ci\\'ic activity. and cul-
.
tura l expression are being introduced. For instance. modernized cultural and

educational centers have been formed in such cities as Los Angeles. Phil-

adelphia. Detroit, New York. Washington. and even the tiny
North Port.

Florida. New organizations that adopted modem American methods include

Americans Against the Defamation of Ukrainians. Americans for Human

Rights in Ukraine. Ukrainian Alun1ni Association in Detroit. Ukrainian

American Bar Association. and the Ukrainian Information Bureau in Wash-

ington. D.C, Thus successful participatory institutions arc now available to

the younger generation
that cannot speak Ukrainian. Moreover, there is by

now a significant and growing stock of expertise and publications about
Ukrainians as a subjugated nati()n and about their accomplishments in North

America. Most notably the community spearheaded the establishment of the

Ukrainian Research Institute ()f Harvard University along with the appoint-

ment at the University ()f Prof. Omeljan Pritsak to the endowed Mykhailo
S. Hrushevs'kyi chair of Ukrainian history. and of Prof. George Grabo\\\\'icz

to the Chair of Ukrainian literature. Such achievements serve as beacons of

orientation in Ukrainian affairs for Americans in general and for ethnic
Ukrainians in particular.

In short. not only past achievements. but also ongoing devclopn1cnts sug-

gest that the small ethnic entity
()f Ukrainians has a capacity to nlaintain the

values and activities that enrich the fabric ()f Arnerican culture and s(1Ciet};.)

CI\"lr('h I IIJI;IIII;(}nJ al,d R\302\243)I;\037;t}llJ A.ffiliatitJ/'.fi it' ti,e /970J

The fundamental unit of the church system is the parish, which typically
owns its own church. a community hall. a pricst's h()use. and. sometimes.)))
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Table 2.2. Church Membership and Religious Amliations or Ukrainians and

Ruthenians In the U.S., mld-1970s.)

Ukrainian Catholic Church (Archeparchy of Philadelphia)

Byzantine Rite Catholic Metropolitan Archdiocese (Pittsburgh)

Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the USA (South Bound Brook NJ)

Ukrainian Orthodox Church of America. Ecumenical Patriarchate

Ukrainian Autocephalic Church in Exile

American Carpatho-Russian Onhodox Greek Catholic Church (Johnstown PA)

Ukrainian Baptist Communities and dispersed Protestants

Ukrainians dispersed in Roman Catholic parishe\037

Ukrainians and Ruthenians in other Orthodox churches)

285.000

263.000

90 t 000

30, {)()()

4,800

108.000

50,000

100,000

200 ,()()())

Suurce: Based on estimates as elaborated in V. N. Bandera. \"L'kraint\037i v ZShA.
M

in Athana\037

Milanych. et al.. l/krain..'iki po.\037el('nlli(l: do\\'idllyk, (Nc\"r York. 19HO).)

the facilities for all-day or Sunday school. Furthermore\" the separate de-

nominations indicated in Table 2.2
support their coordinating institutions,

publishing facilities\" seminars\" and cemeteries.
The Ukrainian Catholic church consists of 199 parishes that are grouped

into the eparchies of Philadelphia. Stamford and Chicago. each under its

own bishop. The Archeparchy is headed by His Excellence
Archbishop-Met-

ropolitan Stephen Sulyk. who resides at the chancery in Philadelphia. The

Archeparchy sustains St. Basil's High School and College, St. Joseph\"s

Seminary which is affiliated with Catholic University in Washington\" D.C.,
and Manor Junior College for women which is administered by the Basilian
Sisters. The church sponsors an apartment complex for the elderly and an

orphanage in Philadelphia. as well as several nursing homes. Ukrainian bish-

ops in the United States and in other Western countries form a council and

gather
in periodic synods under Cardinal Liubachivsky who succeeded His

Beatitude the late Cardinal Slipyi.
The Ruthenian Greek Catholic church is headed by Archbishop-Metro-

politan Stephen Kocisco and consists of three eparchies, Formed by Rome
as an autonomous entity

in 1928. this church united primarily the immigrants
from the Transcarpathian regi()n. T(xlay it also includes several

predomi-

nantly Byzantine-rite Croatian and Hungarian parishes. The
Archcparchy

sustains a Catholic Byzantine Seminary ()f Sts. Cyril and Methodius in Mun-
hall\" Pennsylvania. Without the infusion of newconlcrs and substantive in-

teraction with their homeland in recent decades. the Ruthenian church cOln-

nlunities today use the English language but practice the inherited Eastern
church rites.

The Ukrainian Orthod{)x church cl)nsists ()f 92 parishes. It is headed b}')))
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His Eminence Metropolitan Mstyslav who resides at the Chancery and Cul-

tural Center in South Bound Brook, New Jersey. This community is served

by three bishops, ninety-nine priests, and nine deacons. New
priests

are

being educated at the St. Sophia Seminary which is affiliated with Rutgers

University. The Ukrainian Orthodox church sponsors Saturday schools. co-

ordinates the work of lay societies, and publishes religi()us and historical

materials. It should be noted that Metropolitan Mstyslav is also the head of

the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church with branches in Western

Europe, North America, Australia, and Latin America.

The Ukrainian Orthodox Church of America was founded in 1928 by sep-

arating from the Catholics and now consists of 23 parishes.
The Ukrainian Evangelical Alliance is headed by Pastor Oleksa Harbu-

ziuk. The Association typically consists of tightly knit small Baptist com-
munities with a strong religious orientation. They have shown concern for

their persecuted brethren in Soviet Ukraine.

At present, there is considerable good will and some interaction among

the hierarchies of various Ukrainian demoninations.)

Civi c In.,; I ; IIIti on...)

In larger cities where there are several Ukrainian parishes and ci,'ic or-

ganizations, community life is usually coordinated by the local branch of

the Ukrainian Congress COlllnlittee of America (UCCA) or by a specially
formed umbrella ()rganization. At the national level. Ukrainians are being
represented by the Executive Conlmittee of the UCCA. which is elected at

the convention of delegates every four years. Morco\\'cr, the task of repre-

sentation is also perfonned by
church hierarchs and the presidents of fra-

ternal associations. In addition, major organizations of women, youth, and

professionals elect their national officers wh() s()metimes play the role of

community leaders and spokesmen. Many national associations are further

affiliated with their counterparts in Canada and other countries: for instance.

the Ukrainian Women's League of America and corresponding societies in

Western countries (Ukraine itself is excepted) fonn the World Federation of
Ukrainian Women's Organizations with headquarters in Philadelphia. Fur-
thermore. through their representatives. Ukrainians in the United States

par-

ticipate in a world-wide association. The World Congress of Free Ukriani-

ans. presently headquartered in Toronto.

Among the largest organizations arc the fraternal a\037sociations: The Ukrainian

National Association (87.300 mClllbcrs in 1978).. The Ukrainian Fraternal

Association (until recently called The Ukrainian Workingnlcn Association,

24,200 in 1978), Pr()vidence Associati(}n ()f Ukrainian Catholics (19,000 in

1978), and Ukrainian Nati{}nal Aid (8,000 in 1970). These fraternal ass()-)))
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ciations not only offer basic life insurance, but also engage in publ ishing
and sponsor cultural and recreational activities. There are also four Savings
and Loan Associations ,tnd 28 Credit Unions with combined assets of over

$250 million.

Am()ng the women's associations\" most prominent are the Ukrainian Na-
tional Wonlen's

League (3.700 members in 83 branches)\" the Women's

Auxiliary of the Organization for the Defense of Four Freedoms of Ukraine\"

and United Ukrainian Onhodox Sisterhoods.

In many comll1unities there are chapters of the following youth organi-
zations: Plast (Ukrainian Scouts).. Ukrainian Youth Association of America
(SUMA). Organization

of Democratic Ukrainian Youth (ODUM). League
of Ukrainian Catholics, and Ukrainian Orthodox League. The local chapters
pursue systematic training programs. and the national officers sponsor sum-
mer camps and similar projects. There are about twenty active University

clubs and student societies: the Federation of Ukrainian Student Organiza-

tions of America (SUST A) has to its credit the initiation of the very suc-
cessful campaign for the establishment of Ukrainian studies at Harvard Uni-

versity.

Among the several politically oriented organizations with many local

branches and sunlnlcr resort facilities, there is the Organization for the Re-
birth of Ukraine (ODVU). and the Organization for the Defense of Four

Freedoms of Ukraine (OOChSU). In the larger communities one may find

both Republican and Democratic clubs. \\\\'hich promote voter involvement

during elections. There are also
professional societies that unite Ukrainian

engineers. doctors, university professors. bibliographers\" journalists. busi-

nessnlen, philatelists. and teachers; most of them publish specialized jour-
nals ()r newsletters.

As can be seen. there is a great variety ()f civic and cultural organizations

available to Ukrainians. who
may belong to such organizations in or outside

their own 1()Cality.)

ElJ,I(.at;(J1' and S('I'()lJ/\037\\')

()utside the tightl}' knit families, various forms of schooling pIa}' an im-

portant role in introducing the youngsters to the customs. history, language

and culture of the Ukrainians. We can distinguish three types of schools.

First of all. the set of Ukrainian Catholic schools in 1970 c()nsisted of fifty-
four parochial grade schools\" six high schools. and two colleges.. thus em-

brdcing about 16,000 students. Although the Ukrainian content in these schools

varies widely. they try to offer a synthesis of general. religi()us, and ethnic

education. A second set of schools consists ()f Saturda),' pr()granls that place
a stress on Ukrainian subjects and st1metimes religion: in 197() there were)))
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over 50 such schools with approximately 3.700 students and 206 instructors.

The third set includes the Sunday schools which concentrate on religious
instruction and sometinles offer an introduction to Ukrainian language. sing-
ing. and history. About 80 percent of Ukrainian Orthodox parishes provide
some form of schooling. and Baptist c()mnlunities ()ffcr religious instruction
and group singing.

In several cities it is now
possible

to receive high school and college credit
on the basis of qualifying exams in the Ukrainian language. Although the

public school system in Philadelphia has sometimes offered Ukrainian classes.

such public encouragement of bilingual education is exceptional. However.

Ukrainian language.. literature. and history courses are now offered at some

20 colleges. Moreover. Harvard University not only offers regular programs
in Ukrainian studies, but also enrolls 50 to 100 students in Ukrainian courses

during the summer session.
Our

survey
of educational institutions would be inC()nlplete without men-

tioning
the role of several scholarly societies. Thus, both the Shevchenko

Scientific Society and the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences maintain

their libraries and oftices in New York City, and their members have a spe-
cial interest in Ukrainian and other Slavic studies. The Ukrainian Historical

Association publishes the journal Ukrainj\"A}\"i 1!J\"to1}'k (Ukrainian Historian)

which includes materials on ethnic history. Initiated by Professor Alexander

Granovsky\" the Ukrainian American Collection at the Imn1igration History

Research Center of the University of Minnesota contains valuable archival

and published materials. Substantial Ukrainian holdings can also be found
at Harvard. Columbia University.. the University of Illinois, and the Hoover

Institution. Har\\'ard Ukrainian Studie\037'i. a journal published by the Harvard

Ukrainian Research Institute. presents new scholarship on Ukrainian sub-

jects.
Among the eminent American Siavists and Sovietologists are such schol-

ars of Ukrainian background as: Yaroslav Bilinsky (University of Delaware),
Basil Dmytryshyn (Portland State University)\" George Grabowicz (Har-
vard)\" Taras Hunczak (Rutgers University), Edward Kasinec (New York Public

Library). Iwan Koropeckyj (Temple University). John Rcshetar (University
.\"

of Washington), Ihor Sevcenko (Harvard). George Shevelov (Columbia
University),

Frank Sysyn (Harvard)\" Roman Szporluk (University l)f Mich-

igan), and Lubomyr Wynar (Kent State University).)

Press. C(Jlnlnlln;('(ltiol'S, anti Pllbli(-ali(Jn\037')

A variety of periodicals and radio programs have proved thell1selves es-

sential in the development and maintenance of the Ukrainian ethnic com-

munity. Among the dailies, S\\'()l,()dtl and Amer.vka have the widest distri-)))
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bution; both of them offer English-language weekJies. The Ukrainian Fraternal

Association sponsors Ukrainian and English editions of Narodna Vo(vu and

a richly illustrated monthly FlJrum. There are also specialized periodicals
for children. religious groups,

and major associations. The Ukrainian Quar-
terl)'. sponsored by

the Ukrainian Congress Committee and edited by W.

Dushnyk, contains valuable articles and commentaries on East European and
Ukrainian subjects. The recently started monthly Smo/lJsk)p is published in

English in Washington and is devoted entirely to the struggle for human

rights in Soviet Ukraine.
Radio has also been used extensively to provide both the entertainment

and the essential information about community events. One can find Ukrai-

nian radio hours in many cities. For instance. there are six such radio pro-

grams in Philadelphia alone. We might add that the Voice of America trans-
mits in Ukrainian four hours each day and includes commentaries about

Ukrainian life in the United States,)

FlJ/k and Fine Arl\037'

Americans might encounter Ukrainian folk dancing, singing, embroidery\"

ceramics, and cuisine at public shows, TV
programs.. and in the press. An-

nual Ukrainian folk festivals can be enjoyed in Philadelphia (August and

September)
New York City (May), Pittsburgh (September), Los Angeles\"

Garden State Fair Grounds in New Jersey (June), Glen Spey, NY (July) and
at other locations. Such festive occasions typically include

perfonnances by

dance groups and vocal ensembles accompanied by the Ukrainian national

instrument, the bandura, displays of folk artifacts. and serving of ethnic food

like \\'areIJ..vk)\037 and hlJII,bl\037';. Among the reputable perforn1ing ensembles we
should include the Ukrainian Bandurist Chorus of Detroit. the Voloshky

Dancers and Prometheus Choir of Philadelphia.. and the Dumka Choir of

New York.

Permanent museum exhibits include the Ukrainian Museum in New York

City. the Ukrainian Folk Art Museum at Manor College in Philadelphia. the
Ukrainian Gallery of Modem Art in Chicago, the Ukrainian Museum in

Cleveland, and the Byzantine Metropolitan Museum in Munhall, Pennsyl-
vania. In addition to collccti()ns penaining tt) ethnic history. these museunlS

display the typical f()rll1S l)f folk art like cnlbroidery. potte!)'. \"'lxxlcar,'ing.

and the Illagnificcnt and widely appreciated Easter eggs called P.\"J(ll,k.,'.

Bcsides p)'sank}'. another je\\\\'cl ()f Ukrainian fl)lk art that has been in-

corporated into American tradition is the delightful \"Carol of the Bells\" as

arranged hy M)'kola Leont()\\r)'ch. \\vhich is \"'idel}' pcrfomlcd during the
Christnlas scas()n.

lJkrainians also prOml)te the tine arts in their c()mnlunities. They {)ftcn)))
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sponsor exhibits of paintings. arrange conlmemorative concerts. and present

movies and live theater. Among the established
painters

and graphic artists

are the late Jacques Hnizdovsky. Petro Mehyk, Mykhailo M{)roz, Edward

Kozak. Myroslava Lasowsky. and Andrij Maday. Many Ukrainian churches

contain icons and paintings by accomplished artists like Petro Kholodny.

Sviatoslav Hordynsky. Mykola Andrusiw. and Marko Zubar. In addition to

the originator of cubism Alexander Archipenko (1887-1964). Ukrainian

sculptors include George Bobritzky. Mykola Holod}'k. and Alexander Hu-

nenko. Ukrainian motifs and style have been assiduously cultivated by mas-
ter of cerdffiics Yaroslava Gerulak. enamelist K. Szonk-Rusych. and sculpt()r-
woodcarver

Mykhailo Chereshniovsky.

The community takes special pride when American stars in the perfonning

arts acknowledge their Ukrainian roots. Among them. we find John Hodiak.
Mike Mazurki, Anna Sten. and Jack Palance in cinema: Andrij Dobriansky.

Paul Plishka. and Martha Kokolska in opera; William Shust and Edward

Evanko in theater and television; and Thomas Hrynkiw. Julianna Osinchuk.

and Lydia Artymiw in instrumental music. An eminent cinematographer who

has used Ukrainian themes is Slavko Nowytski. while Yaroslav Kulynych
has tirelessly chronicled on tilm the Ukrainian comnlunity life in the dias-

pora.

Of great importance to Ukrainians is literature. The Ukrainian Writers

Association Slovo includes members from several countries and is headed

by Ostap Tamawsky. Among
its prominent members in the United States.

we should mention Teodosii Osmachka (1895-1962), Evhen Malaniuk (1897-
1968). and Bohdan Krawciw (1904-1975). Wasyl Barka. and Roman Za-

vadovych. The younger poets who came to the fore in the United States

include Bohdan Boychuk. Bohdan Rubchak. Marta Tarnawska. and George

Tamawsky who writes largely in English. In her widely read books for chil-

dren. Marie Halun-Bloch has used Ukrainian thelnes. Another renowned

painter and author Yaroslava Sunnach-Mills has illustrated a number of

translated Ukrainian fairy tales.)

ClJn('/\"dinR R e.!1e(.t;(}flS

During one century in their adopted h()meland in North Anlerica. Ukraini-

ans have earned a reputation as
hard-working. upright citizens. They tend

to form tightly knit families and exert c()nsiderable eff()rt t() nlaintain their
ethnic identity and institutions.

Overcoming the disadvantages shared by all Slavic inlmigrants.. the

Ukrainians have been readily accepted by Americans as desirable friends

and neighbors. Many have attained personal success as prl}fessil)nals. schol-

ars.. businessmen. sportsmen.. and public ()flicials. The success of individ-)))
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uals is important because it serves as a model for emulation and a proof that

ethnic minority status docs not stifle but often encourages the talented and
the industrious. The comnlunity also appreciates when pronlincnt Americans

acknowledge their Ukrainian roots. show respect for the accomplishments.
and support the effol1s of this self-reliant minority.

However. the development and nlaintenance of community goals and in-
stitutions has proved to be no easy task for Ukrainians. To a considerable

extcnt they have been motivated to preserve their religious and cultural her-

itage because of a sense of respect and obligation towards their deprived

and oppressed brethren in Ukraine. But ethnic loyalty and support of com-

munity goals tend to diminish with each generation. Moreover. the main-

stream of American society generally treats small ethnic
groups

with con-

descension or benign neglect. Hence. one can only adnlire the persistent

development and adaptation of ethnic institutions toward forms of activity
in accord with the needs and capabilities of new generations. Past experience

suggests that the Ukrainian heritage in America will continue to be preserved
and cultivated for the foreseeable future.)))
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CHAPTER THREE)

Population Distribution and Internal

Migration)
Oleh Wolo\037,t..vna and Mary' Anne Salmon)

A COUNTRY'S POPULATION distribution can be viewed in two ways-
spatially (by location of settlements) and by size of settlement; in other words,

distribution by regions or states, and by urban-rural or
metropolitan-non-

metropolitan areas. Ukrainians, like other immigrant groups, originally set-
tled only in certain areas of the United States, mainly in selected north-

eastern and nonh central states. Similar circumstances also determined to a

great extent their degree of urbanization or.. more specifically, settlement in
cities with job opportunities. Both the size of place of residence and spatial

distributions are likely to retlect the assimilation
process

of the ethnic group.

It is expected that with time. immigrants and their descendants are likely
not to emphasize proximity to a large ethnic community as an important
factor determining choice of place of residence. and give more weight to

quality of life and job opportunities.

This chapter is divided into two parts: population distribution and internal

migration. We analyze distribution of Ukrainian Americans in terms of re-

gions, states, and size of place (urban-rural.. metropolitan-nonmetropolitan,

and central city-noncentral city). There is further analysis by generation.

Internal migration is discussed in terms of two measures: lifetime migration
and recent

migration.
The fonner applies only to U.S.-born Ukrainians and

is inferred by comparing state of birth with state of current residence; thus.

lifetime migration measures interstate migration. Recent migration is defined

by comparison with place of residence five years before the census date.
We focus on two types of recent mobility; same state and different house

(intrastate) and different state (interstate), and
investigate the relationship of

generation to these moves.
In what follows it is important to keep in mind the

special
characteristics

of the data used. Ukrainians, as well as the ()ther ethnic gropus, are defined

here by mother tongue. the language besides English spoken in the person
9

s

childhood home. This definition has the
following implications: (I) The sample)

45)))
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is a subgroup of the ethnic group
detined by ethnic origin and contains, in

all likelihood. the least assimilated members of the
group; (2) the third and

higher generation (U. s. natives of U. S. native parentage) is severely under-

represented; (3) there is an over-representation of older persons
and an un-

der-representation of children. The
implications

of these factors on infer-

ences concerning population
distribution and intemaJ migration of Ukrninians

in the United States should be kept in mind throughout this chapter.)

PlJpll/lllilJII Di...tribution

REGIONAl.. AND STATE DISTRIBUTION

Many factors determine the spatial distribution of a population-climate.

geography\" economy, and historical events; and, more often than not, the

distribution over the territory is far from unifonn. The population of the
United States is a case in point. There is a high concentration of people in

the Nonheast and the easternmost states of the North Central region. as well

as in Florida and California, The rest of the southern and midwestem states

are fairly densely populated. but most of the western states have a very low

population density.
The spatial distribution of ethnic groups is affected by a number of ad-

ditional factors, which contribute to an even more uneven population dis-

tribution than that of the general population. Initially immigrant groups tended

to settle in certain areas of the country. the location of which was determined

by historical. cultural. and socioeconomic factors in the country of origin.

as well as facilitating and constraining factors in the host county. The great

majority of Ukrainians arrived in the United States between 1880 and 1914,
while the immigration between the two World Wars was nluch smaller be-

cause of U.S. immigration restrictions
imposed

in 1921 and 1924. After the

Second World War, there was a fairly large influx of displaced refugees.

Ukrainians who came before the Second World War were mostly peasants

wh() left their homeland as a result of harsh economic conditions caused by

high population growth
and shortage of agricultural land. Since hardly any

uncultivated agricultural land was left in this country at the turn of the cen-

tury. Ukrainians in the United States-unlike those who
migrated to Canada

and became farmers-were forced t() take unskilled. low-paying jobs that

did not require knowledge
of the English language. The a\\'ailability of such

jobs was the main factor that detennined the settlement patterns
of Ukrainian

immigrants in Pennsylvania mining towns, New
England

mill towns, and

Eastern cities with large factories. The
post-World

War II immigrants grav-
itated to the major cities with large and well-established Ukrainian com-

munities like Nc\"w York. Philadelphia. or Chicago.
I

Initial settlement patterns have detennined to a great extent the current)))
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distribution of Ukrainians in the United States; with increased adaptation to

the conditions of the country. however. a gradual process of dispersion away
from the original centers of settlements has been taking place. Thus. over

83 percent of Ukrainians arriving in the United States between 1899 and

1930 reported destinations in the Northeast.
2

while in 1970 about 60
percent

of Ukrainian Americans resided in that region.
3 As Table 3. I shows. the

North Central region had the second highest proportion (about one-fourth).
while the West and South had 7 and 5 percent. respectively.

The Northeast had the highest share of population for almost all linguistic

groups. except for Serbo-Croatians and Czechoslovakians.. who were more

concentrated in the North Central region. The
eight groups can be ordered

according to a pattern of decreasing proponions
in the Nonheast and in-

creasing proportions in the Nonh Central regions; the Yiddish group had the
highest proponion in the Northeast and the lowest in the North Central re-

gion, while the opposite was true for the Serbo-Croatians. The South and

West claimed about one-quarter or less of the populations for the two groups.
These differences in patterns of distribution are a function of the immigration

history of each group. and a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this

chapter.
Table 3.2 shows the distribution of Ukrainians relati ve to the total U. S .

population as the ratio of the proportion of Ukrainians to the proponion of

the total population in each region. Compared to the general population.
Ukrainians were 2.5 times more likely to reside in the Northeast. while the

proportion of Ukrainians in the Central region was similar to that in the total

U.S. population. At the same time\" Ukrainians were less than half as likely
to reside in the West while the ratio of Ukrainians to Americans residing

in

the South was only 0.17.

An index of dissimilarity can summarize the concentration of a population
in a given territory. Figure 3. 1 presents indices of dissimilarity for the eight

linguistic groups. The index was calculated by comparing the percentage

distribution by state of each linguistic group within the respective U.S. dis-
tribution. The index can vary from 0 (indicating that the group has the same

population distribution by states as the total U. S. population) to a maximum
which

depends
on the number of categories (in our case\" states) considered.

Thus. the higher the index. the more different the group's distribution from

the distribution of the total U. S. population. The value of the index can he

interpreted as the percentage of the population of interest which would have

to move to another state in order to achieve the same distribution as the

companson group.

The Russian group had the highest concentration, followed closely by

Ukrainians and Yiddish; in each of these groups 46 percent or more of the

population would have to move to another state in order to achieve the same)))
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Table 3.2. Distribution of Ukrainians by Region, Relati\\'e to Total

Population. 1970.)

Percent of Ukrainians

Percent of Ukrainian\037

divided by percent

of total population

Source: Id,)

Region

South West Nonheast North Central

5,2 7.0 6() ,4 27.4)

0.17) 0,41) 2.51) 0.99)

distribution as the total U.S. population. The two
groups

with the lowest

index of dissimilarity were the Serbo-Croatians and the Czechoslovakians,

indicating a
spatial

distribution somewhat more similar to the U. S. one.
Thus. compared

to the other ethnic groups. Ukrainians had a relatively high

population concentration.

Figure 3.2 shows the spatial distribution of Ukrainians. Most states had

less than 1 percent of the total population and the bulk was concentrated in

a few states. In 1970, New York. Pennsylvania. and New Jersey, accounted

for more than half of all Ukrainians; 90 percent of the total lived in only II

states.

The gradual dispersion of Ukrainians can be observed by comparing the

1940 and 1970 distributions by state in Table 3.3. The dispersion is reflected
in less overall concentration and shifts in the population from states of orig-

inal settlement to other states. In 1940 only two states were needed to ac-
count for more than half of the Ukrainian population. compared

to three

states in 1970. Pennsylvania had lost its primary position. falling from 32

to 20 percent of the total and from first to second place. States like North

Dakota and Rhode Island lost ground.. while states like California and Flor-

ida became more important in terms of the proponion of Ukrainians living
in them.)

DISTRIBUTI()N ACCORDING T() SIZE Of PLACE

Size of place of residence has important implications for a person's social
and economic lifestyle: it affects occupation. income. level of education.

social networks. and so on. For ethnic groups it n13}' either hinder or en-

courage assimilation within the larger society. For example. in the United

States. persons living in small cities or rural areas with no organized ethnic

communities. are more
likely

to be susceptible to assimilation. In this sec-
tion. we analyze distributions in terms of rural-urban. metropolitan-non-
metropolitan.

and central city-noncentral city.)))
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Figure 3.1. Index or Dissimilarity of Distribution by State, lor Eight Eastern
European Linguistic Groups, 1970.)

%)

. .
46.1

46.2 46.0

42.7

41.1

39.2

37.1
36.7

\037\037)

45)

40)

3S)

o)

Russian lJkminian Yiddistr Polish Lithuanian Hungarian Serbo- Czecho-

Croatian Slov.dkian)

\037ncludes Hebrew mother tongue.

Source: Bureau of the Census. Ce'I.\037UJ 0.1\" POpU!lllioll: I CJ7(). Gelleral Populatio\" Charae-

ter;..\\'t;cs. Final report pc( I )-8 I (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1972). p. 1-263.)

Although most Ukrainian immigrants came from rural areas, by economic

necessity they settled in urban places, Table 3.4 shows that all Eastern Eu-

ropean groups were much more ubanized than the total U .S, population.

The most urbanized was the Yiddish group. with the Ukrainians occupying
an intermediate position.

The percentage of metropolitan residents followed

very closely the percentage urban, indicating that f()r all groups nlost of the

urban population actually lived in metrop<)litan areas.
Roughly

half of all

persons living in metropolitan areas resided in the central cities of these

areas. Compared to the total U.S. populati()n. all linguistic groups were
more urbanized and had a higher proporti()n living in central cities.

The high degree of urbanization of all linguistic groups is likely to be

somewhat exaggerated, due to the characteristics of the mother-tongue sam-

ple. As
pointed

out previously. the sample excludes by definition persons)))
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Table 3.4. Residency: Percentage Urban, Metropolitan, and in Central Cities

for the Total U.S. and Eight Eastern European Linguistic

Groups, 1970.

pcrcery
Percent a Percent in

Population Urban MetroJX)1 itan Central Cities
a

N

TOT AL U .5. 73.5 68.6 31.4 203,212,877

Yiddish 98.4 96.1 60.6 2.489

Serbo-Croatian 88.4 91.6 42.2 2.388

Lithuanian 88.3 87.3 44.0 2.930

Ukrainian 88.0 86.0 44./ 2.368

Russian K7.7 8H. I 47.2 3.1 ()9

Hungarian 87.7 H3.9 38.3 2.254
Polish 86.8 86.3 44.1 2.387

Czechoslovakian 77. I 79.7 29.3 2.360)

'ro prevent possible identification of a person in the sample tapes. the Bureau of the Census

does not identify the uman-rurdl. rnetropolitan-nonmetropolitan. and central city-noncentral
city character of an area if this would \037inglc out areas \",'ith less than 250,()()() inhabitant\037, In

those cases. a missing value code was assi!!ned. The percentage in Tables 3.4 and 3,6 were

calculated using valid codes only in all three types of areas. Because the distribution of missing

values is not random. the percentages presented in Tables 3.4 and 3.6 may be biased, Ho\\\\'-

ever. it is reasonable to expect that the distribution of missing values does not vary signifi-
cantly 8l11C)ng the ethnic gn)l1p\037. Thus.. alth()Ugh the absolute values of the pcn:cntages prcscnk.x1

may be biased in some cases. comparisons within each column should not be significantly

affected by this problem,
Sources: United States-Bureau of the Census. Census of Population: /970: Vol. I. Clrar-

aCler;sIicJ of Ih\037 PopuIClt;on. Part A: Numb\037r of /nhab;lanl.\037. (Washington: Government Print-

ing Office, 1972) Tables 17 and 19.
All ethnic groups-Fifteen Percent State Public Use Sample Tape. 1970 Census.)

whose parents did not speak the ethnic languages
when they were children.

and in all likelihood these persons themselves do not speak the language.
This would tend to underestimate seriously the third and higher generations

(U .S.-born persons with U.S.-born parents). If it is true that successive gen-
erations tend to have urban-rural distributions more similar to the U. S. dis-
tribution, then the mother-tongue samples would have an upward bias in the

proponion
in urban areas. The available data does not allow us to verify

this directly, but evidence on Ukrainians presented below tends to support
the relationship between

generation
and urban-rural distribution.

The degree of urbanization of Ukrainians was fairly unifonn in all four

regions (see Table 3.5). The urban percentage was about 90 percent in all

regions. while there were some regional variations in the percentages in

metropolitan areas and in central cities. In all regions except the South. the)))
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Table 3.5. Size of Place or Residence by Region lor Ukrainians and the Total

Population, 1970.)

Percentage

Urban
.

Metropolitan
.

Central City

.

Region Ukrainian U.S. Ukrainian U.S. Ukrainian U,S,

ENTIRE U.S. 87.7 73.5 84.6 68.6 43.8 31.4)

Suulh K9,() 64.6 74.2 56.1 39.4 28.5

West 89.7 82.9 91,6 78.6 44 .() 32.2

North East 86,0 80.4 81.7 79.9 40,7 35.2
North Central 90,2 71.6 92.0 66.6 54.2 30.2)

a
1n Table 3,5 persons with missing values for urban. metropolitan. or central city were

given valid codc\037 using the following allocation procedures: (a) proportional distribution among

regions using the U.S, population of each region as weights: (b) within each region. uniform

distribution in urban. mctropt)litan. and central city. using the U.S, proponion\037 in these three

types of areas as \\\\'eights.

Source: United States- Bureau of the Census. C\037n.sus of Population: 1970. G\037n\037ral S()('ial

and Economic Characteri!;ticJ. Final Report PCC15-CI. United Slates Summary. (Washing-
Ion: Government Printing Office. 1972) Tables 85 and 107,

Ukrainians- Fifteen Percent State Public Use Sample Tape. 1970 Census,)

urban population was. for all practical purposes, metropolitan.
In the South.

on the other hand. almost 5 percent of the urban population lived in non-

metropolitan
areas. In all regions except the North Central. about half of

the metropolitan population lived in central cities, while for the North Cen-

tral region the proportion was 60
percent. indicating that in the major cities

of this region relatively
fewer Ukrainians lived in suburbs.

Regional distributions of the metropolitan percentage in the central city
mask important variations at the state level. As Table 3.6 indicates, in the
12 states which contain over 90 percent of all Ukrainians. the great majority
of this group lived in metropolitan areas and the variation between states
was not large. The proportion living in the central cities of the metropolitan

areas. on the other hand. varied significantly from state to state. This vari-
ation depended to a large extent on the geographical location of cities in

relation to state boundaries. as well as local housing conditions detennining

choice of place of residence. For
example. while over 60 percent of those

in Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in New York State lived

in central cities. less than a quarter of those in New Jersey did so. One

reason for this difference is that although the central cities of Ne\\\\' York and

Philadelphia fall entirely within New York State and Penns}'lvania. respec-

tivel)'. both have large suburbs in New Jersey. Many Ukrainians who
orig-)))
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inally settled in these central cities joined the flight to the suburbs in the
1950s and 1960s. As many of these moves were across state lines. this re-

sulted in a higher proportion in noncentral cities for New Jersey. without a

significant effect on the
percentage

in central cities in New York and Penn-
sylvania.

It is difficult to make a general statement about the degree of suburban-

ization of Ukrainians by state, because more than half the metropolitan res-
idents lived outside of central cities in states as diverse as Massachusetts.
Ohio, or California. The explanations are to be found at the city level. In

the case of Michigan, for example, most of the Ukrainians lived in the De-
troit SMSA, and the relatively low percentage living in the central city is

likely related to Detroit's
problems

with crime and social unrest. The pre-
dominance of one city within a state may also have the opposite effect, as

illustrated by Illinois. The high percentage of Ukrainians living in central

cities in Illinois indicates a low degree of suburbanization of Ukrainians in

Chicago, since 95 percent of all Ukrainians in Illinois lived in that SMSA.

Chicago seems to exemplify a case where part of the community dug in its)

Table 3.6. Pe rcen tage of Ukrainians In SMSAs and Central Cities, for the Twelve

Most Populous Stales, 1970.)

Percent of SMSA
Ukrainian Percent in lTkrainians in

State Population SMSAs Central Cities

N.Y. 52,069 86,2 62.-1

Pa. 49,398 86.3 49,5
N.J. 33.117 72.3 23.7
III. 19. 773 96,8 71,6

Ohio 18.632 97,) 42,;
Mich. 18.217 93,M 47,7

Cal. 11.050 94,6 43.H

Conn. 9.655 a 51,(}

Minn. 4.884 78,0 61,9

Mass. 4.343 83.3 48.6

Md. 3.559 a 3X.6

Aa. 3.311 87.5 =,() .t))

aMissing values are very high.
Sources: Ukrdinian population-Bureau of the Censu\037. CenSIIJ (\037fPOpllldlion,' /97(J, Dt'.

lai/t'd ('haracter;st;cs. PC( 1 )D I-PC( 1 )D52. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1972).

Table 142 in each volume,
Percentage SMSA and Centr.lI City-Bureau of the Census. CenJUJ (\037fPopulatio,,: /97(J.

G\037neral Social and Ecollomic Chllracteristics. Final Repol1 PCC\"15..(\"I. lJnitcd States Sum-

mary, (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1972). Tables 85 and 107.)))
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heels in the original ethnic enclave and refused to move to the suburbs, in

spite of problems in the central city.)

L>IS\"rRIBUTI()N BY GENERATION

The gradual spatial dispersion documented above is clearly related to the

successive generations of Ukrainians. With the passage of time, foreign-born
Ukrainians and their descendants are likely to become more assimilated and

thus use criteria similar to those used by all Americans to choose where they

live. One can hypothesize that with increased duration of residence, prox-
imity to an organized ethnic community as a criterion would be gradually
overridden by job opportunities and factors related to quality of life. Spe-

cifically, it is hypothesized that each successive generation
will show less

regional concentration; will have relatively lower proportions in states and

SMSAs with high concentrations of Ukrainians; and will have proportions
urban, metropolitan, and in central cities more similar to the ones for the

U . S. population.

Three generations can be identified with 1970 Census data: foreign-born
(first generation). native-born with at least one foreign-born parent (second
generation), and native-born of native parents (third or higher generation).
Thus. we can look at the population distribution patterns of successive gen-

erations to test the proposed hypotheses. However, the relationships between

generation and place of residence are likely to be weakened by the fact that

the sample used is based on mother tongue rather than ethnic origin and.

by definition, the less assimilated Ukrainian Americans of third or higher
generation

are underrepresented in the sample. Since the greater assimilation

of successive generations is the hypothesized mechanism responsible for their

increased dispersion, the population in this linguistic sample
is probably less

dispersed than one defined by national
origin.

This implies that if our data

support
the proposed hypotheses, the relationships for the whole ethnic

group

are likely to be even stronger,
The regional distribution of Ukrainians by generations presented in Table

3.7
provides only partial support for the first hypothesis. Only two

regions

follow the hypothesized pattern: the percentage in the North Central region

decreases with generation and the
percentage

in the South increases with

generation. The inconsistent
pattern

in the Northeast is probably because

historically this region has offered attractive employment and education op-

ponunities. while at the saIne time it has the largest ethnic communities.
Therefore. both the attractions of better opportunities and a proximity to an
ethnic community were concentrated in the same region. This coincidence
allowed the younger generations the pursuit of better opportunities without

having to nlove away from the original areas of settlement.

The pattern in the West is affected by the heterogenity in the settlement)))
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of Ukrainians in such a large territory. California dominates the region with

63 percent of all Ukrainians in the region. Many post- World War II im-

migrants joined the massive migration to California in the I 95(Js and I 960s,

and in 1970 more than half of all Ukrainians living in California were for-

eign-born. Thus, although the relationship between the region of residence

and generations does not fully support the
hypothesis

of dispersion, in one

case the attractiveness of the region may have counteracted the hypothesized

relationship, while in the other the heterogenity of the spatial unit tends to
distort the relationship.

The argument that regions are too
large and heterogeneous receives sup-

port in Table 3.8. In the ten states with the largest Ukrainian populations,
five of which are in the Northeast. the proportion of third generation mem-

bers was 94 percent of the
proportion

of first generation members. In other

words. in states with large concentrations of Ukrainians. the proportion of

persons in the third or higher generation was slightly smaller than the pro-

portion of foreign-born. Whether this was due to ethnic cohesion or the

opportunities available in these states is not discernible from demographic
data. However. the hypothesis is strongly supported by the relative propor-

tion of the first and third generation in states where the number of Ukrainians

was small. Indeed. members of the third generation were 1.84 times more

likely to live in the 30 states with the smallest Ukrainian populations than

were members of the first generati()n. that is. the proportion of persons in

the third or higher generation in these states, 7
percent. was 1.84 times

greater than the proportion of first generation persons. There was little dif-
ference in the proportion of persons of first and second

generation in all

three categ(}ries {}f states. as Table 3.8 sh()ws. The same pattern occurs among
SMSAs with more than 250,000 inhabitants. An10ng the 15 SMSAs with
the largest numbers of Ukrainians. the proportion of third or higher gener-

ation members constituted 91
percent

of the first generation members. For

the SMSAs with fewer Ukrainians. the proportion of the third generation
relative to the first was higher as the proportion of Ukrainians in the SMSAs

decreased.

r[his is not to say that the generational distribution was similar for all cities

with large Ukrainian populations. Just in the six SMSAs \"rith the largest
number of Ukrainians. there were se\\'eral different patterns. In the New
York. Detroit.. and Cleveland SMSAs-ranked first.. fourth.. and sixth. re-

spectively-the ratio of third to first generation falls bet\"'ccn 70 and 80

percent.
In Chicago.. the third most populous SMSA.. this pattern \"'as even

stronger. \\\\'ith the third generation only a third as likel\037' to live there as the

first generation. On the ()thcr hand. the tW() large Penns}'lvania SMSAs-

Philadelphia., ranked second. and Pittsburgh. ranked fifth-sho\"red the op-
posite patterns, Mcnlbcrs of the third gcneration \"'cre n10rc likely to live in)))
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Table 5.4. ContinlUd)

Males) Females)

Age and

Family Status) U.S. Total) l/krtlin;(lll) lI,S, Total) U krui\"ian)

Total. 45 - 64

Family head!>h

\037

Famil\\' men1bers\037

Unrelated individual\037

Family members as a

percentage of all

non-family heads)

100,0

86.2
3.9
tJ.Y)

1 (N) .()

88,S

4.5

(),X)

I O(). ()

7tJ . H

6,()

14.2)

!()().()

H2.2

6,()

11.2)

28) \037o) 30) 37)

Total. 65'\"

Family heads
b

c

Family members

Unrelated individual\037

Family members as a

percentage of all

non-family heads)

100.0 ItX) .1) I ()(). () 1(N) .f)

71.3 7().2 42,() 42,2
7.0 11,2 16.7 3(J.3

21.7 IH.h 41.4 27,3)

24) 38) 29) 52)

:Standardil.cd
un U. S. age distributiun

.Includes all primary family heads and wives of primary family head\037
<.:

All persons living neither a..\037unrelated individuals nor as fan1ily heads, Includes a small
number of secondary family members,

Source: U .S, total: Bureau of the Census 1973b. Table 2)

they may register very high nuclear proportions while at the same tin1e be
.\"

more likely to include those other relatives who are in this country.-

The best way to examine this issue is to look not at households but at

individuals and ask: Of those adults who are n()t themselves family heads

(and thus eligible to extend the family of a relative).. what pr()ponion lives
with relatives? Seen in this light. the recent rapid increase in persons living

alone or with non-relatives represents a decline in family extension with

respect to unmarried adults, Table 5.4 presents data on this point for 1970.

In this table, individuals have been classified into three categories: family

heads. including wives; persons living as relatives of the head: and unrelated

individuals, who include heads of one-person households and others living
as either a non-relative of the household head. or outside of households

altogether in group quarters. Looking at the age standardized distributi()n for

the total populati()n age 18 and over. very
similar proportions are family)))

this section. especially the
ones on interstate migration streams. will be tentati\\'e.)

LI..1:TIME MIGRA TI()N

Americans are a highly mobile
people;

in 1970 more than a
\037uarter

of all

native-born Americans were living outside their state of birth. In conlpar-

ison, most American-born Eastern Europeans had a lo\\\\'er proportion of life-)))
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time interstate migrants (Table 3.10). Only the Hungarians had a slight-

ly higher percentage of migrants.. while American-born Ukrainians. \"'ith

22.4 percent. had the third lowest level of migration. after the Polish and
Czechoslovakian.

Although lifetime migration of American-born Ukrainians has been at a

relatively low level. it has worked to
disperse the population from its original

places of settlement in the direction we have noted in comparing the 1940
and 1970 current residence state distributions. Evidence is provided by com-

paring the distribution of state of birth and state of current residence. In

1970. Anlerican-born Ukrainians were found in 41 states and the District of

Columbia while the list of states of birth for the same group contained only
35 states and the District. The states of current residence not listed as states
of birth were mainly in the South-Alabanla, Arkansas, Georgia. and Mis-

sissippi.
but Maine and Nevada were also included. This

dispersion trend

parallels the general southward and westward movements of the national

population. To mention a few specific examples: only
1 percent of all United

States-born Ukrainians were born in California. although in 1970. California

residents constituted 3.5
percent

of American-born Ukrainians. Similarly.

the percentage born in and residing in Florida jumped from 0.13 to over 1.0
in 1970, respectively. Some Ukrainians were born in West Virginia. but

none resided there in 1970. The percentage living
in Pennsylvania and North

Dakota in 1970 was
significantly

smaller than the percentage b()rn there.)

Table 3.10. Percent Lifetime Interstate Migration for Total Nati\\'e Population
and Eight Eastern European Linguistic Groups. 1970.)

Population)

Percent Lifetime a
Interstate Migr\"tion) N

h)

U.S. Native Born

Hungarian
Yiddish

I jlhuan ian- Lat\\' ian

Russian

Serbt)-Croat ian

L,' kra ill i\" 11

(\037lcchoslo\\' ak ian

Pnli\037h)

26.7

27.7

26,1

24.7

24.4

2\037.5

22.4

19.9

17.3)

193 .\03754.051

I .445

I . M()b

I . Y94

I .b\037{)

I . -180

J .-197

I .95J

I . t}34)

\037
Agc-!'>landardi7.ed using the lotal native-born LT. S. population a!> a base.

Excluding persons bum abroad ur \\\\'ith \037tatc of hir1h unrepnr1cd.
S()ur(;c\037: l.', S, - Bureau of the Census, (\"fl\".\\'UJ (\037fPO/JUh,lioll 197(): Subj(t(\" Rt'/Jort: Final

Report PC(2)-2A: State of Binh, (\\\\'ashington: Guvcrnment Printing ()ffice. 1\03773) Table 10,
i\\1J ethnic groups- fifteen Percent State Public lJsc Sarnplc Tape II I <)70 Ccn\037u\037,)))
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The correlation of state of birth to state of current residence suggests some
of the major migration streams for Anlerican-born Ukrainians. Consistent
with the fact that Pennsylvania had the largest proportion of Ukrainians in

the past. over one third of the group was born in the state. but only about

20 percent of American-born Ukrainians lived there in 1970. More of those

who left went to New York and New Jersey (8.8 percent
and 8.0 percent.

respectively): while Ohio. California. and Maryland were also major states

of attraction with more than 2 percent each. Four states other than Penn-

sylvania sen'ed as birth place to more than 5
percent

of the sample-New

York. New Jersey. Ohio. and Illinois-and more than three quarters of

Ukrainians born there remained in their state by 1970. Major streanlS out
of New York were 6.6 percent to New Jersey. 3.6

percent
to Connecticut.

and 2 percent to California. The losses to New Jersey and Connecticut prob-

ably reflected to a great extent the suburbanization of Ne\\\\' York City
Ukrainians. so that only the New York to California stream represents un-

ambiguous. long-distance migration. Migration out of New Jersey had a pat-
tern similar to New York: about 85 percent of those born in New Jersey
were still there in 1970. 5 percent nl0ved to New York. and about 2 percent
each to Pennsylvania and California. Again the streams to New York and

Pennsylvania probably consisted mainly of movements within the metro-

politan
areas of New York City and Philadelphia. rather than long-distance

migration.

Other streams worthy of mention are: exchanges between Ohil) and Illi-

nois, from Ohio and Illinois to Michigan and California. from Ohio to Flor-
ida. and from Illinois to Minnesota. However. given the small number of

migrants in each of these streams. these findings should be taken with cau-

tion. The general conclusion about interstate lifetime nligration of American-
born Ukrainians is that it has followed patterns similar to those of the total

lJ.S. population. with some peculiarities deterillined by the location of the

major settlements.)

REC'EN.r MIGRA1-ION

Comparing residence in 1970 to reported residence in 1965 gives us a

picture of more recent migration. and allows us to include the
foreign-born

Ukrainians in our comparisons.
S

We find that Ukrainians continue to be iess

mobile than the general population. More than 40 percent of all Americans
m()ved at least once between 1965 and 1970. About 32

percent
moved to a

different house within the same state. and an additional 8.6 percent moved
to a different state. The comparable age-standardized percentages for those

with Ukrainian mother tongue were 26.7
percent

and 5.8 percent. respec-

tively.
As Table 3.11 indicates. Ukrainians are not only less mobile than the)))
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Table 3.11. Percent Intra- and Interstate Movers During 1965-1970, for To-
tal U.S. Residents and Eight Eastern European Linguistic Groups
Aged Five Years or Over, 1970.

a

Age-Standardized Percentage)

Different House.
Population Same State Different State N

U.s. Total 31.7 8.6 186.094.822

Hungarian 32.0 8.4 4..496

Yiddish 32.5 8.3 4,995

Lithuanian 26.8 8.4 5.H24

Russian 30.9 9.2 6.373
Serbo-Croatian 27.9 6.3 4,665

UkrCl;n;an 26.7 5.8 4.RH5

Czechoslovakian 26,) 6.7 4.665

Pol ish 28.5 6.2 4.805)

a

Age standardized using the total U. S. population aged 5 years or older as base.
Sources: United States-Burea of the Census, Cen,'iU,\\' of Poplllat;()n 1970: Detailed Char-

acteri.'it;(..\037. PC( I )DI, United States Summary. (WiL\037hington: Government Printing Office. 1972)
Table 196.

All ethnic gn)ups-Fiftecn Percent State and County Group Public Use Sample Tapes. 197()
Census.)

general population. but also less so than other Eastern
European groups.

They have the second lowest percentage of within-state moves and the low-

est percentage of interstate moves. It is impossible to determine from the

data available the reasons for such a low level of mobility among Ukrain-

ians. Possible contributing factors may be their relatively low level of ed-
ucation and high proponion of home owners, both characteristics which have

been observed to inhibit mobility.6 Certainly other factors would merit in-

vestigation given more appropriate data.

Figure 3.3 illustrates that Ukrainians are less mobile than the general pop-

ulation, regardless of age. There are only two exceptions to this: (I) The

percentage of within-state movers is slightly higher for Ukrainians in the
30-34

age group; (2) Ukrainians are more likely than the
general population

to move when they reach retirement age. the 65-69 age group: this is ob-
served both for moves within states and interstate migration. The difference

with the U.S. population in the first exception is small and may be due to

sampling errors, although
the later age at marriage

7

observed among Ukrain-

ians may contribute to a
higher proportion of moves at a somewhat later

age.
H

The higher level of mobility of Ukrainians around the retirement age)))
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Figure 3.3. Percent Within-State Movers and Interstate Migrants by S-year Age
Groups, Durina 1965-1970,for Ukrainian and Total U.s. Population
Aged F1ve Years or Over.)
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seems to be a real phenomenon. It appears that after retirement\" Ukrainians

tend more often than the general population to change houses within the

same area of residence or to move to retirement states like Florida.

In recent migration. as in lifetime interstate migration. several major streams

are among the three states which house the Inajority of Ukrainians-New
York\" Pennsylvania. and New Jersey. Other large streams are also among

states with large Ukrainian populations: from New York to Florida and Cal-

ifornia; from Pennsylvania to Ohio, Maryland, California, and Florida; fr()m

Illinois to California and Minnesota\037 and from Connecticut to Florida.
9

The relatively high rdte of postretirement migrdtion among Ukrdinians may

contribute to Florida\"s prominence as a destination in these streams. How-

ever. the general population was also moving to Florida in large numbers

during
this period, at a somewhat higher rate than Ukrainians. By contrast.)))
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the continuing movement to California among Ukrainians during this
period

was somewhat larger than for the general population: 9.1
percent

of all Cal-

ifornians in 1970 had moved to that state in the preceding five years,
IU

com-

pared to 9.6 percent of the Ukrainians in California. Western movers in the

general population were drawn to Wyoming, Colorado. Nevada. Alaska.
and Hawaii. which did not seem to be particularly attractive destinations to
Ukrainians.)

THE ROLE ()f GENERATION IN MIGRATION

We have seen that dispersion from the historical centers of Ukrainian set-

tlement is a slow
pr()Ccss

because Ukrainians are less mobile than the general
public.

and a substantial amount of the migration that does occur is among

the states already having large Ukrainian
populations.

But what of our hy-

pothesis that the maj()r impetus to dispersion comes from the greater will-

ingness of later generati()ns to move away fr()m these centers of Ukrainian

population?

To pursue this hypothesis further.. we have divided lifetime migrants into
two categories: those born in states with a high concentration of Ukrainians
(the eight most populous states comprising 85 percent of all Ukrainians) and

.
bo

.
h

II

migrants m In ot er states.
Almost 12

percent
of third generation Ukrainians born in the high con-

centration states were living in states with low concentrations by
1970. On

the other hand. only 6.4
percent

of the second generation Ukrainians born

in the high concentration states had made such a move. Thus. the odds \",'ere

1.8 to I that a Ukrainian born in a state with
high

concentration and moving

to one with a low concentration would have American-born rather than for-

eign-born parents.
This is not attributable to age differences between the

generations. as the same relationship was found for all age groups.

The pattern found in lifetime migration
is even stronger when recent ( 1965-

1970) migrants are compared over the
range

of three generations. Eight per-
cent of third generation Ukrainians who were living in the high concentration

states in 1965 had moved to low concentration states by 1970. as compared
to only 2 percent of the first generatil1n. This means that the odds were 4

to I that a move which contributed to linguistic group dispersion over that

five-year period was nlade by a third generation rather than a first generation
Ukrainian. and the relationship persisted across practically all age groups.

Thus migration data confirnl what has been found \\\\'hen anal}'zing the re-

lationship bctween population distribution and generation. Although some-

what slower than other Eastcrn
European groups. Ukrainians have steadil}'

nloved away frolll their original places of settlcnlcnt in pursuit of better

()pportunities. Yihile being less and less constrained by the proximit), to large

ethnic C(ln1nlunitics,)))
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Ukrainian Americans arc very unc\\'cnly distributed over the U.S. territory:
more than half of them live in the Northeast and about one founh in the
North Central regions; the South and West have only 12

percent of the

total group. New York. Penns)'lvania. and New Jersey have the highest con-

centrations of Ukrainians. totalling over 50
percent

of the group; ()ther states

in decreasing order of importance are: Ohio, Michig,ln, California, and C()n-
necticut.

Compared
to other Eastern European gr()ups. Ukrainians have a

high overall concentration. together with the Russian and Yiddish groups.
Like members of other Eastern European linguistic groups. Ukrainians are

highly urbanized.. live nl0stl)' in nletropolitan areas. and a high proportion

of them live in the central cities of these Illctropolitan areas. There are small

regional variations in the proportion of urban and metropolitan residents;
only

the South has a sonlewhat low'er proporti()n of metr()politan residents,
The

proportion living in suburbs varies by cities; Chicago and Detroit are

examples of low and high degrees of suburbanization\037 respecti\\'ely.

Ukrainians migrate less than the other ethnic groups: their levels of recent

migration (1965-1970) are the lowest among the eight Eastern European
linguistic groups\"

both for moves within the state of residence and for nl0ves

across state lines. The proponion of recent ( 1965-1970) Ukrainian migrants

is lower than for all U.S. n1igrants at all ages. with the
exception

of the 30-

34 and 64-69 age groups. It seelllS that after retirement. Ukrainians tend

to move more than the respective general population.

As Ukrainians beconlc m<>re removed fronl the inlmigration experience \037

they tend to move away from their original places of settlement and become

somewhat less urbanized.
Comparing

first and second with third or later

generati()ns, the latter are more likely to reside in or to move to states which

do not have
large

concentrations of Ukrainians. It is clear that \"'ith succes-

sive generations proximity to a large Ukrainian communit}' is becoming less

of a factor in determining choice of place of residence.

It is important to reiterate the fact that these results apply only to
persons

who declared Ukrainian as their m()ther tongue. and not to all Ukrainians

and their descendants. For this larger group it is expected that their popu-
lation distribution would be somewhat more dispersed. and less

metropolitan

and urban. The hypothesized population dispersion with successive gener-
ations is expected to be supponed even more with a

sample
that includes

the linguistically assimilated Inembers of the ethnic group.)))
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Notes)

I. For more details (')n the Ukrdinian immigration t(l the United States see Ma-

gocsi (198()) and the references cited there.
2. Annual rept)l1s of the Commissioner of Immigration. 1899-1930\037 state of des-

tination as given by immigrants at ports of entry\037 Halich. 1937: 150.

3. All references to region in this chapter refer to the four regions defined by the

Bureau of the Census: Northeast-Maine. New Hampshire. Vcrm()nt. Mas-

sachusetts. Rhode Island. Connecticut. Ne\",' York. New Jersey. and Pennsyl-
vania; N()rth Central-Ohio, Indiana. Illinois. Michigan. Wisconsin. Minne-
sota. Iowa. Missouri. North and South Dakota. Nebraska. and Kansas: South-

all states s()uth ()f the Northeast and North Central Regions; West-all states

west of the North Central and southern states. including Alaska and Hawaii.

4. The measure of lifetime migration underestimates the actual level of migration
because th()sc people who moved away from their state of birth and returned

before the time of the census appear not to have moved at all, In addition.

multiple moves in a person's lifetime are not taken into acc()unt. Ho\"'cver..
the relative levels of mobility among the groups should be little affccted by

this.

5. The five-year question also underestimates the true level of migration by count-

ing as immobile people who leave and return to their place of 1965 residence,

and by missing multiple moves by the same people within the five year period.

6. See chapters on socioeconomic and housing characteristics in this book.

7 I See the chapter on nuptiality and fertility in this book.

8. See Table 325 in Bureau of the Census (1973). Detailed Characteri.'itic,\\'.

9. The states designated as having high Ukrainian concentrati()ns \\\\'ere the eight
with at least 4

percent
()f the Ukrainian population in 1970-New York. Nc\"'

Jersey. Illinois. Ohio. Michigan. California. and Connecticut, Because we arc

concerned with ()riKin in states of dense
populati()n.

the use ()f th()se states
with high concentration in 1970 is not strictly appropriate fronl a theoretical
point of view. However.. since seven of the eight were als() am()ng the eight
most heavily Ukrainian states in 1940. and the eight most heavily reported

destinations among aniving immigrants 1899-1930. their inclusion is c()m-

pletely appr()priate. California was not a historic center of c()ncentration. but

we believe that its inclusion is also appropriate. In considering lifetime mi-

grdti()n. only 16 pe()ple in the sample were born in California so that their
effect will not be sevcrc. Further, the rise of California as an important center

of Ukrainian JX)pulati()n had ()Ccurred bef(lre 1965 so that exclusion of Cali-
fornia from the states of high concentration 'A'Quld compromise the recent mi-

grati()n figures much m()re than its inclusion would compromise the Iifetin1C

migration question,

10. See footnote 8.
II . See f()()tn()te 9.)))
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. S. population.

Three generations can be identified with 1970 Census data: foreign-born
(first generation). native-born with at least one foreign-born parent (second
generation), and native-born of native parents (third or higher generation).
Thus. we can look at the population distribution patterns of successive gen-

erations to test the proposed hypotheses. However, the relationships between

generation and place of residence are likely to be weakened by the fact that

the sample used is based on mother tongue rather than ethnic origin and.

by definition, the less assimilated Ukrainian Americans of third or higher
generation

are underrepresented in the sample. Since the greater assimilation

of successive generations is the hypothesized mechanism responsible for their

increased dispersion, the population in this linguistic sample
is probably less

dispersed than one defined by national
origin.

This implies that if our data

support
the proposed hypotheses, the relationships for the whole ethnic

group

are likely to be even stronger,
The regional distribution of Ukrainians by generations presented in Table

3.7
provides only partial support for the first hypothesis. Only two

regions

follow the hypothesized pattern: the percentage in the North Central region

decreases with generation and the
percentage

in the South increases with

generation. The inconsistent
pattern

in the Northeast is probably because

historically this region has offered attractive employment and education op-

ponunities. while at the saIne time it has the largest ethnic communities.
Therefore. both the attractions of better opportunities and a proximity to an
ethnic community were concentrated in the same region. This coincidence
allowed the younger generations the pursuit of better opportunities without

having to nlove away from the original areas of settlement.

The pattern in the West is affected by the heterogenity in the settlement)))



CHAPTER FOUR)

Fertility and Marital Status)

Jean E. Kincllde)

A MAJOR CONCERN of ethnic group members is survival of the
group.

Survival is threatened mainly by assimilation. Therefore. extent of maniage,

marital dissolution, intennaniage, and family size are important survival

issues, since the family functions as a major vehicle for the socialization of

group nonns and
provides

a link between the individual and the community.
This

paper
examines the extent of maniage and fertility of Ukrainians and

makes comparisons with other Eastern European
ethnic groups and the total

United States population. Implications for ethnic group survival are explored
in light of the findings.

The nature of the data used for the analysis could affect the conclusions
drawn. Ukrainians, as well as the other ethnic groups, have been defined

in terms of the language spoken in the home when growing up. Because of

the narrowness of this definition, not everyone who might be considered to

belong to an ethnic group has been included in the sample. Thus. this sample

represents a subgroup of the larger ethnic group and is probably made
up

of the least assimilated members of the ethnic group. The first and second

generations and older people are overrepresented in the sample while younger

people and third and higher generations
are underrepresented. Throughout

the paper, the implications of this for marital status and fertility must be

kept in mind.)

Marital Slcltll.'i)

SOlne of the basic processes of social life are the fonnation and dissoluti()n
()f families thr(1ugh marriage. separation. divorce and remarriage. Factors
related t() the history ()f the ethnic group 013)' produce

\\'ariations in marital

status distrihution fr()nl one ethnic
group

tll another. For example. immi-

gration waves. particularly earlier ones. usually ha\\'c contained a large prl)-

(X')rti()n
(')f young. single men who came to the country in search of land and

work. Single W()nlen. h()wever. were less likel}' to imn1igrate all)ne. AI-

th()ugh less pron()unced than in the past. pressure t() mal1)' within the ethnic)

70)))
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group is still str()ng since intennarriage nlay dilutc ethnic cultural content,

with implications for the maintenance of a distinct ethnic gr()up (Kephart.
1977: Wakil, 1976: Kobrin and Goldscheider. 1978). When the cOlnnlunit)'

pressure to
marry

within the ethnic group is strong, a marriage pool
of el-

igible candidates becl)meS imponant. If these pressures to intermarry are

effective among Ukrainians and if an imbalance of men and wonlen exists

panicularly at ages when most are marrying.. it might be expected that

Ukrainians would marry later and that a larger proportion
would remain

single.

Since age is related to nlarital status and the average age of the linguistic

groups. as defined here, tends to be older than the U.S. p<)pulation. the

distributions ()f nlarital status have been standardized for age using the total

U.S. population for 1970 as the standard (see Table 4.1). In general. none

of the differences among linguistic groups
or between the linguistic groups

and the U.S.
population

are large: however. overall. somewhat smaller per-
centages of bt)th Ukrainian males and females are married. and larger per-

centages are single. Among the linguistic groups.. Ukrainians rank third for

marital status and. except for presently mamed females. lower percentages

of Ukrainians are married and higher percentages
are single than in the total

U ..S. population.
The differences between Ukrainians and the total U.S. p()pulation beconle

more pronounced when the percentages of all those ever Inarried are com-

pared (see Table 4.2). With the
exception

of the 65 and older age group
and the 30-34

year age group for women.. the percentage of Ukrainians who

never married exceeded the U. S. average. This is panicularly noticeable

among the younger age groups and reflects an older age at first 11larriage of
Ukrainians (see Table 4.3). Ukrainian mcn on the average 11larry 1.5 years

later than the U.S. population as a whole and Ukrainian wonlen marry 0.2

years later. This is als() f()und to be the case for Ukrainians in Canada (Wo-

lowyna. 1980). N()t only do Ukrainians marry later than the U. S. populati()n
but also. with the exception of Yiddish men and Yiddish and Lithuanian

women.. they marry at an older age. on the average. than the other linguistic

groups.

One possible reas()n for the later age at first marriage for Ukrainians is

lack of a marriage pool
of eligible candidates. That is. when pressure to

marry
within the ethnic group is strong.. the

question
of availability of equal

numbers of men and women of appropriate age becomes important. The sex

ratio statistic is a measure of the number of men per hundred wonlcn in a

population. Thus the closer the sex ratio is to 100. the nlore equal the num-

bers of men and wonlen. The sex ratio of single Ukrainians aged 20-24 is
187. compared

with 142 for the single U.S.. population. This is ()nly a rough

approximation of the pool of eligible marriage candidates since it d()Cs not)))
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Table 4.2. Percent Distribution of Ever-Married-Ukrainians and Total U.S.

Population. by Age and Sex, 1970.

Percentage Ever Married)

Sex and Age) Ukrainians) Total U.S. Population)

Males

14-19 years

20-24

25 - 29

30-34

35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54

55-59

6()-M

65 and older)

2.8

31.8

70.9

88.7

88.1

89.3
91.5
93.7
90.6

91.2

94.9)

3,6

44.5

8().4
89.3
91.8
92.5

93.4

93,8

93.6

93.4

91.9)

All Ages) 81.0) 77.4)

F t'malt'...

14-19 years 5.4 I () .()

20- 24 61.4 63.7
25- 29 79.8 87.8

30-34 94.9 92.6

35-39 92.2 94.1
40-44 92,S 94.6

45-49 91.7 94.7

50-54 91.2 94.3
55-59 93.1 93.5

60-64 91,3 92,8

65 and older 98.0 92.5

All Ages 85.5 71.4)

Source: Bureau of the Census. /970 Ct'n,..u.... (\037f Popula/;on: (\"hara(.teri...,ic,t (\037f ,he Pop\".

lat;on. United States Summary (1973), Table 204. pp, 640-641; and 1970 U.S. Census Public

Use Sample Tapes.)

take into consideration the geographical distribution of men and women.

Nevertheless, it points to less balance of eligible men and women among
Ukrainians than among

the U.S. p<>pulation at the age when most
people

are marrying. This in conjunction with pressure to intermarry may be caus-)))
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Table 4.3. Mean Age at First MarriaKe by Sex ror the Linguistic Groups and

the Total U.S. Population, 1970.)

Linguistic Group) Mean Age at First Marriage)

Malc\037) Felnale\037)

Polish

C7.cchu\037luvakian

Russian

llkraini(ln

Lithuanian

Hungarian

ScrtK)-Crnatian

Yiddi\037h

TOTAL U.S. POPULATION)

22.2
22.5
22.M

25 . ()

24.3

23.0

23.7

25.7
2J.S)

21 . 1

20,6

21,5

2/,7

22,9

21.9

21,0
23, I

21.5)

Source: Bureau of the Census. /97(} (\"('II.\037US of Population: ChllraCler;stics of Ihe Pop\"-
'(Ilion. United States Sutnmary (1973). Table 204. pp. 64()-641: and 1970 V,S. Cen\037us Public

Use Sample Tapes.)

ing more Ukrainians to renlain single. These effects are probably stronger
in this sample, which includes the least linguistically assinlilated Ukrainians.

Since late age at marriage and high rates of celibacy in a group result in

lower overall fenility (to be addressed in the next section), they may have

implications
for the survival of the group.)

F erlilit\\\037 .,)

OVERVIEW

Survival of an ctllnic group as a discrete entity has alwa)'s been a concern

for members of the group. An ethnic group can lose Inenlbcrship not only

through mortality but also through assinlilation. Since the falnily is the major

vehicle f{)r the socialization of group norms, it is essential that group mem-

bers, particularly those least assimilated. reproduce themselves-in other

words, have a completed family size of at least 2 children.

The percentage distributions of the number of children ever born to ever-
married Ukrainian women are presented in Table 4.4 and compared \\\\'ith

th()se of ever-married U. 5. women. In the y<.)ungest age group Ukrainians

have larger percentages of childless women and wonlen \",'ith ()nly one child

than U. 5. women. whi Ie larger percentages of U . S. wonlen have large fam-

ilies. Similarly in the age gr()up
30-49 years. larger percentages of Ukrain-

ian women are childless or have I or 2 children than U.S. women, while
the ()pposite is true for larger family sizes. Among women 50 years and

older. there are fewer childless Ukrainian women than U .5. W()nlen but even)))
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Table 4.4. Percentage Distribution 01 Children Ever Born for Ever-Married

Ukrainian and lJ.S. Women by Age. 1970.)

Linguistic Group
and Age) Children Ever Born

Total
0 , 3-4 5-6 7+ Number-

32.9 31.8 22,0 12.7 ().b 0.0 173

10.6 16.1 30,6 33,9 6.2 2,6 771

II ..5 1'J.4 2M.7 2H.H H.\037 3.4 1..127

13.0 19.2 28.8 29.4 6.8 2.8 2,071)

Ukrainians)

15-29 years

30-49

50 and over
All aRes)

Total LT. So Population

15-29 ycar\037 27.6 28.M 24.tJ I 6 , () 2,3 0.4 12.270,379
30-49 8.8 12.0 24,M 36,M 12. I 5,5 22 .222 \037798

50 and older 17.2 18.2 23.4 25.2 9.1 6.9 25.098.264

Allaaes 16.2 18.1 24.2 27.7 8.8 5.1 59,591.441)

Source: Bureau of the Census. /970 CenJUS of PO/Jl4It1lion: \"'olnen by NUlnber \037f Children

E\"'f\"r Born (1973), \037 (2)-Scrics. Tables 2 and 3. p. X and II; and. 1970 U.S, Ccnsu\037 Public

LT\037e Sanlple Tapes,)

in this age group. family sizes of ] to 3 children are more common among
Ukrainians than among U.S. women. larger percentages of whom have fam-

ilies of 4 or more. Thus it appears that a larger percentage of Ukrainian
women have smaller family sizes than do U.S. women.

In conlparison to other linguistic groups, the Ukrainians are not consis-

tently the lowest or highest in tenns of family size at any age group.
The

most consistent findings are for the Yiddish. Czechoslovakian. and Polish

linguistic groups. For every age group except
15-29 years. the Yiddish-

speaking have larger percentages
of two-child families than any other lin-

guistic group
or than the total U .5. population. In that age group (15-29

years). however, they have higher percentages with no children or with one

child than do the other linguistic groups. The opposite appears to be true

for Czechoslovakian and Polish groups of all ages: that is, among these

groups there are lower percentages of women with small families and higher
percentages with very large fanlilies.

These findings indicate that Ukrainian women start their families later and

have fewer children overall but eventually do have at least one child. This
is funher confirmed by looking at the mean number of children ever born

(completed family size) and the
percent

of childless women aged 45-54

(Table 4..5). The
completed family size of Ukrainians is smaller than that

of the U .5. population but intenncdiate among the ethnic groups.. although)))
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Table 1.4. Sex Ratios by Age, Male-to-Female, 1970.

Mother Tongue Ukrainians

Native Native

United Born.. Born ..

Age States Foreign Foreign Native
Group Average All Born Parentage Parentage

0-4 1.04h
I .14 a a a

5-9 1.04 1.00 a 1.03 a

10-14 1.04 I . II a I. 19 a

15-19 1.02 .92 a .90 I , 14

20-24 .94 1.06 I. 18 a 1,00
25-29 .97 1 . ()4 .97 a 1. 17
30-34 .96 .82 a 1.03 a

35-39 .95 .78 a ,88 a
40-44 .94 .96 1.00 .92 a

45-49 .93 .92 .90 .93 a

50-54 .93 ,88 1.32 .80 a

55-59 ,92 1.04 1.35 .91 a
W-64 .88 .98 1.07 .91 a

65-69 .81 .77 .90 a a

70-74 .74 .66 .65 a a
75+ .64 .81 .81 a a

a
bless than 25 males or less than 25 females.

Example: 8.745.499 males/8.408.838 females = 1.04.

Source: Bureau of the Census. Cen..\"lIs of Pop Illation: /970. General Population Chllrac-
I('r;,\037,;c,\037. Final Report PC( I )-81. (Washington: Government Printing Office. 1972) p. 1-263.)

in turn may reflect the fact that some Ukrainians in the second wave came
from military units, predominantly male. interned by the Allies.)

Soc'ioec'onomic' C/1uruc'terist;c's

Socioeconomic characteristics of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans are

listed in Tables 1.5 through 1.7. Overall. mother tongue Ukrainian Amer-

icans are of approximately equal status to Americans as a whole. even after

controlling for age and sex.
Among mother tongue Ukrainian Americans.

the highest status is enjoyed by the third and higher generations. whether in
tenns of education, occupation. or income. The first generation has the low-

est status. according to all three indicators. It is especially interesting to note

that the second generation of the first wave of immigration (excluding
the

second generation of the second wave on the basis of age) has a higher
socioeconomic status than the first generation of the second wave of im-

n1igration according to all three indicators. Thus.. although first wave im-)))

in socio-

economic composition. According to this view. if the distribution of the

socioeconomic characteristics of the members of the ethnic group were com-

parable to those of the majority population. observed differences in fertility
would

disappear.)))
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Goldscheider and Uhlenberg (1969) present a competing minority status

hypothesis. according to which socioeconomic differences
provide only a

partial explanation of fertility differences and minority status per se operates
as an independent factor influencing fertility. Minority couples become as-
similated on some dimensions (e.g.. education) but not on others (e.g., pri-

mary group attachments). This discrepancy in the
degree

to which different

types of assimilation occur
places minority couples in marginal positions,

thus producing insecurities. To counteract these insecurities. minority cou-

ples limit childbearing. This effect is presunlcd to operate nl0st
strongly

among minority couples who are sufficiently socioeconomically assimilated
to experience this kind of insecurity, that is. among higher-status couples.

When the fertility of Ukrainian women is compared with that of women

in the total U.S. population, it might be expected that if. after controlling

for such factors as education, Ukrainian fertility approaches that of U.S.

women, this would lend
support

to the social characteristics hypothesis.
However. if after controls are introduced, the fertility differences are main-
tained or become more pronounced (particularly among the highly edu-

cated), this would lend support to the minority status hypothesis.

Mean number of children ever born provides a convenient sunlmary mea-

sure with which to make
comparisons

and explore the two hypotheses. For

all age groups
the mean number of children ever born to Ukrainians is lower

than that of U .5. women (see Table 4.6). This is also true of four other

linguistic groups: Russians, Lithuanians, Hungarians and Yiddish-speaking.
Ukrainians in the youngest age group have lower numbers of children ever
born than do all other linguistic groups except for the Russians and Yiddish-

speaking. At older ages, however.. their fenility is intennediate among the

linguistic groups (fourth lowest in the 30-49 group and fifth lowest in the

50 and older group). Overall, the fertility of the linguistic groups tends to
be lower than that of the total U. S. popu lation.

Even when a control is introduced for education (see Table 4.7), the dif-

ferences between the family
size of Ukrainians and the U.S. norms do not

disappear. (These differences are also maintained for the Russians and Yid-

dish-speaking). In fact. the difference between the mean number of children

of Ukrainians and the mean for the U.S. population increases in all but four
instances (women aged 15-29, with 9-12 years or more than 12 years of

education; women 50 and older. with 9-12 years of education; and women
30-49 years

of age with more than 12 years of education). This tends to

support
the minority status hypothesis rather than the social characteristics

hypothesis. However, the greatest differences between Ukrainian and U.5.

fertility rates are in the less well-educated rather than the more well-educated

groups, which would not be predicted by the nlinority status hypothesis. In

tenns of mean number of children ever born in all educational and age groups.)))
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Table 4.7. Mean Number or Children Ever Born for Ever-Married Ukrainian

and U.S. Women by Age and Education, 1970.)

Mean Number 01 Children Ever Born

Age and Total U.S.
Education Ukrainians Population

Mean Number Mean Number

8 yean or less

15-29 years 1.60 5 2.44 90
30-49 2,51 146 3.73 330

50 and older 2.76 650 3.15 998

ALL AGES 2.71 801 3.24 1,418

9-11 years

15-29 years 1.39 96 1.60 844
30-49 2.44 516 3.03 1 .449

50 and older 2.10 399 2,17 I . I 08

ALL AGES 2.11 1,011 2.39 3,401

More than 12 years
15-29 years 0.92 72 () . 96 28M

30-49 2.29 109 2.82 443

50 and older 1,72 78 2.02 341
ALL AGES 1.74 259 2.06 I 4t072)

Source: 1970 U.S. Census Public U\037e Sample Tapes.)

Ukrainians continue to be intermediate among the linguistic groups.

Variations in fenility can also be examined while controlling for gener-
ation (see Table 4.8). Women are defined as first generation if they were

born outside the United States. second generation if they were born in the

United States but one or both parents were born outside the United States.

and third or subsequent generation if both the women and their parents were
born in the United States. As with education, when a control is introduced
for generation. differences in fertility between the Ukrainians and the U. S.

women are maintained, except in the third generation, 15-29 age group.
(These differences are also maintained for the Yiddish, Lithuanians and Rus-
sians except for those 50 and older in the third generation).

Even though the differences between Ukrainian and U.S. fertility are

maintained they are generally reduced when generation is controlled (this is
not the case when education is controlled). This occurs because there are

larger proportions of Ukrainians in the first and second generation and fer-

tility at the younger age group in these two generations is lower than that)))
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Table 4.8. Mean Number or Children Ever Born for Ever-Married Ukrainian

and U.S. Women by Age and Generation. 1970.)

Mean Number or Children Ever Born

Age and Total U.S.
Generation Ukrainian.\037 Population

Mean NUlnber Mean Number

First Generation

15- 29 years 0.95 75 1.48 40

30-49 2.18 282 2.69 159
50 and ulder 2.78 S4() 2.81 269

ALL AGES 2.44 897 2.66 468)

Second Generation

15-29 years 1,00 31 1.83 60

30-49 2.56 442 2.90 324

50 and older 2.16 582 2.30 473
ALL AGES 2.29 I,OS5 2.49 857

Third or Higher

Gene r. ti on

15-29 years 1.57 67 1.50 I . 123

30-49 2.79 47 3.17 1.752
50 and older 2,00 5 2.62 1.768
ALL AGES 2.07 119 2.56 4,643

Source: 1970 V,S. Census Public Use Sample Tapes.)

for comparable groups in the U.S.
population.

In other words, fertility among

young Ukrainians in the third generation is higher than among Ukrainians
in the first and second generations and is more similar to that of the U. S .

population as a whole. Consequently, there appears to be a relatively small

group of young third generation Ukrainians who have maintained their eth-
nic identity yet have somewhat higher fertility than non-assimilated first and

second generation Ukrainians.)

Sum man' and Conl'/usiom\"

Ukrainians tend to marry later.. start childbearing later and remain single

more ()ften than the U.S.
average. The later age at marriage and larger pro-

portion who remain single (particularly among males) may reflect the fact

that there is pressure not to marry outside the ethnic group. along with a

fairly small pool of single women of comparable age
with strong ethnic ties.

The differences between the Ukrainians and the U. S. population would)))
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probably be less pronounced for a more assimilated group.

In spite of late age at marriage. delayed childbearing and generally small

family size. it appears that most ever married women eventually have at
least one child. Also, although very large family

sizes are less comnlon than

in the u.s.
population, completed family size is on the average 2.23 chil-

dren.

Overall Ukrainian fertility is somewhat lower than fertility of U.s. women.

These differences are not only maintained but in general become even more

pronounced when educational differences are controlled, which fact lends

some support to the minority status hypothesis. Generation appears to be

more of a factor in fertility than is education. When generation is controlled.
although U.S.-Ukrainian differences in fertility do not disappear. they are

reduced. The fertility behavior of younger Ukrainians in the third generation

appears to approach that of the U.S.
population

and thus is higher than that

of Ukrainians in comparable age groups in the first and second
generation.

These findings can be viewed in the
light

of physical survival of the

Ukrainians as a group. The fertility level is slightly above replacement, yet
both men and women are somewhat more likely to remain single than those

in the U.S. population. In addition. assimilation of some offspring of this

group will occur. One subgroup.
the young third generation. has a fertility

level similar to that of their counterparts in the United States population.

This is a relatively small subgroup. however. and thus has little effect on

the fertility of the whole group. Before definitive conclusions about the larger
Ukrainian ethnic

group
can be reached. information is needed concerning

the linguistically assimilated who, nevertheless. define themselves as ethnic
Ukrainians.)))
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CHAPTER FIVE)

Family Structure and

Family Extension*)

Fran(.e s E. G()I{/s(.hl\037i(Jer)

The PrtJblem 0.( Fan,i!.\\, Cltallge

Social modernization theories have described a decline in the poYler of

family ties. panicularly extended family ties. over political. economic. and

some social aspects of life. Many dimensions of family life are implicated
in these theories. most of which have been difficult to assess because of lack

of data. One dimension of \"the decline of the extended famil,'.\" however.\037

has received much recent study. Househ()ld data. based on listings fronl

many parts of Europe in the
eighteenth and nineteenth century and earlier.

together with census data from more recent periods. have made it possible
to examine

patterns
of household structure. One dimension of the salience

of extended family was assumed to be residence. so that groups. periods.

or areas where extended family relationships operated more po\\\\'ert'ully would

be characterized by large and
complex

households. However. the general
conclusions from recent research is that households extended beyond the

nuclear family were not common. (P. Laslctt 1971: Levy 1965). and that

variations in the size of the households primarily reflect variations in fertility
as it affects directly the number of children present in the household (Burch
1970). The implications of these findings for theories of family structure

and change are not yet clear. Some feel that household patterns are relatively

unimportant. and that living together
is not a necessary condition for famil}'

influence. A distinction is made between the ..
family

of residence\" and the

\"family of interaction.... and it is argued that the latter. as indicated by the
contents of wills. marriage settlements. and other family arrangenlcnts. is

where evidence for the decline in the intluence of extended fanlily will be

found (Berkner 1975). Others take the household evidence rnore seriously.
and argue not only that there has been no ..decline.... but that the quality

and

imponance of family ties may even be increasing (B. Laslctt 1973). Yct

interestingly. even as the point was being widely made and accepted that

household structure was relatively invariant. based on both cross-nati()nal)

8])))
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and hist()rical data thr()ugh the 1950s, rapid and extensive shifts in househ()ld

c()nlp()sition were underway in the m()st ..nl(xlern'- areas. the United States

(Kobrin 1976) and Western Europe (11echt 1976). Incre,ases in divorce and

separati()n
were leading to greater pr()portions of households headed by women.

which has been taken by s()me as an indicator of fanlily dis()rgani7Ati()n

(Moynihan 1965). Further. h()usehold size began shrinking rapidly. due less

to immediate declines in fertility than t() increases in the proportion of very
small (particularly one-person) households. This last is a phenomenon that

is related to the questi()n ()f family extension. since persons
in one-person

households would ()therwise ordinarily have extended the families ()f their

relatives. and its analysis suggests that we have not until recently been ask-

ing the S()rts of questions necessary to reveal that extended residential pat-

terns have in fact declined.

The purpose of this paper is to focus on these two phenomena.. the female-
headed household and family extension, and to assess their possible signif-

icance through a comparison between the household and fanlily structure in

1970 of persons who grew up in a home where Ukrainian was spoken
and

that for the total United States population. The Ukrainian group is one which

has come to the United States fairly recently from Eastern Europe. a region
which has been characterized as having larger and more complex

households

than Western Europe (Berkner 1973). As a
fairly recently arrived group

(most are first or second generation), it seems likely that there will be evi-

dence of greater family extension among them than for the U.S. total. Other
Eastern European language groups will also be compared to test this

general

assumption.

The data on Ukrainian Americans are drawn from two 1/100 Public Use

San1ples of the 1970 U .5. Census of Population yielding two percent of

persons who listed Ukrainian as the language spoken in their home when

they were growing up (4947 cases). Two major questions will be addressed

with these data: First, what is the distribution of household types for the

Ukrainian-American subpopulation. and how does it differ fronl the United

States t()tal? Second, is there any evidence of greater family extension among
Ukrainian Americans?)

T.\\pe (if H(JIISel,(J/d

The infornlation in this section has been assembled to address the questi()n
of differential household type.

I ..
Household type\" in U. S. census data is a

concept based on the sex. marital. and
family status of the head of the house-

hold. Three basic types are distinguished: the primary family
head whose

spouse is present (husband-\\\\'ife households); the
primary family head with

no spouse present (Uother\" male ()r fen1ale family heads): and household)))
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heads with no family members living with thenl (primary individuals) which

are mostly one-person households.

The first question to be addressed focuses on the proportion of households

headed by women. Considerable concern has been expressed over the growth
in female-headed households. since they tend to be in low income brackets..
and often include young children. Data in Table 5.1 indicate that households

headed by Ukrainians are less likely to be headed by women than are all
U.S. households, but the difference, standardized for age. is not great-21
percent

for the United States total and 19 percent for Ukrainians. Differences

are least for younger women, and increase somewhat with age, so that among
household heads

age
65 and older t 40 percent are female among the total

U.S. population, compared to 37 percent for mother-tongue Ukrainian

Americans.

More detailed aspects of household structure are also presented in Table

5.1, holding sex of head constant. The greatest similarities appear for males.

For both groups. the vast majority of household heads are married and

Ukrainian-American men are about equally likely to be heads of husband-
wife households as are total U.. S. males. This is also the case for each of
the

age groups. However, somewhat greater differences appear in the more

marginal categories. While for both groups, primary individuals (heads of

household living alone or with nonrelatives) are more common than are heads

of \"other,\" i.e. not husband-wife. families, Ukrainian male household heads

are less likely to be primary individuals. and more likely to be \"other\" fam-

ily heads. These differences increase with age. so that whereas the distri-

butions are identical for males age 14-34 for the two groups. at the oldest

ages differences are somewhat more pronounced. Reasons for this pattern

of difference are not immediately apparent, although
it is clear that unmar-

ried male Ukrainian household heads are more likely to have family re-

sponsibilities than are unmarried males in the
general population.

Greater variation characterizes female heads. While overall. there are no

differences between the proportions of female household heads who are heads

of families and those who are primary individuals. this is the result of very

different age patterns of female household type between Ukrainian-Ameri-

can and all American women. At younger ages (below age 45). Ukrainian
household heads are much more likely to be primary individuals than is the

case for the U. S. total; at the older ages (45 and over) it is the U. S. total

where a greater share of primary individuals is found. This suggests strongly
that younger female household heads among young Ukrainian Americans

are probably not so frequently responsible for young children. Part of the

explanation for these varying age patterns of female-headed household types

is that Ukrainian-American women evidently marry at a later age than the

U.S. average (see previous chapter) and thus begin families later. The
y<.)ung)))
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fenlale heads for Ukrainian-American women. then. are pers()ns who have

left their parental household but have not yet married, while for the U.S.

total. they are more likely to be separated and divorced (or unmarried moth-

ers). Older female heads. similarly. are widowed and divorced women whose
children have already left the household.. among the U. S. total. while

Ukrainian-American women may have more frequently been left \\\\'id()wed

before the children are grown. These differences are similar to those that

characterize change over time for women in recent U.S. history. Between
1940 and 1970, female family heads have become substantially younger. on

average,
as ffialTiages become more likely to end by divorce and less likely

to end by wid()whood (Kobrin 1973).
To examine the question of the presence of children more

directly.. Table

5.2 presents information on children present in the household for two broad

age groups of female family heads. These data suggest even more strongly
that children in mother-tongue Ukrainian households are less likely not to

have two parents. since Ukrainian female headed families are less likely to

include children. Whereas only 15 percent
of female family heads aged 35-

44 in the total U.S. group had no children of their own present. 37 percent)

Table 5.2. Female Family Heads by Number of Own Children
8

Aged Less than
18 by Elhnicity and Age. 1970.)

Number of

Children Under Age 18
and Age of Head) u . S. T olal) V,S. White) Ukrdinian)

35-44

TOTAL
o
1

2

3+

Never Married)

100 100 100 (n = 27.
15 15 37

25 27 26

23 25 IH

37 33 19

(} 7 15)

45-64

TOTAL 100 100 100 (II = 102)

0 62 63 6H

1 22 23 2()

2 6 9 8

3+ 9 5 5

Never Married 10 I 1 21)

a\"related children\" for Ukrainians
Source: U .S, (()tal and U.S. white: Bureau of the Census 1973a.Table 6.)))
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()f Ukrainian female-headed families were families made
up only of adults.

Further. this is an underestimate of the true differences. since some of the
\"related children\" living with these Ukrainian-American women may be the

children of other members of the household. Differences are smaller in the

older age group (45-64) but in the same direction. Since much of the con-
cern over the growth of female-headed households has been focused on black

families (Moynihan 1965), comparable information that is restricted to the

white population of the United States is also presented. Although some dif-
ferences between total U. S. and total white groups appear. these are

pri-

marily in the proportions of families with several young children: none of

the difference between Ukrainian-American and total female family heads

in the proportion with no children is reduced by restricting the comparison
to whites. Table 5.2 also shows that at least some of the difference in pres-
ence of children between the two groups relates to differing patterns of mar-

riage and to differing patterns of family structure among the never-married.

Whereas only 9 to 10
percent

of total U.S. female family heads were never
married, between 15 and 21 percent of Ukrainian women heads of house-
holds were still single. Overall. then, the \"modem\" deviation from the nu-

clear family fonn. the one-parent family.
is as yet relatively rare among

Ukrainian Americans.)

Fat\"il\" E.\\.te'z.\037;o\

An equally important question that can be investigated using household

and family data relates to the prevalence of family extension, the \"tradi-

tional\" deviation from the nuclear family. Is there evidence that a greater
proportion

of Ukrainian-American families contain non-nuclear relatives

(family menlbers beyond
a husband. \"'ife. and their nlinor children)? Data

in Table 5.3 are presented in response to the question being asked in this

fashion. The analysis is restricted to husband-wife fanlilies at this point.

since it is these about whom discussion of traditional fanlily extension is

normally focused.

The data show very little difference between U.S. total and Ukrainian-

American figures in proportions of nuclear husband-wife fanlilies. There is
no difference. standardized for age; for husbands of age be 10\"\" 35, in fact..

U.S. families seem somewhat less nuclear, while. overall. for families with

older heads. Ukrainian Americans have a slightly higher proportion of ex-

tended family arrangements. But the differences are very small. It is possible
that

family extension is more frequent at these stages of the life cycle when

the density of children is least. the early married and empty nest stages. so
that differences in family extension could be blurred by possible fertility

differences. The data in the last two columns of Table 5.3 bear on this issue,)))
last two col-)))
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l\"able 5.4. t\"'amily Status by Ethnicity and Age. 1970.

Males Females

Age and
U.S. Total Uk.rainianFamily Status U .s, Total Ukrlli,';ll\"

Total. 18 +
a

1 no.() / ()() .l) 1 no.o /()().O
h

72.0 72.3 70,3 7(J . 2Fan1ily heads

Family members
\"

13.6 /7. I 13,6 /7.0

Unrelated indi\\'idual\037 14.4 1().6 16.0 12,8

Family mcmbc\037 as a

percentage of all

non-family heads 49 62 46 57

Total. 18-24 100.0 /()() .0 1 on .c) 10l) .0

Family heads
b

27.3 23,4 44.6 4/.5

Family members
c

46.2 57.3 38.5 4/ .0

Unrelated individuals 26.5 /9.3 16.9 /7.6

Family members as a

percentage of all

non-family heads 64 75 70 70

Total. 25 - 44 100.0 IlK) .0 I (X) .0 I()() .0

Family heads
b

81,9 82,9 87.9 H7,I

Family members
c

8,; 10.-1 6.7 H,()

lJnrclatcd individuals 9.6 6.6 5.4 4.9

Family members a\037 a

percentage of all

non-family heads 47 61 55 62)

but seem to suggest that there is little relationship between the presence of

children and non-nuclear relatives. However. Ukrainians seem to have

somewhat more complex households. particularly
at older ages.

This approach to the issue of family extension is very difficult to interpret.
When two groups record the same proportions of nuclear households. it may

be that one group has fewer potentially extending relatives. but is including
a higher proportion

of them into existing families. This issue is clearly a

problem when comparing two populations with
very

different levels of fer-

tility and mortality. Under conditions of low survivorship. all older relatives

might be incorporated into families and yet high proportions for the society
will be nuclear. While large mortality differentials probably do not char-

acterize these two populations. immigration might have had very much the

same effect, If. because of differential migration. Ukrainian-American fam-

ilies have fewer potentially extending relatives present in the United States.)))

the concentration of a population
in a given territory. Figure 3. 1 presents indices of dissimilarity for the eight
linguistic groups.

The index was calculated by comparing the
percentage

distribution by state of each linguistic group within the respective U.S. dis-

tribution. The index can vary from 0 (indicating that the group has the same

population
distribution by states as the total U. S. population) to a maximum

which depends on the number of categories (in our case\" states) considered.

Thus. the higher the index. the more different the group's distribution from

the distribution of the total U. S. population. The value of the index can he

interpreted as the
percentage

of the population of interest which would have
to move to another state in order to achieve the same distribution as the

companson group.
The Russian group had the highest concentration, followed closely by

Ukrainians and Yiddish; in each of these groups 46
percent

or more of the

population would have to move to another state in order to achieve the same)))
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Table 5.4. ContinlUd)

Males) Females)

Age and

Family Status) U.S. Total) l/krtlin;(lll) lI,S, Total) U krui\"ian)

Total. 45 - 64

Family head!>h

\037

Famil\\' men1bers\037

Unrelated individual\037

Family members as a

percentage of all

non-family heads)

100,0

86.2
3.9
tJ.Y)

1 (N) .()

88,S

4.5

(),X)

I O(). ()

7tJ . H

6,()

14.2)

!()().()

H2.2

6,()

11.2)

28) \037o) 30) 37)

Total. 65'\"

Family heads
b

c

Family members

Unrelated individual\037

Family members as a

percentage of all

non-family heads)

100.0 ItX) .1) I ()(). () 1(N) .f)

71.3 7().2 42,() 42,2
7.0 11,2 16.7 3(J.3

21.7 IH.h 41.4 27,3)

24) 38) 29) 52)

:Standardil.cd
un U. S. age distributiun

.Includes all primary family heads and wives of primary family head\037
<.:

All persons living neither a..\037unrelated individuals nor as fan1ily heads, Includes a small
number of secondary family members,

Source: U .S, total: Bureau of the Census 1973b. Table 2)

they may register very high nuclear proportions while at the same tin1e be
.\"

more likely to include those other relatives who are in this country.-

The best way to examine this issue is to look not at households but at

individuals and ask: Of those adults who are n()t themselves family heads

(and thus eligible to extend the family of a relative).. what pr()ponion lives
with relatives? Seen in this light. the recent rapid increase in persons living

alone or with non-relatives represents a decline in family extension with

respect to unmarried adults, Table 5.4 presents data on this point for 1970.

In this table, individuals have been classified into three categories: family

heads. including wives; persons living as relatives of the head: and unrelated

individuals, who include heads of one-person households and others living
as either a non-relative of the household head. or outside of households

altogether in group quarters. Looking at the age standardized distributi()n for

the total populati()n age 18 and over. very
similar proportions are family)))

this section. especially the
ones on interstate migration streams. will be tentati\\'e.)

LI..1:TIME MIGRA TI()N

Americans are a highly mobile
people;

in 1970 more than a
\037uarter

of all

native-born Americans were living outside their state of birth. In conlpar-

ison, most American-born Eastern Europeans had a lo\\\\'er proportion of life-)))
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heads.
J

Ukrainian Americans of both sexes. however. are more likely to be

living as family members than is the total group. and less likely to be living
as unrelated individuals. To focus attention on this c()ntrast, an additi()nal

ratio has been calculated: family members as a percentage ()f non-family

heads. Less than half the adults 18 or over who are eligible to be extended

family nlcmbers. i.e., neither head nor spouse. are doing so f()r the U.S.

total. whereas about 60 percent ()f Ukrainians are living with family. Dif-
ferences of some magnitude occur for every age and sex category except

for the youngest women (age 18-24), with the sharpest differences at the

oldest age level (65 and over), The oldest Ukrainian-American men are more
than 50 percent m()re likely to be living with

family
than is the case for

the U.S. total (38 percent compared to 24 percent): Ukrainian-American
women of that age are nearly 80 percent more likely

to be family members

(52 percent and 29
percent).

These data suggest that. when the question of

family extension is addressed from an individual perspective. the Ukrainian-

American family system appears to be based clearly on family extension.

despite a lack ()f sharp differences shown earlier in the proporti()ns of fam-

ilies that actually include non-nuclear relatives. Persons eligible to extend
families are ntore likely to live with relatives among these mother-tongue

Ukrainian Americans, while for the total population they are much nlore

likely to be living alone or with non-relatives.

We can explore this issue further by identifying the relatives \\\\'ith whom

Ukrainian Americans tend to settle. It would be reasonable to guess that

Ukrainian families include both close and distant relatives while the total

United States
pattern

is restricted to close relatives. Table 5.5 allows a look

at which persons become other family or household members. and provides

a surprising answer. There were no differences between the tW() gr()ups in

the proportion who were children of the head, nor in the non-related boarder.

lodger. and servant categories (data not presented), so these
groups

have

been included in the third category of \"other relative or non-relative.'. Also

included in this categol)' are relatives more distant either lineally or collat-

erally. and differences did appear for this type which are reflected in the

larger category. Without getting too involved in these
complexities.

how-

ever. the implications of Table 5.5 can be simply stated: the \"extras'. in

Ukrainian-American families are close relatives - parents or
siblings

l)f the

household head or spouse-while for the U.S \302\260total a greater pr()p()rtion are

more distant relatives. This is true for both age groups 25-44 and 45-64;
the oldest age group (65 and over) has a shortage of siblings. E,'identl)' those

who arc not family heads in the U.S. total not onl\037' prefer to live alone.. but

when thcy live with relatives. they reside with relativel}' distant relati\\,Oes

rather than with their children or siblings. This may be a retlectil}n ()f the

lower fertility of the total U ..5. group. who thus are less
likel\037'

t() have sib-)))
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Table S.S. Other Household Members by Etbnicity, Age, and Type. 1970.)

Age and

Relationship
to Head) U.S, Total) Ukrdinian T(>tal)

2S - 44

Total
Parent

Sibling

Other relative or nun-relative)

100.0
2.8

28.9

68.3)

100.0

4.8

47.6

47.6)

4S - 64

Total

Parent

Sibling

Other relative or non-relative)

(II = 83)

100.0

27,5

36.2
36,))

(II = 24)

100.0

30.1

45.M

24.1)

65+

T olal

Parent

Sibling
Other relativc or non-relative)

( n = 163)
100.0
63.4
18.0
I H.b)

(n = 152)

I ()() .0

K4.7

6. I

9,2)

Source: U.S. total: Bureau of the Censu\037 197)b. Table 2.)

lings or children with whom to live. On the other hand, it may be that to
the extent that the decline in household size represents greater preference

for independence and privacy \037this may be harder to maintain among close
relatives than with more distant kin.)

D;SCU!tS;(Jn and I mIJI;(\"alion\037't)

It seems clear. then. that the Ukrainian-American family system shows

fewer \"modern\" elements than the general
American pattern.. avoiding as it

does single-parent families, while including relatively high proportions of

extending relatives. Two questions seem relevant to our understanding {}f

this phenomenon. The flTSt relates to whether the Ukrainian pattern is unique\037

or whether it really typifies a more general .\"pre-nuclear\" type. It was argued
earlier that family extension was relatively more characteristic of eastern
than western Europe. To what extent, then. does the Ukrainian pattern of

high extension characterize other mother-tongue groups of eastern European

origin in the United States? Data are presented in Table 5.6 on
family

ex-)))
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Table 5.6. PercentaKe of Family Members among Potential Extending Rela-

tives by Age and Mother Tongue. 1970 and f()r the Total U.S.. 1940
and 1970.)

Total) Age)

25+*) 25-44) 45-64) 65+)

U.S. Total

194()

1970

Mother-tonlCue. 1970
Yiddish

Russian

Pul ish

Ukrai\"it,n)

53

36)

67

51)

42

2tJ)

50

27)

31) 41 29 28
** 29 24

55 34 33

6/ 39 44)

41

48)

* = rectangular standardization
* * = less than 50 cases
Sources: lLS. totals: Bureau of the Census. 1943. 1973b.)

tension patterns for three other eastern European groups. the Russian. Pol-
ish. and Yiddish mother-tongue populations. The second question arising in
a family change/assimilation analysis is ho\\\\' long these differences can be

expected to
persist.

The family system is generally thought to be a highly

conservative institution within society. changing but sl{)wly over time. Data
on these mother-tongue groups are only available for 1970\" so we cannot

see whether any convergence has taken place between Ukrainians and the

general United States
pattern

in the twentieth century. and if so. \",'ith what

speed, However. data over time for the U .S, total are available. and if the}'

suggest that change on these dimensions can be rapid. this would imply that

assimilation might well also
proceed quickly. To examine this issue. Table

5,6 shows. in addition to the data on eastern European origin groups
in 1970..

figures on family extension for the U.S. total in both 1940 and 1970.

Comparing mother-tongue Ukrainians with other eastern European grl)UpS

suggests that variations in the extent of family extension is great even among

subgr()ups within this culture area. P()les resemble Ukrainians in their rel-

atively high level of family extension. but both the Yiddish and Russian

m()ther-tongue groups reach or exceed the levels of non-family living ob-

served for the U.S. total population. While the Polish group is Inl)st similar

to the Ukrainian speakers. it differs in two ways. Overall. the Polish level

()f family extension is lower. alx)ut halving the difference prc\\'iously Shl)Wn

between the t()tal U.S. and the Ukrainian mothcr-t()ngue subpopulatil)n. In)))
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addition, the age patterns differ. Whereas for the Poles, the proponion living

among relatives declines continuously with age.. for the Ukrainians the de-
crease only occurs between ages 25-44 and 45-64. with those over 65 showing

an increase in family extension. This suggests that elderly Ukrainians are

particularly unusual in their living arrangements, and are disprop<)rtionately

included in the families of their relatives. This pattern is quite distinctive,
in that it occurs in no other eastern European language group.

nor among

the total U.S. population. This
age pattern. and the very low level of family

extension among the Yiddish and Russian mother-tongue subpopulation
are

unexpected. and deserve closer analysis.

Although the levels of family extension for Yiddish and Russian mother-

tongue groups seem low in comparison to the total in 1970. overall the drop

in family living between 1940 and 1970 is
greater

than the largest of the

differences among these groups.
The Ukrainians at every age are less ex-

tended than was the case for the total U.S. as
recently

as 1940. The variation

over time is greater than the ethnic variation, even in a period as shon as
30 years. This suggests that family change on this dimension. at least.. can
be extremely rapid. and there is thus little reason to expect assimilation to

be slow, Theories of change for immigrant ethnic groups seldom take into

account the complexity that the receiving society may itself be experiencing

rapid change.. but this is clearly the case here.)))

refers to the type of jobs that the waves of irl1nligrants l)f

the group in question have been funnelled into upon arrival into the host

society.
I

It should be noted that the criterion base is the de facto occupations

after arrival. regardless of occupational or educational backgrounds of the

immigrants or the financial resources which they might have brought with

them.
The entrance status of Ukrainians in the United States was

pretty
much

at the bottom of the occupational ladder. Most of the first imn1igrants found

j{}bs as laborers in coal mines and steel and other factories. primarily in)

156)))
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Notes)

*The author acknowledges with gratitude the resources and data made available by
the Population Studies and Training Center of Brown University and by the Ukrain-

ian Center for Social Rcsearch.)

I. The household analysis is based on the 2233 households headed by a mother-

t()ngue Ukrainian..

2. This argument is presented in greater detail in Kobrin 1976. and Bcrkner 1977.

3. This may be the result of an overestimate of household headship rates among
mother-tongue Ukrainians. A detailed examination of household headship rates

suggests that in many cases, most clearly for married men but suggestively
for other categories. rates are higher than have ever been recorded for the U. S.

totals. which themselves have risen dramatically in recent decades. It is very
possible that persons who are not heads are more likely to have their mothcr-

tongue status in a predominantly non-mother-tongueUkrainian household mis-

classified than are household heads. resulting in differential underenumeration

and an inflation of household headship rates.)))
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CHAPTER SIX)

Socioeconomic Characteristics)

O/ell W(J/()\"'\\'I'll)

THERE J\\RE fE\\\\\" c()nlprehensive studies based on reliable statistics on
Ukrainians in the United States dealing with social and economic charac-
teristics. Probably the two most complete along these lines are by Bachin-

skyi (1914) and Halich (1937). To our
knowledge_

no study on the so-

ci()Cc()nomic characteristics of Ukrainians in the U. S. has been published
in

the last three decades. There have been a
variety

of studies at local or state

levels. but none at the national level. The main reason for this dearth is lack

()f data. Because Ukrainians constitute less than 1 percent of the total U .5.

JX)pulation\"
even large national surveys yield very few cases. precluding any

analysis ()f Ukrainians as a separate group (Greeley 1974).

Although questions such as ..
mother tongue'\" ha\".e been asked in se\\'eral

U.S. censuses. very fe\\\\' tabulations have been published \\\\'ith data on

Ukrainians. The availability of 1970 census
sample tapes c()ntaining full

census rec()rds ()f a representative sanlple of individuals all()\\\\'s us to produce
almost any kind of tabulati()n. as well as perform multivariate anal}'ses. It

is important to note that the subpopulation identified by Ukrainian mother

tongue does not represent all persons of Ukrainian ancestl)' living in the
United States.

Especially underrepresented are the third and higher gener-
ations\" because persons whose parents did not speak Ukrainian at home are

excluded by definition. Thus one can assume that the data to be presented

apply to the less assimilated sector of Ukrainian Americans in the United
States.

Three dimensions of a person's socioeconomic status are included: edu-
cati()n. occupation, and income. Education is discussed tirst because it usu-

ally comes first in a person.s life cycle-most people finish their fonnal

educati()n bef()re they join the labor force on a full-time basis. The instances
of individuals not completing their education before joining the labor force

full-time are relatively few. Thus. in a causal
sequence_

level of education

usually affects a person.s first full-time occupation. which in turn determines

subsequent occupations. After a separate discussil)n of occupation and in-
come. the relationships of occupation and education with income are ex-

pl()rcd.)

9H)))
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Ed\"C.tltion)

Education is measured here by number of years ()f sch()oling conlpletcd.

Comparisons are made with other Eastern Eur()pean groups and the total

U.S. white populatil)n; blacks and Hispanics are excluded because of their

significantly lower socioeconomic status. In order to l)btain some i(lea about
the dynanlics of assinlilation of Ukrainians. the educational level and current
enrollment levels of the whole group are compared with those of U. S. -born

Ukrainians. First. we consider males and females separate I)' . and then make
male-female comparisons.

Ukrainian immigrants have been severely handicapped in terms ()f edu-

cation. American ilnmigration records reveal that about 50 percent of im-

migrants arri\\'ing in the early 1900s \",'ere illiterate (Jenks and Lauck 1913.
p. 142). This illiteracy \",'as the result l)f Russian and Austrian g()\\ICmnlcnt
educational policies towards Ukrainians and the extrcnlC povcrt)\" in rural

areas. The level of education of later inlll1igrants. especial))' after World
War II. impr{)ved significantly but still remained at a relatively I ()\\\\' level in

comparison with the U.S.
populati()n. Thus. \",'hen analyzing the current le\\'el

of education of Ukrainian Americans. this initial handicap should be taken

into account.

As table 6.1 indicates. Ukrainian males aged 25 years or over had a rel-

atively low level of education. compared to males in the other
linguistic

groups. A median of 10.5 indicates that half of them had 10.5 or less years
of schooling. that is. had not finished high school. This level \037'as signifi-

cantly lower than the 12.1 for all U .S, whites. and ranked the Ukrainian
males third lowest. after Poles and Serbo-Croatians. When only U.S.-born
Ukrainian males were considered, the median years of schooling increased

from 10.5 to 11.1 years. This is a significant improvenlent equalled only

by the Serbo-Croatians and the Yiddish: all other groups showed hardly any
difference between the wh()le group and the U. S. -born only. However. the

U.S.-born Ukrainian males still had. on the average, a full year less edu-

cation than U.S. white males.

Figure
6.1 gives further insight on the educational level of the eight lin-

guistic groups and represents the percentages of males with zero and with
13 or more )'ears of education. Ukrainian males had one of the highest per-

centages with no education. 3.8. There was a wide variation in the per-

centage with no years of schooling among the linguistic groups. fronl about
4 percent among Russians. Serbo-Croatians. and Ukrainians. to slightl)\" un-

der I percent among Hungarians and Czechoslovakians. These variati()ns

may reflect in part the educational situati()n in the c()untries of origin at the
turn of the century. the time when the bulk of the immigrants arrived in the

United States. The percentage of males with college educations also varied)))
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Table 6.1. Median Years of Schooling Completed for MALES 25 Years and

Older. for Eight Eastern European Linguistic Groups and Total

White U.S. Population. 1970.

Median Years of Schooling
8)

Linguistic Group)

Tutal Gn)up
( I ))

U.S. Born

(2))

Difference
(2) -

(I))

U,S, White

Yiddish
b

Russian

Lithuanian- Latvian

Hungarian

Czcchusluvak ian

Ukrainian

Serbo-Croatian

Pol ish)

12, I

12.7

II .3

11,2
II . I

10.8

10.5

10.3

10. I)

13.2

II .3

11.2

11,0

10,9
J I . J

10.9

10.3)

0,5

{),O

(},O

-0,1

0,1

0.6

().6

0.2)

: Age-standardized using total white U. S. population.
In all tablcs and grdphs. Yiddish includes Hebrew mother tongue.

Sources: Linguistic groups: Fifteen Percent State and County Public U\037e Sample Tapes.

lJ .S. pupulation: Bureau of the Census, Cen.'iu.\\' of the POPlIllllion: /970, Deltliled Chtlr-
acterist;f'J. Final Report PC( I )-DI. United States Summary. (\\\\'ashington: Government Print-

ing Office t 1973) Table 199.)

significantly from group to group. Almost half of Yiddish males aged 25 or
more had at least 13 years of schooling. Ukrainians.. together with Hungar-

ians, had the fourth highest percentage. 27,6. while Polish males had the

lowest percentage. 18.6.
The low median level of schooling of Ukrainian males was mainly

be-

cause of the high percentage of men with little or no education; 9,3 percent
of Ukrainian males had less than five years of schooling.. while the

respec-

tive percentage for all U.S. \",'hite males was 4.9 (see Table 6.2). For U.S.-

born Ukrainian males.. this percentage was extremely low. 1.9. Surprisingl)'..
the percentage of U.s. -born males with seven or more years of school ing

was lower than for all Ukrainian males. Overall, educational upgrdding among

U.S.-born Ukrainian males had the following characteristics: a very signif-

icant reduction at the lower levels. a substantial increase at the high school

level. and a slight decrease in the proportions with college education.

Table 6.3 further illustrdtes the rapid pace of educational upgrading anl0ng
Ukrainian males. Current enrollment levels in different age groups

can be

taken as indicators of future levels ()f schooling of the younger generations.
In ()rdcr to illustrate the relative position of Ukrainians better. we present
the respective figures for all U.S. whites. Yiddish. and Polish males. the)))
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Table 6.2. Years or Schooling Completed and Median Years or Schooling

Completed, for All and U.S. Born Ukrainians and Total White U .5.
MALES 25 Years and Over. 1970.)

Percentages

a

Years of Total
Schooling All

a lJ , S. BOI1\\ U.S,

Completed Ukrainians Uk
\" a

White'rdlnlans

None 3.8 I . I 1,4

1-4 5,5 O.M ),5

5-8 22.6 24. I 23,()

9- II 15.c) 26.H IH.2

12 25.5 31.6 28.5

13-16 18.2 17.3 18.4

17+ 9.1 K.5 7,2

TOT AL N 1,909 1,109 46.527.222

Median 10.5 1 1 . 1 12. 1)

a
All percentages and medians are age-standardized using total U. S. white population: thus

percentages do not add up to 1 ()(). ().

Sources: Ukrainians: Fifteen Percent State and County Group Public Use San1ple Tapes,
U.S. population: Bureau of the Census. Cen.'ill.\\' oJ'the Population,' /97l), I)etailed (-har-

acter;Jt;cs. Final RCJX}J1 PCe I )-D I. United States Summal)'. (\\\\tashington: Government Print-

ing Office. 1973) Table 199.)

Table 6.3. Percentage Enrolled by Level of School, for MALES of Selected
Eastern European Linguistic Groups and Total White U.S. Popu-
lation. 1970.)

Percentage or Males Enrolled

Level of Sch()()1

and Age Group Yiddish Ukra;n;(ln Pulish U.S. White

Nu\037er}'-Kindergarten (3-5) 52.9 34.4 18,2 26.1

Elementary (6- 1 3 ) H8.2 95.9 90.6 92.3

High Sch()ol (14-17) 88.4 8() .() 86. () 76.6

College (I M-21) 66.2 47.H 41. 1 35.2

5+ Years of College (22-34) 13.I 7.3 4.5 4.1
a

33.5 37.7 44.7 43,4Not Enrolled (3-34))

a
Age-standardized using U.S. white population.

Sources: Linguistic groups: Fifteen Percent State and County Group Public Use Sample

Tapes.
U.S. population: Bureau of the Cen\037us. L\"en.\\'u.t of POI,ulat;on: /970. Detailed Character-

i.ft;C.\037. Final RCJX)f1 PC( I )-D I. United States Summary. (Washington: Government Printing

Office. 1973) Table 197.)))

disconcerting is that despite a relatively high educational level among

Ukrainian males. their income level is lower than that of the general U. s.

white males. Two
possible

reasons suggest themselves. The flfst is that most
of the male sample was educated in Europe and may have been either un-

willing or unable to take the necessary compensatory steps to translate ed-
ucation into greater income. The other possibility is that there may have

been historical discrimination against Ukrainian males by their American

employers.

From the perspective of those Ukrainian Americans committed to the pres-
ervation of a unique Ukrainian heritage in a pluralistic American society.
the data suggest two things: Ukrainian women can be expected-indeed en-

couraged-to play a more dynamic leadership role in the community; and

the Ukrainian community
has changed. It is better educated, enjoys more)))
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t\",() linguistic groups having, respectively.. the highest and I()west levels ()f

school enr()llment am()ng the eight Eastern Eur()pean groups
considered.

With two exceptions. Ukrainians occupied an intennediate position
be-

tween the Yiddish and Poles: the percentage in elementary school \\\\'as loy.'cr

f()r the Yiddish. and the percentage
in high school for the Polish was higher

than the respective percentages for Ukrainian males. At all levels. Ukrainian

males had a higher enrollment than all U.S. white males; of special impor-
tance are the higher percentages of enrollment at the college and graduate

levels. If these trends continue. U.S.-born Ukrainian males will in the near

future surpass the educational level of all U.S. white males.

The relative educational position of all Ukrainian females \\\\'as similar to

that of Ukrainian males. With a median of 9.8 years of schooling. they were)

figure 6.1. Percent. with No Schooling and with 13 or More Years or Sch()()ling.
lor MALES 25 \\'ears and Over. lor Eight Eastern European Linguistic

Groups and Total White Male U. S. Population. 1970.)

o Years 01 Schoollq)

2.1

4.2

3.8

3.4

0.9

4.0

0.8

2.5

1.4

. . . . T)

5) 3) 2)4)

Yiddish\037)

Russian)

Ukrainian)

Lithuanian- Latvian)

Hungarian)

Serb<}-Cn}atian)

Czechoslovakian)

Polish)

U. S. White)

13 or More Yean of SchoolioR)

4

32.7

27.6

29,3

27.6

22.1

21.8

18.6

25.6

. . . '\" T . ...)

8.0)

()) Percentage 15 20 2S 30 35 40 45 50)

\302\267

Age-standardized using total U. S. \\I,'hite male population.
tt
Includes Hebre\\\\' mother tongue,

S()urce\037: Lingui\037tic groups: Fifteen Percent State and Cuunty Puhlic U\037C Sanlplc Tapc\037,

l' .S. population: Bureau uf rhe Ccn\037u\037. (\",'Il.{U.{ 0'- Ihe PoPUltllioll: /970, f}(\"diled ClJilr-

tl('leri,\\li('\037'. Final Report PC( I )-D I, United State\037 Sumlnary. (\\\\'ashington: Guvernment Print-

ing ()tficc.. IlJ7.l L Tahlc IW.)))
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slightly above Poles and Serbo-Croatians. and considerably below the 12.1

median for all u.S. white females (Table 6.4). Although U.S.-born Ukrain-

ian females have made significant improvements. their median of 10.6 was
still quite below the respective U.S, level. One reason for this was the very

high proportion of Ukrainian females with little or no education-6.6 per-
cent had zero years of schooling. compared to onl)' 1.4

percent
for all U.S.

white females (Figure 6.2). The extreme disadvantage of Ukrainian females

is further illustrated by the fact that they had the highest percentage with nl)

schooling among linguistic groups. The position of Ukrainian females in

tenns of college education was sonlewhat better: with 13.8 percent.. they

occupied the fourth place among
the eight linguistic groups. As was the case

for males. the Yiddish had the highest and Poles the lowest percentages of

females with 13 or more years of schooling.

The most significant change among
U.S.-born Ukrainian females. com-

pared to all American females, was the decrease in the proportion with little

or no education (less than five years of schooling) from 13.3 to 4.6 percent
(see Table 6.5). However. this decrease was not large enc..)ugh to equal the

4.1 percent for U.S. females. As was the case with males. the upgrading

among U.S.-born Ukrainian females was mainly at the high school level.)

Table 6.4. Median Years of Schooling Completed for FEMALES 25 Years and

Older for Eight Eastern European Linguistic Groups and Total White

U.S. Population. 1970. A

Median Years 01 Schooling.)

Linguistic Group)

Total Group
( I ))

If.S.-Bom

(2))

Difference
(2) -

(I))

V,S. White

Yiddish

Rus\037ian

lithuanian-Latvian

Hungarian

Clccho\037l()vakian

Ukrlli n;tlll

Serbo-Croatian

Polish)

12, I

11,4

11.0

10.5

10.4

10.3
'i.X
9.7
9,7)

II ,Y

II . I

10.8

IO,X

I (), 5

11],6

10.7

10.0)

0,5
0.1
0.3
0.4

O.:!

().X

I .f)

0,3)

a
A\037c-standardized using total \\\\-'hite U. S, population.

Suurcc\037: Lingujstj\037 group\037: Fifteen Percent State and Cuunty Puhlic U\037C San)ple Tapes.

U ,S. population: Bureau ()f the Ccn\037u\037. (\037en.\\'IIJ oJ'llIe Popult\"i\"Il: 197(), /Jt'ltli/\"d (-\"tlr-

llcteri.\\t;(..\\,. Final Report pc( I )-D I. United State\037 Sumlnary. (Washington: Go\\'ernnlcnl Print-

ing ()ffice. 1973) Table I W.)))
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Figure 6.2. Percent. with No Schooling and with 13 or More Years or Schooling,
for FEMALES 2S Years and Over, for Eight Eastem European Lin-

guistic Groups and Total White Female U. S. Population, 1970.)

o \037ars 01 \037booIil1l)

6,)

3.9

6.0

6

.4

1.7

.4

1.6

5.3

\037

1.4

....

. . . . .. ..)

6)

6)

76 S 432 I)

Yiddish
h)

Russian)

Ulc ruin illn)

Lithuanian- Latvian)

Hungarian)

Serbo-Croatian)

Crechoslovakian)

Polish)

u. S. White)

Percentage)

13 or More Yean 01 Schooling)

28

21.9

13.8

19.7

13.6

12.5

11.3

...

I I .0
...

19.5

.. .. .. .)

.6)

10) 25) 30)15) 20)

.a

Age-standardized using total U. S. white female population,
tt

Includes Hebrew m<>lher tongue.

Sources: Linguistic group\037: Fifteen Percent State and County Public U\037e Sample .rapcs.

V.S. populalion: Bureau of Ihe (\037ensus, (-\302\253'Il.{U,\\'(\037f tht' POI'U/dtioll,' 197(), Df\037t(llle(J Char-

ac'tt'ri,ft;cS. final Report pc( I )-D I, United States Sumlnary. (\\\\'ashington: Govcmmcnl Prinl-

ing Office. 1973). Table 199.)

Current enrollment figures (Table 6.6) further docurnent the educational

upgrading of successive generations among Ukrainian females. Compared

to U.S. whites. the Yiddish. and Poles. the)' had the highest enrollment at
the elementary.. high school.. and c()llege levels. and had almost achic\\'cd

the national level ()f enrollment at the graduate level. Similar to Ukrainian

males. if these enrollment trends continue, Ukrainian females will surpass

in the near future the national educational level.

Table 6.7 summarizes male-female comparisons anlong Ukrainians. Both

for the whole group and f()T the U.S. born. males had on the average higher

levels of sch()()ling than females. The proporti()ns ()f lJ.S. -b()rn females with)))
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Table 6.5. Years of Schooling Completed and Median Years of Schooling

Completed, for All and U.S.-Born Ukrainians and U.S. White

FEMALES 25 Years and Over, 1970.)

Percentages

a

Y car\037 of Total

Schouling All a U.S.-Bum V.S,
Completed Ukrainians Ukrainian\037

a White

None 6.6 2.6 1.4
1-4 6.7 2.0 2.7

5-8 26.7 25,1 21.4
9-11 15.9 18.4 19.4

12 34.3 39.4 35.5
13-16 11.3 II - I 16.7

17+ 2.5 1.9 2.H

TOT AL N 2.1 J4 1.254 51,718,413

Median 9.8 10,6 12, 1)

a
All percentages and medians are age-standardi7.cd using tutal U. S. white population; thu\037

pcn:entages do not add up to 100.0
Sources: Ukrainians: Fifteen Percent State and County Publ\037c LfM: Samplc\037 Tapes.
U, S. pc.Jpulation: Bureau of the Census. Census of the POPIllcllion.' /97(J. Detailed (\"har-

aCler;st;cs. Final Repon pc( 1 )-DI. United States Sun1mary, (Washington: Government Print-

ing Office\" 1973) Table 199.)

Table 6.6. Percentage Enrolled by Level of School, for FEMALES of Selected

Eastern European Linpistic Groups and U.S. White Population,

1970.)

Percentage of Females Enrolled)

Level of School

and Age Group Yiddish l.lkrai\";a,, Polish U.S. White

Nursery-Kindergarten (3-5) 50. () 4/.2 19.0 26.2

Elementary (6- 1 3 ) 91.7 94.3 9 J .() 92.7

High School ( 14- 17) 86.2 9(},5 75.5 79.7

College ( 18-21) 45.2 45.5 32,2 28.M

5+ Years of College (22-\0374) 7.0 1.4 I , 1 1.5
a

4() _2 43,{, 50.7 48.2Not enrolled ( 3- 34 ))

a

Agc-standardilcd using U, S. white pc.)pulation.

Sources: Linguistic \037roups: Fifteen Percent State and County Group Public Use Sample
Tapc\037.

U ,S. population: Bureau of the Census. C-'en,'iU,,\\ of ,he POPlllatio,,: J97(). Oeltliled Ch(lr-
(ICler;,\\'lic.\\'. J:inal Report pc( 1 )-D I. United States Sumn1ary. (Washington: Guvcmn1Cnt Print-

ing Office. 1973) Table 197.)))
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Table 6.7. Years of Schooling Completed and Median Years of Schooling

Completed, for All and U.S.-Born Ukrainians, by Sex, 1970.)

Percentages

Years of Whole Group U.S.-Born

&:hooling

Completed Males Fcmale\037 Male\037 Fetnalcs

None 3,8 6.6 I . I 2.6

1-4 5.5 6.7 O,H 2.0

5-8 27,6 26,7 24,1 25.1
9-11 15,0 15,9 26,8 18,4

12 25.5 34,3 .\0371 ,6 39.4

13-16 18.2 II .3 17.3 11. 1

17+ 9.1 2.5 H.5 1.9
Median 10.5 9.8 11 , I 10,6)

Notc: All percentages and medians are age-standardized using U. S. \\\\:hite population; thus

percentages in each column do not add up to 100.0.

Sources: Ukrainians: Fifteen Pcn:cnl Stale and County Group Public Use Sample Tapes.
U.S. population: Bureau of the Census. Cen.\\'UJ of the Population: /970, Detailed (-'har.

ac'teri.ilic.f. Final Report pc( I )-D I. United Statc\037 Summa!)', Washingt(}n: Go\\'cmment Print-

ing Office. 1973) Table 199,)

no education was still higher than for U.S.-born males. because of the orig-
inally very high percentage of illiterate females. but current enrollment fig-

ures presented in Tables 6.3 and 6.6 indicate that this difference is rapidly

decreasing, Females are more likely to finish high school. but are still lag-
ging behind males at the college level. Especially at the graduate level. the

proportion of females is nluch lower than the proportion of males. and cur-
rent cnrollnlcnt figures do not show evidence that this difference will dis-

appear in the near future.)

OCC\"'PlllilJI1

The occupati()nal distribution ()f early Ukrainian imnligrants was
hea\\'ily

c()ncentrated in certain categ()ries. Acc()rding to U.S. inlmigrati()n statistics.
records for 1899 - 1910 sho\\\\'ed that 98.0

percent
of all persons with an

occupation could be accounted for by three categories: farmers (44.0). la-

borers (37.0). and private househ()ld workers (17.0) (U.S. Senate 1944).
After the Second World War the change in the character of the immigration

stream was reflected in the occupational distribution of immigrants. A sur-

vey ()f adult Ukrainian refugees in the occupational zones in Germany in

194M revealed the following occupational distribution: professionals. 13.8)))
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percent. merchants and bankers. 2.5 percent; skilled workers.. 25.4
percent;

unskilled and semi-skilled workers, 15.8 percent; and fann w(.}rkers, 42.6

percent (Mudrij 1954: 119 - 20). Considering the occupational distribution

of bl1th earlier and more recent Ukrainian immigrants.. significant changes
had t() ()Ccur before the occupational distribution of Ukrainian immigrants
and their descendants could resemble the distribution of U. S. white popu-

lation.

The Bureau of the Census classifies
occupations

in great detail. using a

three-digit code. Given the descriptive character of this study.. only the first

digit will be used to define the occupational categories (Bureau of the Census

1972:100-10),1 These categories are quite broad and encompass a great va-

riety
of occupations. For example, the category professionals encompasses

from highly specialized physicians to registered nurses, ()Ccupations which
are very different in terms of status.. prestige.. or income: thus. when c()m-

paring populations.. the large variation of occupations within each category

should be kept in mind. For
example\"

two populations with the same pro-
portion of persons in an occupational category can have a very different

occupational distribution within that category. The order in which the cat-

egories are presented in the tables does not imply a ranking along a certain

dimension like status, for example. In general.. occupations in the profes-
si(.)nal and nlanagerial categories will have a relatively high status.. but it is

difficult to postulate a ranking am()ng categories like laborers. farmers.. and

service workers.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the relative position of Ukrainian males in the cat-

egories {)f professionals and managers. The Yiddish group had the highest

percentage among males in the labor force aged 16 or more years. with

almost 50 percent in these two categories. The
respective percentage for

Ukrainian males was 20. being the lowest after Polish and slightly below

the 22 percent for all U.S. white males. Another indicat(}r of (>ccupational
structure of a group is the percentage of workers who are self-employed.

This distribution has a pattern very similar to the one for professionals and

managers. only at a lower level. About one third of Yiddish males were
.,

self-employed, f()llowed by the Russians;- Ukrainian males. together with

Polish males. had the lowest percentage of self-employed workers.

Figure 6.4 shows the percentages of professionals and managers and self-

employed workers among females. The relative distribution of professionals
and managers was similar to the one for males: the Yiddish had the highest

percentage.. Ukrainians occupied the second last place after the Poles.. and

with 13.6 percent were somewhat below the 14.7 percent f()r U.S. white

females. The
percentage

of self-employed female workers was \\'cry similar
f<)r all groups except the Yiddish. Ukrainian females occupied the third last

(X)sition.. together with Czechosl()vakians\" and were only 0.5 percent below)))
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figure 6.3. Percent. of Professional \\\\Orken, Managen and Administrators

and Sell-Employed Workers Among Employed MALES Aged 16
and Over, lor Eight Easte rn European Linguistic Groups and
Total U. S. White Population, 1970.)

47.8)
.. . . ........0.... _. .................'.......\"'.\".........

:\037\037.:.i-:.:..:.:.:.:.:..:-:.:.:....

\037i\037.:::\037::;::\037!.i::::1:.::::::\037:)

Professional workers,

managers and administrators)

D
Self-employed

workers)

8.4 8.3)

Yiddish
h

Russian Hungarian Serbo. Lithuanian. U. S. Czech\037 Ukrainian Polish

Croatian Latvian White slovakian)

:Age-standardil.ed
using U.S. white population.

Includes Hebre\\\\' mother tongue.
Sources: Linguistic Groups: Fifteen Percent Stat\037 and County Public Use Sample Tapes.
U.S. population: Bureau of the Census. Census of Popu/tl,ion: /970. Detailed (\"haracter-

i.fli(-s. Final Repon. PCC I )-DI. United States Summary. (Washington: Government Printin\037

Office. 1973) Table 225.)

the level for U.S. white females. In sum, in terms of occupation the relative

position of both Ukrainian males and females was undoubtedly
low.

Table 6.8 contains more detailed information on occupation for Ukrain-

ians. Among males. craftsmen and operatives accounted for about half the

group; the categories of professionals and service workers were also large.)))

the

Ukrainians are less likely than the other language groups ()r the general P<)p-
ulation to live in rural areas and more likely to live in central cities. While

the differences observed in Table 7.2 are not sizable across language groups.

they differ substantially from the general population. To summarize. it is-

apparent from these data that the Eastern European mother tongue groups

of interest are largely urban IX)pulations with high pr()portions residing in

central cities, and are very concentrated in a handful of states. These patterns
provide the context with which the data provided below on housing char-

acteristics are to be interpreted.)

H()u.fting Charlll\"teristil\\\\'

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 display the results of comparisons of selected housing
characteristics of Ukrainian Americans with other Eastern European lan-

guage groups and with the general
U.S. population on a national basis. Looking

first at the data on structural and occupancy characteristics. several impor-)))
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F1lure 6.4. Percent. of Professional \\\\Orkers, Managers, and Adminlstraton

and Self-Employed Workers Among Employed FEMALES Aged

16 and Over, for Eight Eastern Euro peAn Linguistic Groups and

Total u. S. White Population, 1970.)

24.6)

\037\037\037\037;\037\037\037\037\037t\037\037\037\037\037\037\037\037\037\037;\037\037\037\037

{\037\037\037\037\037\037\037i\037\037\037\037{\037\037\037\037\037\037
:\037::::::\037\037:\037::\037:\037:::::\037:\037\037:)

Professional workers.

managers and administrators)

D

Self-employed

workers)

3.6)

Yiddish
b

Hungarian Russian Serbo- U, S, Lithuanian-Czecho- Ukrainian Polish

Croatian White Latvian slovakian)

:Age-standardized
using U.S. white population.

Includes Hebrew mother tongue.

Sources: Linguistic Groups: Fifteen Percent State and County Public Use Sample Tapes.
U.S. population: Bureau of the Census. Census of the Population: /970. Detailed Claar-

u(\"'er;SI;c\".t. Final Report PC( 1 )-DI. United States Summary. (Washington: Government Print-

ing Office, 197 \037) Table 225.)

while there were hardly any private
household workers or farm-related work-

ers. Compared to U.S. white males. Ukrainian males were slightly under-

represented in professional occupations, and more significantly under-rep-
resented as managers, salesmen, and farmers; the over-represented cate-

gories were craftsmen, operatives, and service workers. Comparing all with

U.S.-born Ukrainian males. there has been some increase in the percentage)))

awareness and define the boundaries of identity more sharply. Thus the move
from the first to the second stage by American Blacks has been accompanied

by a heightened awareness of Black identity. The same can be said of Native
Americans. Other groups have shown an increased self-awareness in their

progress from the second t<) the third stage. The Irish and the Jews may be

an example of this.

The increased self-awareness accompanying these processes of change does

not mean a decrease of the c()mmon identity as Americans. On the contrary.
it appears that the change is defined b)' the groups themselves as an expres-

sion of common American identity. as an
application

of the American values

of insistence on one. s
rights

and active effectiveness.

It is a peculiar characteristic of the American sociocultural s}'stem.. that

while
all()\",'ing

diverse ethnicitie\037 t<) maintain their conlnlunities freely within
the larger s()Ciety.. it has pr(xluced a relatively high degree of s(}ci()Cc()non1ic

integration on its upward social rl)ad: yet. \\\\'hilc insisting on Mn1elting.. into

one cultural \",'hole. it has produced ethnic redisc()\\'eries and thus has con-
tinued the diversit),' of its ethnic identit),. This process has

pr()\\'ided
indi-

viduals \"'ith a kind ()f chl)ice-t() f()rget (Jr tf) rcdisc('),,'er their ancestral back-\037

gr{)und. Over the generations the}' have been d()ing both. It is in this c()ntext

l)ne has to see the future of Ukrainians in the Lfnited States.)))
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of professionals, managers, sales, and clerical categories, and some decrease

in operatives, laborers, and service workers.
Ukrainian females were significantly underrepresented in the profession-

als category. but only slightly underrepresented as managers. sales workers.
and clerical workers. compared to U.S. white females. There were signif-

icantly more operatives and service workers among Ukrainian females while

the percentages among the other occupation categories were similar. U.S.-

born Ukrainian females had made some progress in the four top categories.
while experiencing declines in the operatives and service workers categories.

In sum\" the occupational distribution of Ukrainian males and females was
biased toward blue-collar occupations\" but U.S.-born Ukrainians had made
some progress in upgrading their occupational status. In relative terms, al-
though the percentage of professionals among Ukrainian females was still

low, it was closer to parity with U. S. white females in the categories of

managers. sales. and clerical workers. Ukrainian women had moved out of
the service workers category although they were still highly concentrated

among operatives. Ukrainian men. on the other hand, were still underrep-

resented in all white occupations except professionals. and were still above

the national average in the main blue-collar occupations.)

Income)

It is well-known that income is detennined not only by one \"s own socio-

economic characteristics, but also by those of one's parents':' In particular.
father's education and occupation strongly affect his children' s education

and occupation, which in turn are directly linked to personal income. Un-

fortunately. this intergenerational analysis of income is not possible with

census data. The analysis will be limited to a description of total personal
earnings of Ukrainian Americans in 1969. followed by an exploratory anal-

ysis
of the relationships among income, occupation. and education, con-

trolling for some factors like marital status. nativity (foreign- or U.S.-born),
age, and others. Total family income will also be presented.

As Table 6.9 shows. half of all Ukrainian males aged
14 years or more

who had some income in 1969\" made, on the average, less than $6,,200
(median income) that year. This is the lowest median income among the

eight Eastern European linguistic groups,
and $500 below the median for

U.S. white males, $6,,700. In fact, all linguistic groups with the exception
of the Yiddish had the same or lower average income than U.S. whites.
Most linguistic groups experienced some improvement in income among
their U.S.-born males, but this was minimal for Ukrainians-only $100.

Figure 6.5 and Table 6.10 provide
more detailed information on the in-

come of Ukrainian-American males. The first observation from Figure 6.5)))

European groups. Ukrainians have steadil}'
nloved away frolll their original places of settlcnlcnt in pursuit of better

()pportunities. Yihile being less and less constrained by the proximit), to large

ethnic C(ln1nlunitics,)))
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Table 6.9. Median Total Income for MALES Age 14 or Older with Income,.

ror Eight Eastern European Linguistic Groups and U.S. White Pop-

ulation, 1969.)

II

Median Total Income)

Linguistic Group)

Total Group
( 1 )

S6,700

8,200

6.600

6.600
6.700
6.300
6.200

6.600

6.400)

U,S.-Bom

(2))

Difference
(2) -

(I))

U.S. White

Yiddish

Russian

Lithuanian-Latvian

Hungarian
Czechoslovakian
Ukrainian

Serbo-Croatian

Polish)

58 ,8()()

6.800

6,700
7,100
6.300
6.300
7 .200

6,400)

$600

2()(}

100

400

000
/ ()()

600

000)

a
Age-standardized using the distribution of the white male population of the United States.

Sources: Combined Fifteen Percent State and County Gn)up Public Use Sample Tapes.
U .S. White males (for age standardization): Bureau of the Census . Census of ,he Pop\"la-

lion: /970, Gt'n\037ral POPUI\302\243II;on Char\302\243lclt'r;.\037,ic.\\'. United States Summary (1973) Table 50.)

is that income of Ukrainian males was more concentrated around the modal

category $5.000-$9.000 than respective income of U.S. white males.

Ukrainians had lower percentages in the lower income categories and higher

percentages in the
upper

income categories, with the exception of the cat-

egory $15.000 or more for all Ukrainian males. In other words. compared

to U.S. whites, the
proportion

of Ukrainian males with low income was

smaller. most of them were in the $5,000-$14.999 income bracket (64 per-

cent). and their proportion in the $15..000 or more category was slightly

lower. Comparing all Ukrainian males with U.S.-born Ukrainian males. we

observe a shift to the right for the U.S.-born. that is. lower
percentages

in

the low income categories and higher percentages in the upper income cal-
.

egorles.

Considering that age is related to income and that there are significant
differences in age distribution among the three populations figure 6.5

pre-

sents. it is important to look at income distribution b)' age. For all Ukrainian
males. younger persons had higher and older persons had slightly lower

median incl)me than respective U.S. white males (Table 6.10). The income

of u. S. -born Ukrainian males. on the other hand. was higher than the in-

come of the U.S. white males for all age groups except the youngest one.
14-24. Thus. a more detailed analysis shows that in comparison with U.S.)))
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FIgure 6.5. Income or MALES Age 14 or Older with Income, for All Ukrainians,
U.8.-Born Ukrainians, and V. S. Whites, 1969.)

so)
U. S. Whites

- - - U, S.-born Ukrainians)

10)

. ..1
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./../../../.. /
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40)

1
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E

!
20)

.)

o)

< $1,000) $1 ,000-
4.999)

$5.000-
9.999)

$10.000-

14.999)

S 15 .()()()

or more)

Income)

Sourcef\\: Ukrainians: Fifteen Percent Public Use Sample Tapes.
U.S. Population: Conlbined Fifteen Percent State and Cc)unty Public Use Sample Tapes.)

Table 6.10. Median Income for MALES Age 14 or Older with Income, by

Age. for All and U.S.-Born Ukrainians and U.S. White Popula-
tion. 1969.)

Median Income

Age All Ukrainians U . S. - Born Ukrainians U.S. Whites

$6,2(X)a

a
$6,700For All Ages $6.300

14-24 2.400 1 .600 I . 700

25-39 9.000 9,100 8,200
40-64 8.500 9 ,()()() H .6(X)

65 ur m()re 2.J(X) 3. I (X) 2.6()())

a
Age standardized using the distribution of the total white nlale population of the lJnited

Statc\037 .

Source: Ukrainians: Fifteen Percent State Public Use Sample Tape.
U.S. population: Combined Fifteen Percent State and County Public Use Sample Tapes,)))
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white males, Ukrainian males were not as disadvantaged as would seem to

be indicated by the median income shown in Table 6.9. However. in relation
to the other Eastern European groups, their position was rather low; data

not presented here show that lx)th in tenns of income distributi()n and nlcdian

income by age. Ukrainian males did not rank high in relation to the other

groups.

rrhe relative income of Ukrainian females was much higher
than that ()f

males. Their median income, $3,000. was significantly higher than that ()f

all U.S. white females, $2.7()() (Table 6.11). Also, their position in com-

parison to the other linguistic groups was
quite good; together with Russians

they had the second highest median income after Lithuanian-Latvians. The
lower income of U.S.-born Ukrainian females compared to all Ukrainian
females is surprising, but the more detailed analyses presented be 10\\\\' seem

to confirm this.

Figure 6.6 shows the income distribution of all U.S.-born Ukrainian fe-

males and U. S. white females. A first observation is that all three subpopula-
lions had similar income distribution patterns. although there were some

differences. Compared to U. s. white females, Ukrainian females had some-

what lower proponions in the lower income categories.. higher proportions

in the $5,000 - $9,999 category
and similar proportions in the two other

income categories. These differences were more accentuated for U. S . -born)

Table 6.11. Median Total Income for FEMALES Age 14 or Older with In-

come, Age Standardized.- for Eight Eastern European Linguistic

Groups and U.S. White Population. 1969.

Median Total Income)

Linguistic Group)

Total Group
( I )

$ 2. I ()()

2.700

].()()()

3.200

2.9()()
2 .6()()

3 . ()()()

2.8(x)

2.7()())

U.S.-Born
(:!))

Difference

(2) - (I))

u.s. While

Yiddish

Russian

Lithuanian-IAtvian

Hungarian

Czechoslovakian

Ukrainian

Scrbt)-Crnatlan

Polish)

$2.900

3 . 1 ()()

J . 1 ()()

3 J)()()

2. 700

2.700
., .()()()

:!.7()())

$2()()

100

100

1 (M)

lOt)

3tH)

2()()

000)

a
Age standardized using the distribution of the ,,'hite. female JXJPulation of the l'nitcd Statc\037,

Source: Cnmhined fifteen Percent State and County Group Publj\". l\037sc S,anlplc Tapc\037,)))
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Figure 6.6. Income of FEMAIJF.s Age 14 or Older with Income, for All

Ukrainians, U.S.-Born Ukrainians, and lr.s. Whites. 1969.)

60)
U, S, \\\\'hites

- - -
U, S.-born Ukrainians

\302\267\302\267\302\267\302\267\302\267\302\267All Ukrainians)

50)

10)
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-\037

.\037
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\037)

j40
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\037 30)

20)

o)

< $1 .O(X)) S 1.000-

4.999)

$5.000-
9.999)

S 10.(XX).

14,999)

$15 J)(MJ

or more)

Income)

S<}urccs: Ukrainian\037: Fifteen Percent Public Use Sanlple Tapes.
U.S. Population: Cumbined Fifteen Percent State and ('Inunty Puhlic lJ\037\037eSample Tapc\037.)

Ukrainian females who. compared to all Ukrainian females. had snlaller pro-

portions in low inc()me and higher proportions
in nliddle and upper incoille

categories. This apparently better income p<}siti()n ()f U.S.-tx)m Ukrainian

females seems to be contradicted by the income distribution by age in Table

6.12. For all age groups median income of U.S.-born females was lower

than median income of all females. l\"his unexpected finding is confirmed

by multivariate analysis presented
below: even when taking into account

possible differences between the two groups in terms of age. education.
marital status.. and so on.. being born outside the U.S. is being translated

into somewhat higher income.

Whether U .5.- or foreign-born. Ukrainian females had higher income than

U.S. white females. at all age groups except 65 or older. Their relative

position among other linguistic groups was also very good.. in c()ntrast t<)

the low position of Ukrainian males. Thus.. we have the surprising result

that in tenns of income.. Ukrainian females had a much better relative
IX>-)))
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()f median family income will shed some
light ()n this problem.

Since the ten occupational categories used are quite broad and enconlpass
a variety of occupations, one possible reason for the relatively low incorne
of Ukrainian males is that within each category they may be nlore concen-
trated in the lower paying occupations. By the sanle token. the better inc()me

position of Ukrainian females may be due to a higher concentration of fe-

males in the higher paying positions within each of the ten occupation cat-
egorles.

Both hypotheses find support in Table 6.13. which presents median in-

come within each occupation category for Ukrainians and U.S. whites. as
well as the relative position of Ukrainians anlong other European groups
within each of these categ()ries. Alth()ugh Ukrainian rnales had higher mc-
dian income than U.S. white males in all categories except professional and

managerial, their ranking among the other linguistic groups was low. Ukrainian

females. on the other hand. had higher median income than U. S. white fe-

males in all occupational categories except sales. but their relative
position

among the other linguistic groups was much better than that of males. Of

special note is their much higher income in the professional and managerial
categories. and their second place among the eight linguistic groups

in the

professional category.

Although these results arc consistent with the hypothesis that the different

income positions of Ukrainian males and females may be caused by a higher
concentration in lower and higher paying jobs within each

occupational
cat-

egory respectively, other explanations are possible, One alternative is that

within similar occupations. Ukrainian males tend to have relatively lower

earnings, while Ukrainian females tend to have higher earnings compared
to the other Eastern European groups. This hypothesis receives some support
in the next analysis. Unfortunately, census data do not

permit
us to deter-

mine which explanation is more plausible. All we can conclude is that the

relative income position of Ukrainian males and femalcs. compared to re-

spective U.S. white and Eastern European populations is nlaintained within
each of the ten occupation gr()ups.

The next analysis explores the relationship between education and incon1e.

using a linear regression
model. This model assumes that education. as well

as other factors. are linearly related to income. In order to assess the in-

dependent effect of education on ()ne.s income. it is important to control for

other factors that may be related to education and may also affect income.

The question we seek to answer is: On the average. how many dollars does

one year of education contribute to a person.s income? \"l11e importance of

isolating the effect of education on income from the effect l)f other factors
can be exemplified with the factor of age. Age is related both to education

and to income: Before retirement age. older persons tend to have higher)))
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income than younger ones. The statistical model of linear regression allows

us to estimate a coefficient that measures the effect of one year of schooling
on a person.s income. independently of the pcrson.s age. Likewise. the coef-

ficient for age estimates the effect of an additional year of age. indepen-

dently of the number of years of schooling completed.

Many factors affect a person.s income\" but our choic\037 is limited by the

data available in the census. We chose the following factors for the regres-
sion equation: education (in years of schooling completed)\" age (in years).

marital status (currently married or not). geographical
residence (in a south-

ern state or not). number of weeks worked in 1969.\037 and nativity Cforeign-

or U.S.-born). Table 6.14 gives results from the regression analysis for three

variables: education. weeks worked. and marital status. This choice was

guided by their relevance to the question being addressed and because most
of the regression coefficients for the other fact()rs were

statistically insig-

nificant .5

Results in the first panel of Table 6. 14 show that the education regression

coefficient for Ukrainian males was $446. the lowest c()Cfficicnt among all

linguistic groups. This means that. on the average. one year of schooling
was worth $446 of income for Ukrainian males. independent of the effect

of all other factors included in the question. This result shows that Ukrainian

males were not able to translate their education into inconle as well as males
from the other groups; Yiddish males, for example. were able to earn almost

three times as much for each year of schooling.
The inability of Ukrainian males to translate level of eduation efficiently

into income is also retlected in the results for the variable weeks worked.

The respective regression coefficient fOf Ukrainian males is also the lowest

among the eight Eastern European groups.6 This means that if. for example.

we were to take at random ()ne Ukrainian and ()nc Pole with both having
worked the same number of weeks during 1969. the Pole would be able t()

translate this time worked into twice as much money as the Ukrdinian ($1 .162/
$579 = 2.0).

The marital status results are not directly related to the
question addressed.

and are presented here as a sideline
illustrating another peculiarity of Ukrain-

ian males. The
positive signs of the marital status coefficients indicate that

for males. the fact of being cUlTcntly married translates into additional in-

come. The gain for Ukrainian males. $1.399. was also the lowest anl0ng
all groups. as in the case of the other two variables. while the Yiddish had

the highest coefficients. In other words\" the status of being nlarried resulted

in less average gain
in income for Ukrainian males than f()f males ()f each

of the other groups. The saIne analysis showed that for Ukrainian nlales.

age and residence had little effect on inconlc. The l)nly ()ther fact()r that had

a significant effect on income was
nativity: being foreign-born resulted in)))
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an average additional income of $768 per year. Education, weeks wl)rked.

and marital status had the lowest effect on income anlong all the linguistic
groups. If these results are correct, the implication is that. even if Ukrainian

males were to achieve the same level of education as say. Yiddish males,
and even if they were to work the same number of weeks. they still would

not be able to attain the same income level as the Yiddish. This interpretation
assumes. of course. that if Ukrainian n1ales were to achieve as

high
a level

of education as Yiddish. their ability to translate the education into income
would remain the same. which may not be the case. Nevertheless. the cur-

rent situation seems to indicate that Ukrainian males for some reason do not

translate characteristics like education into income as efficiently as other

men.
Table 6. 14

presents
a sinlilar analysis f()r females in the second

panel.

An additional variable is included in the model: number of related children

under age 18 in the household. because the presence of children may affect

women' s labor participation level. and thus income.

7
The effects of edu-

cation and weeks worked for Ukrainian fernales was low. but they were not

the lowest among the linguistic groups. as was the case for males. Thus

females fared somewhat better than males in converting certain character-

istics into income. Being currently married and the presence of children in

the home both had a negative effect on income; these wonlen had on the

average lower income than women not currently mamed or who lived in

households without children under 18 years. The loss of income for being

mamed was the lowest among Ukrainian wonlen. $124, while it was the

highest
for Hungarians. $961. Presence of children in household. on the

other hand. had an intennediate effect on income among Ukrainian women.

$247, while the highest and lowest coefficients were $479 and $100. for

Hungarian and Czechoslovakian women. respectively.
Another possible explanation

of the difference in relative income between
Ukrainian males and females is suggested when comparing total family in-

co\037e.8
Table 6.15 presents median total family income for all U.S. whites

and for the eight Eastern European linguistic groups.. both foreign- and U .5.-
born persons. Surprisingly. in terms of family income Ukrainians ranked

second, after Yiddish, with $11.000. and more than $1,000 above the me-

dian for all U.S. whites. It is also interesting to note that all
linguistic groups.

with the exception of Czechoslovakians. had median fanlily
income above

the national average. Median family
income for the U.S. born subgroup was

higher for all linguistic groups and the increase varied between $300 and

$1.400, with $500 for Ukrainians.

These results suggest
that perhaps there is a household income strategy

operating among Ukrainians: The lower average inc()lne ()f males is conl-

pensated by the higher inc{)mc ()f fClnalcs. resulting in a relatively high fam-)))
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Table 6.IS. Median I\"\"amily Income for Eight Eastern European Linguistic
Groups and U.S. White Population, 1969.)

Linguistic Group)

Total Group
( 1 )

9.880

12,700

I0, ()()()

10,900

10,700

9.600

J J _()()()

1(),600

10.400)

U,S,-Bom
(2))

Difference

(2)
- (1))

U.S. White

Yiddish

Russian

Lithuanian- Latvian

Hungarian
Czechoslovakian

Ukrainian

Serbo-Croatian

Polish)

14.100

1 I . 3()()

11 .200

11.300
10.000
/ J .500

II .400

10.900)

1,400
I .3{)()

300

600

400

500

800
500)

Sources: Ukrainians: Fifteen Percent State Public Use Sample Tape.
U.S. population: Combined Fifteen Percent State and County Public Use Sample Tapes.)

ily income. It is impossible to determine with the present data if this is a

conscious strategy and. if so, through what nlechanisms it operates.

On the other hand. we have seen that there is among Ukrainians a male/
female differential in terms of how education and weeks worked are trans-

lated into income: additional time worked and education yield relatively higher

inc()me f()r females than for males. Being married, ()n the other hand. results

in less income among
Ukrainian males compared to males from the other

linguistic groups, while for Ukrainian females the loss in income due to

being married and presence of children in the household is less than among

females l)f the other linguistic groups_
These results suggest

an interesting household income dynamics among
Ukrainians. mediated by

differential male/female earnings. which seems to

be related to differences in sociological and psychological characteristics

between Ukrainian males and females. It would be tempting to hypothesize
that these results suggest that Ukrainian females are more achievement-ori-
ented than Ukrainian males. but this would be premature. Census data do

not have the infonnation necessary to
pursue

this issue. and a special surve)'
wl)uld be needed.)

\037)

..\0371'\"' 111(1n')

Ukrainian males and females had, on the average, a low level of education
even when only U. S. -born persons were considered, because a high per-

centage of older Ukrainians had none or only a few years of schooling. A)))
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more detailed analysis showed that the percentage of Ukrainians with higher

education was actually quite high, especially among the U.S.-born. Data on

current school enrollments showed that younger cohorts of Ukrainians had
made significant progress and that if present trends continue they will sur-

pass in education both the U.S. white population and at least some of the
other Eastern European groups. In terms of occupation. Ukrainians still had

an overrepresentation in blue collar occupations and undcrreprcscntation
in

white collar occupation. conlparcd to the t()tal population. but U ..S.-born

Ukrainians had an
occupational

distribution more similar to that of U. s.
white males and females.

The average income of Ukrainian males was the lowest among all groups.
A more detailed analysis shows that the median income did not reflect ac-

curately their position vis-a-vis the U.S. males. Compared to U.S. white
males, U.S.-born Ukrainian males had higher income in practically all age

categories, and their income distribution reflected a better position than was

apparent from the median value. However, income of Ukrainian males was

relatively low in comparison to the other linguistic groups. Ukrainian fe-

n1alcs. on the other hand. had a much better income position. especially

when it was estimated by l)Ccupational categories. Their income in the

professional and nlanagerial categories was significantl\037' higher than the re-

spective inconles for U.S. white fenlalcs. and their ranking in the profes-

sional category was second among all the linguistic groups. Multivariate

analysis showed that. in relation to the other Eastern European groups.
Ukrainian males were the least able to translate educati()n and time w()rked

into income, while Ukrainian females did slightly better in this regard. An-

other possible contributing factor to the relatively high income of Ukrainian

females was that their inc()me was the least affected if they were married

and they had a moderate loss in income if there were children under 18 in\037

the household.

In sum. the position of Ukrainian Americans in the stratification system

of American society is ntJt the best. Successive gencrati()ns have rnade sig-
nificant progress in tcmlS of education. \\\\'hile the upgrading in ternlS of

occupation seenlS to be moving more slowly. The income \\'ariable is nlore

complex: Ukrainian males fair badl)' in c()nlparis()n with the other linguistic

groups, while the
positi()n

of females is rlluch better.)))
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Notes)

I. Thc ten categories arc: professional, technical, and kindred workers; managers
and administrators. except farm; salesworkers; clerical and kindred workers;
craftsmen and kindred workers; operatives and transport equipment operatives;
laborers. except fann; farmers\" fann managers. laborers. and f()remen; service
workers excluding private household; private household workers,

2. The Russian group is likely to include a certain percentage ()f Jews.

3. See. for example. Feathennan and Hauser 1978. and the liternture cited therein.

4. This variable has been coded thus: 0 = 0-13 weeks or less\" I = 14-26 weeks.
= 27-39 weeks. 3 = 40-47 weeks. 4 = 48-49 weeks. 5 = 50-52 weeks.

5. Estimates ()f regression c(>efficients are subject to sampling error and their true

value lies somewhere between a minimum and a maximum value. If this in-
terval is narrow. then the estimated value is close to the true value and we can

interpret the estimated value as if it were the true value. If. on the other hand.
the interval between the maximum and minimum possible value is large. then
the probability that the estimated value is close to the true value is very small.

and the estimated regression c()efficient is of very limited use.
6. Note that number of weeks is not the unit used. See note 4

supra.

7. As this variable refers to the household. not the \"'oman. it is possible that all
children under 18 may be of more than one mother. or that their mother does

not live in the household. For cultural reasons the second possibility is unlikely
among Eastern European families. The number of cases with the first possi-

bility is probably small. seeing that only women aged 25-64 ycars were sc-
lected.

8, Family income was calculated using per.'i()\"J as units. as the data tape does
not pennit identification of all family members. The same pr()Ccdurc \\\\'as used

to estimate family income f()r U.S. whites. in order to produce consistent re-

sults. This procedure is likely to underestimate the family income level. but

the relative differences am()ng the gr()ups are n()t likely to be affected.)))
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(\037HAPTER SEVEN)

Residential and Housing

Characteristics)

Robert J. Ma\037nani \"nd Ba\037'il G. Zimmer)

TI-IIS PAPER FOCUSES on residential and housing characteristics of
Ukrainian Americans and other Eastern European mother tongue language
groups in the United States. The extent of similarities or differences among

these groups.. as well as between the Eastern European language groups and

the general U.S.
population

are of interest for several reasons. First.. it is

more or less conventional in studies of ethnic/racial groups
to examine res-

idential characteristics as indicators of their relative status within the larger

society. In the
perspective

of what may be called the classical \"assimilation

model..\" the degree of social and economic success on the one hand. and

acceptance on the other. of sociocultural groups may be grouped by the

degree to which they approximate the characteristics and behavior of the

larger society. A considerable body of literature has been accumulated pro-

mulgating the notion that residential characteristics are among the most sen-

sitive and infonnative indicators of degree of assimilation. An equally com-

pelling motivation for examining residential and housing characteristics is
the opportunity

it provides to explore some of the implications of distinctive

patterns and characteristics of these groups as observed in other papers in

the present collection. For
example.

it was noted in the paper by Wolowyna
and Salmon that the Eastern European mother tongue groups tend t() be con-

centrated geographically in a small number l)f states and are heavily c()n-

centrated in metropolitan areas. On the other hand\" the paper by W()I()\\\\\"yna

reveals that these groups compare favorabl}' with the general
U. S. popula-

tion in tenns of economic characteristics. Among the questions that arise in

connection with these
patterns

are: Ho\\\\' do the distinctive distributional pat-
terns of Eastern European mother tongue groups affect the t}'pes of housing

they occupy\037 do the types of housing occupied by these groups reflect their

relative economic status\037 and do Eastern European mother tongue groups
sacrifice housing quality in fa\\'or of proximit\037' to centers of Eastern Euro-

pean culture in the United States. or are they able to con,bine loeational)

116)))
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preferences with housing accommodations commensurate with their eco-

nomic status within the larger society? The present paper explores these and
related issues.

We begin by revie\\\\'ing patterns of residential distribution for the Ukrai-

nian and other Eastern European mother tongue groups in the United States
to provide a basis for interpretation of the data on housing characteristics.
The

findings with respect to housing characteristics are divided into three

sections-national comparisons. place of residence variations. and genera-
tional variations. Ukrainians are compared with respect to selected charac-
teristics to several relevant contrast groups: the Polish and Yiddish mother

tongue groups. an aggregate of other Eastern
European language groups (la-

belled throughout as \"Other Eastern European\.") and the general U. s.
pop-

ulation appropriate for the geographic unit under consideration. Compari-

sons among the various contrast groups form the basis of the analysis. The
1970 U.S. Census Public Use Sample Tapes and published 1970 Census

Statistics are the sources of data for the analysis. The distinction between

\"mother tongue\" and \"ethnic\" populations noted previously in the present

volume should be kept in mind
throughout.)

G eo graph i (' C (JI' .\\' ide r C.l t i (JI'S

Our first question concerns the extent to which the language groups of
interest are concentrated geographically. since this is likely to have an inl-

ponant impact on the type of housing available. As a crude index of con-
centration. we first examine the distinction of each population by state ()f

residence.
I

As shown in Table 7.1. each of the Eastern Eur(')pean language

groups was much rnore concentrated than the total U. S. p()pulati()n. While

it requires the accumulati()n of the population of nine states to account for

one-half of the total U.S. population, half of the Ukrainian mother tongue

population is concentrated in only three states. Only the Yiddish mother

tongue group is more concentrated. Here we tind that two states
together

contain half or more of the population. For the Polish and all other Eastern

European language groups combined. it requires four and five states re-

spectively
to account for at least half of the population. To pursue this issue

further. we find it requires twenty states to account for at least three fourths

of the total U.S. population. but for both the Ukrainian and Yiddish lan-

guage groups at least three fourths of the population is concentrated in only

six \037tateSt which is less than one third of the states required
for the total

population. The other language groups are less concentrated than the Ukrain-

ians and Yiddish. but they are also much more concentrated than the total

U . S. population.

Viewing these data somewhat differently, we present in the last two col-)))
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Table 7.1. Number of States Required to Account for One Half and Three

Fourths or Populations or Selected Lan2u8ge Groups and the Gen-
eral U.S. Population by State or Residence. 1970.)

Language
Group)

No, of States

containing 1/ 2

of Population)

No. of States
containin\037 \037/..

of Population)

Proportion of Population in
Most Popu l ous:

Five Stcates Ten States)

Total V.S,
Ukra;n;llli

Polish

Yiddish

Other Eastern

European)

9

3

\"

2)

20

6

8

6)

37

69

61

72)

55

90

85

89)

5) 9) 55) 78)

Source: 1970 Census Public Use Tape. 15 percent State Sample.)

umns of Table 7.1 the proportion of each linguistic group that is found in
the five and ten most populous states containing each of the

groups. Clearly,

each of the language groups is much more concentrated by state of residence
than the total population. Here too it is evident that the Ukrainians and Yid-

dish are the most highly concentrated among the Eastern European language
groups. The Ukrainians tend to be concentrated disproportionately in New
York and Pennsylvania and to a much lesser extent in New Jersey (data not

shown). The two top states account for four out of every ten in this language
group,

but the Ukrainians are not nearly as concentrated as the Yiddish.

Among the latter, 44 percent are located in the state of New York, which

is more than double the concentration of any other group and more than four

times as concentrated as the U. S. population.

While the Polish and other Eastern European language groups are also

disproportionately located in New York. the degree of concentration is much
less marked. Whereas Ukrainians are largely concentrated in New York.
Pennsylvania. and New Jersey. the Yiddish are found largely in New York

and to a much lesser extent in California. Apart from the concentration in
New York. the Polish and other language groups tend also to be concentrated

in Pennsylvania and in the midwestem states of Illinois. Michigan and Ohio.

It is obvious that all ()f the Eastern European language groups tcnd to cluster
in a few. and for the most part the same. states.

As shown in Table 7.2. all four of the
language groups arc dispropor-

tionately concentrated in urban and metropolitan areas. but the concentration

is particularl)' marked for the Yiddish group. While all of the East Europeans
arc m()re concentrated in central cities than the general populati{)n. only the)))
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Table 7.2. Percent DIstribution of Selected Eastern European Language Groups

and Total U.S. Population by Place of Residence, 1970.

Other
Place of Eastern Total U.S.
Residence Ukrainian Polish Yiddish European (in millions)

N 2083 5484 4073 5292 2()3.J
U man HH H7 \037H K6 73.5

Rural 12 13 ., 14 26,5-

.rOl\037AL PERCENT 100 100 100 100 100.0

N 2368 6320 41-18 6168 203.3
Metropolitan 86 87 96 85 68,6

Nonnletropolitan 14 13 4 15 31.4

TOT At PERCENT 100 100 100 100 100.0

N 2355 6257 4398 5669 202.9

Central City 44,1 42.2 60.4 38.1 31,3
Non-central City 55.9 57.8 39.6 61.9 68,7

TOTAL PERCENT 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0)

Sources: Language Groups: 1970 Census Public Use Tape\037. Fifteen Percent State Sample
Total L' .5.: Bureau of the Cen\037u\037. (\"en,fll.'i (\037fPOPlIltllion: J97lJ. Vol. I, Ch\302\243lrClclt'ri.\037,ic.'i (\037,.

the Population, Part A. Nunlber (\037\"lnh(lbitanIJ.)

Yiddish have a distinct majority living in central cities. Clearly. the East

European language groups are more likely than the general population in

the United States to live in or near the larger urban areas. The low proportion
living in rural areas is wonhy of note. Except for the Yiddish group. the

Ukrainians are less likely than the other language groups ()r the general P<)p-

ulation to live in rural areas and more likely to live in central cities. While

the differences observed in Table 7.2 are not sizable across language groups.

they differ substantially from the general population. To summarize. it is-

apparent from these data that the Eastern European mother tongue groups
of interest are largely urban IX)pulations with high pr()portions residing in

central cities, and are very concentrated in a handful of states. These
patterns

provide the context with which the data provided below on housing char-

acteristics are to be interpreted.)

H()u.fting Charlll\"teristil\\\\'

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 display the results of comparisons of selected housing
characteristics of Ukrainian Americans with other Eastern European lan-

guage groups and with the general
U.S. population on a national basis. Looking

first at the data on structural and occupancy characteristics. several impor-)))
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tant differences are evident. Perhaps the rnost striking of the differences is

with respect to home tenure as shown in Table 7.3. While the Eastern Eu-

ropean language groups as a whole (with the exception of the Yiddish) are

more likely to own their homes than the general U.S. population. it is the

Ukrainians who have the highest proportion of homel)wners. their rate ex-

ceeding the national
average by nearly 25 percent. Somewhat surprisingly.

however. this is not reflected in a higher proportion of Ukrainians in single-

family detached units where each of the Eastern European groups.
once again

with the exception of the Yiddish. approximate the national average. The

Ukrninians are. however. more likely to reside in single-family attached units
than either the other language groups or the general population. the pro-

portion being more than double the national average. This is. no doubt\037 due

to their concentration in the State of Pennsylvania where. according to 1970

Census statistics, nearly 20 percent of the population resided in this
type

of

unit. While there is a slight tendency for the Eastern European language

groups (in contrast with the general U .5. population) to reside in two- or

four-family structures, it is primarily the Yiddish group that exhibits a dis-

tinctive pattern with respect to size of structure. The proportion of Yiddish

living in multiple family units with five or more families exceeds the na-

tional average by a factor of nearly three. This. too. is no doubt due to the

unique distribution of tbe Yiddish language group. of whonl. over 40
percent

lived in the state of New York where more than one third of the population
resided in units with five or more families in 1970.

With respect to age of structure. the data in Table 7.3 suggest a pattern

similar to that described above. The Eastern
European language groups as

a whole. with the exception
()f the Yiddish. tend to approximate the national

average
in temlS of the age ()f the structures in \"'hich

they reside. They are..

however.. sonlewhat more likely t() reside in units built pri()r t{) 1939. and

slightly
less likel)' to reside in more recently constructed units.

Slightly
more

than ()ne half of Ukrainians resided in structures built prior to World War
II and another ()ne third in units built between 1940 and 1959. The Yiddish.

on the other hand, tend to be overrepresented in structures built in 1960 or
later, particularly in comparison with Ukrainians and Poles. and are sub-

stantially underrepresented in the l)lder (built prior to 1940) structures.
Also evident in Table 7.3 is the fact that each of the Eastern European

language groups occupied structures which were larger than (or in the case
of the Yiddish. equal to) the national average in terms of numbers of rooms.

with the Ukrainians ha\\'ing the highest nledian number of rooms. This. no
doubt. reflects the fact that they are more likel}' to live in older single famil}'

units than the general population. Worth)' of note. however. is the fact that

the Eastern European groups. except for the Yiddish. are underrepresented

both in the largest units (8 or more rooms) and the smallest. Once again.)))
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Table 7.3. Percentage Distributions of Selected Housing Characteristics for Se-

lected Eastern European Language Groups and the Total U.S. Pop-
ulatioD.

Other
Eastern Total U.S.

Characteristics Ukrainian Polish Yiddish European (in millions)

N 4878 6268 4364 5848 68.679
Home Tenure

Owned 78 75 47 77
63

Cooperative I I 6 I

Renlcd 21 25 47 26 37

Units in Structure

One-family detached 61 64 37 67 66

One-family attached 8 4 6 3 3
2-4 family 19 22 15 17 13

5- 19 family 7 5 I 1 6

}
15

2() or more family 5 4 33 6

Mobile home I I I 3

Year Structure BuUt

1965 or later 9 9 14 10 13

1960- 1964 10 9 17 1 1 12

1950-1959 22 23 29 24 21

1940- 1949 10 10 1 I 12 13

1939 or earlier 51 49 3() 44 41

Number of Rooms
3 or less rooms 8 7 23 I I 17

4- 5 rooms 41 46 34 43

}42 38 30 37
66

6- 7 n)oms
8 or more rooms 9 9 13 9 17
MEDIAN 5.5 5.4 5.0 5.3 5.0

Persons per Room

,50 or less 43 44 47 47 50

. 5 1 to ,75 28 26 33 27 23

. 76 tn I .f)() 22 22 15 19 19
1.01 or more 7 8 5 7 8

MEDIAN .56 .57 .52 .53 .51)

Note: Some percentages do not add up to If)(),() due to rounding error,
Source\037: Language Groups: 1970 Censu\037 Public L'\037 Tapc\037. Fifteen Percent SMSA and

County Group Sample,
Total U, S,: Bureau of the Cen\037u\037\" /97() C en,\\'u.\\' 0\" HOII.\\';n\037. \\'01. I. HOIIJinr.: Chara('leri.\",;cJ. l ,

for SItll('J. (\"ilit'J, tlnd (.ountie,,, I Part I. lJnitcd Statc\037 Summary,)))
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the Yiddish stand out from the other language groups
in that a substantially

higher proportion reside in units with three or fewer rooms. It will be re-

called that this group tended also to live in the newer multiple unit structures..

Despite the tendency
of the Eastern European language groups to reside

in units which are on the average larger than those of the general population..
these groups do not differ significantly from the U.S. population in number
of persons per room. a measure of household density. As shown in the bot-

tom panel of Table 7.3. while each of the language groups of interest is
characterized by higher median number of persons per room than the general

U.S. population. the differences are quite small in magnitude. but never-

theless sufficient in size to offset the somewhat larger structures occupied

by the Eastern European language groups. This would seem to imply some
combination of larger nuclear and/or extended family structures.

In Table 7.4 we shift attention from structural-occupancy aspects of hous-

ing to financial-cost characteristics.
Looking

first at the value of o\",'ner-

occupied units, we find that each of the language groups of interest is less-

likely than the general population to occupy the lower valued homes, par-

ticularly those valued at less than $10,000. On the other hand.. neither do

they
show a tendency toward residency in the most expensive homes, tend-

ing rather to be disproportionately concentrated in homes in the $20.000 to

$43,000 category. The
proportion

of the Eastern European mother tongue

groups owning homes in this category is substantially larger than the national

average, but very similar among the various
language groups . Worthy of

note. however, is the very high proportion of Yiddish that own the most

expensive homes. While the other Eastern European language groups ap-

proximate the national average in the
proportion living in the most expensive

homes, the Yiddish exceed the national average by more than a four-fold

difference. While it is obvious that the Yiddish group is much less likely to

be homeowners. it would seem that when they do own. they purchase the

highest-priced
homes. The median value of 31.4 thousand exceeds the na-

tional average of 17.0 by 85 percent. While the Ukrainians are more likel)'
to own and also are more likely to purchase homes above average \\'alue for
the country as a whole.. they exceed the national average by a more modest

14 percent in median value.
One sh()uld view these data with caution. however. since they in all prob-

ability reflect substantial differences in housing values b}' region. gi\\'en that

the language groups of interest here tend to live in areas of the U.S. \"\"here

housing costs are likely to be substantially above the national average. Thus.

their housing quality may not exceed the national average by as much as
the data in Table 7.4 imply. The heavy concentration of the language groups

of interest in a small number ()f states. and particularl),' the concentration of
the Yiddish gr()up in Ne\\ll Y {)rk. may acc()unt for much of the \\'ariation in)))
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Table 7 .4. Percentage DistributioD.4i and Medians for Selected Measures of

Housing Cost for Selected Eastern European Language Groups and
Total U.S. Population, 1970.)

Characteristics) Yiddish Other Total U.S.)Ukrainian Polish)

Value or property

N

Total percent
Under $10.000

$10.000-14.999

$15.000-19.999

$2(). ()()()-34 .999

$35.tX)(J ur mure

MEDIAN VALUE)

b
Moothl}' rental.

N

Total percent

Lcs\037 than $50

$50- 99

$100-149

$150- 199

$200 and over

MEDIAN RENTAL)

2979 26X9 3688
a

1917 39,885

100,0 1 ()() , 0 IOO,() 100.0 100,0

15 15 I 12 .,.,....

17 18 7 15 20

20 .,.., I I 20 2().. \"-

39 37 41 3M 29

9 H 41 13 ()

$19,310 $19,129 531.388 $20,743 $17.000)

953 I () 72 2243 1672
a

23,564
1 00 , () I ()() .() J()()J) I no, () 100.0

5 4 I 3 6

41 37 19 31 35
32 38 30 35 32

17 16 27 21 15

5 6 24 10 6
$ 106 $ 112 $ 149 $ 123 $ 108)

:in
millions. Figures shown are for occupied units only

Gross Monthly Rent

Sources: Language Groups: 1970 Census Public Use Tape\037. Fifteen Percent SMSA and

Country Gruup Sample.

Total U, S,: Bureau of the Census. /97() C enJII,'i oj. Hou,'iiIJR. \\'01. I. HOUJiIJR Characteri.filic.'i

,for SlaleJ. Citit'.'L clnd C ountiej'. Pan I. L'nited States Surnlnary.)

value of housing noted. On a national basis, however. each of the Eastern

European language groups (with the exception of the Yiddish) tend to oc-

cupy houses of roughly comparable value. and these homes have median
values substantially

above the average norm.

Quite a different picture emerges when we focus on renters. Here we find
that each ()f the language groups approximate the national average in tenns
of distribution of gross monthly rentals. There is. however. a slight tendency

for the Ukrainians to be overrepresented in the lowest rental categories. Again

we find that the Yiddish stand out from the other groups. being dispropor-

tionately represented in the most expensive rental units. They exceed the
national average by four-fold in the higher rental categories. that is. $200)))
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or more per month. Why the Ukrainians who rent should be concentrated
at the lower end of the scale while the owners are overrepresented at the

middle t() high end is, h()wever, not readily apparent from these data. While

this is speculative. it might be hypothesized that since Ukrainians tend dis-

portionately to live in attached single houses, it may be that the total struc-
ture is purchased by the parental family and the adjoining structures are

rented to other adult family residents at a rental below the regular market

value.
Given the nature of the income differentials among the Eastern

European

language groups and the general population characteristics observed in an

earlier paper in the present volume.. it would seem imperative to take such
differentials into account in interpreting the differences in property \\'alue

and gross monthly rent among these groups which we have noted above.

The data presented in Table 7.5 address this issue. The top panel pro\\'ides ,
data on the distribution and median of the ratio of property value to income.\"

Overall. these data
suggest only trivial differences among the various com-

parison groups. Among the Eastern European language groups. the Ukraini-

ans and Poles have median ratios (1.7 and 1.8 respectively) which fall slightly
below the national average (1.9), while the Yiddish and \"other\" group fall

slightly above the national norm. The fact that the value-income ratio for

the Yiddish does not differ significantly from the other groups once again,
given the significantly higher median value of property noted abo\\'e for this

group.. suggests once again their unique position among the Eastern Euro-

pean language groups.
Somewhat larger differences are ohscr\\'ahle for the measure l)f gross rent

as a proportion of income..
1

Here. the
proportion

of each of the Eastern

European language groups with m()nthl}' rents of less than 2() percent of

their incomes exceeds the national n()nTI. with the differences for the Ukrai-
nian and the P()lish groups being substantial. While the nledian proportions
f()r the Yiddish and the \"other\" group approxilnate the national average. the

l11edian for the Ukrainian and Polish language groups falls below the national

average by about 25
percent. Combining this with the finding above that

these groups
had the lowest median gross monthly rents among the Eastern

European groups. it would seem that for reasons that are not clear these two

groups
choose t() reside in I(.)wer priced rental units (that is. among those

who rent). These data suggest that the reasons for this may ha\\'c a non-
economic component: perhaps. as noted above. this nlay be due to the prac-
tice of renting out a part of the structure to other fanlily nlembers at helow

regular market value.
Several clear

patterns emerge fronl the national c()nlparisons presented in
Tables 7.3

through
7.5. Most apparent is a distinction bet\\\\'ccn the Yiddish)))
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Table 7.5. Percentage Distribution of Housing Costs Relative to Income for

Selected Eastern European LanRuage Groups and the Total U.S.

Population. 1970.)

Income Related
10 Value and
Gross Rent Ukrainian Polish) Yiddish)

Other

E&\037tern

European)

Total U .5.
(in millions))

Ratio of value of property to income
N 2979 26H9

Total percent I no. 0 1 O(]. ()

Lc\037s than 1.0 17 17

I ,() tu I, 9 ..7 44
2,0 to 2.9 21 23

),0 and abovc 15 16

MEDIAN 1.7 1.8)

1917 3688 39,885

100.0 I (X) , 0 100 0

13 15

}

58
41 42

25 23 21
20 21 21

2.1 2.0 1.9)

Gross rent as a percentaae of income

N 953 1072 2243 1672 23.564

Total percent 100,0 I (X) , 0 I on .() I()(),() I()(),()

Le\037s than 10 .,.., 19 13 16

}

....
48

I 0 to 19 42 42 39 39
20 tn 24 1 1 1 1 12 12 13

25 to 34 10 I () 12 13 14

35 and above 16 17 23 20 25

\037IEDIAN 15.1 15.2 19.8 19.4 20.8)

Sources: Lan\037uage Groups: 1970 Census Public Use Tapes. Fifteen Percent SMSA and

County Gruup Sample.
Total l.t.S.: Bureau of the Census. /97() C(\037nsIlJ \037fHuliSillK, Vol. I. HOllsillR Chtlr(lcteriJ/;CS

.for ..\037t(IIt'.... Ciril'.\\. lIlId COlin tie,,, , Pan I. United States Summary.)

and the other Eastern European groups. While fewer Yiddish are home-
owners and arc much more likely to live in large multiple-unit structures.

they tend to live in newer structures with property values and monthly rents

which far exceed those of the ()ther Eastern Eur()pean gr()ups and the general
population.

Clear differences between the other language gr()ups of interest
and the general p()pulation also emerge fr()m these data. The Eastern Eu-

ropean linguistic groups are more likely than the general population to be

homeowners and reside in somewhat larger units in somewhat older struc-
tures. Property values f()T each of these groups exceed the national Ol)n11.

as d()
gT()SS monthly rents. except for the Ukrainians. whl) appear to be

s()mething of an anomaly in these data. While we cannot rcs()I\"'e this issue)))
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with the data at hand, it is suggested that this reflects differential patterns
of

family organization and patterns of relationships between generations with

respect to housing,)

Varialion\037\" b)' Pluc'e l\037r Residenc'e

An important unres()lved question in the patterns observed above concerns

the extent to which these patterns may be reflecting the rather distinctive

geographic residential distribution of these groups in comparison to the gen-
eral population. It will be recalled from data presented earlier that each of

the Eastern European language groups are much more likely than the general
population to reside in urban and metropolitan areas and in central cities. It

will also be recalled that each of the
groups

tends to concentrate in a few

states relative to the t()tal U. S. population. Accordingly II we next direct our

attention to the comparison of the language groups of interest and the general
population

within residential location categories and within the states in which
these groups tend to be most heavily concentrated. In these comparisons.

we have limited our attention to three characteristics-home tenure. number

of persons per room. and value of property,

It is apparent in examining Table 7.6 that many. if not most, of the pat-

terns observed in the national comparisons are unaltered when controls for

place of residence are applied. Looking first at the home ownership data in

the top panel of Table 7.6. it may be observed that for the Ukrainians and

the other Eastern European groups. the percent of homeo\\\\'ners exceeds the

national average in each of the place of residence categories by a nontrivial
and. interestingly. more ()r less c()nstant amount. In each place ()f residence

category. the specific comparisons among these three conlparison groups

show the Ukrainians t<) have the highest proportion of homeowners. When
we focus on the Yiddish. it is apparent that the

relativel)'
10\"\" proportion of

homeowners observed earlier f()r this group reflects the tendency for urban.

metropolitan. and central city Yiddish to rent rather than own their resi-

dences. On the other hand. the Yiddish
li\\'ing in nonmetropolitan and sub-

urban areas approximate the national average for proportion of homeowners.
while those

residing
in rural areas exceed the nati()nal average b)' a consid-

erdble margin. They also exceed the other Eastern European language \037'TOUps.

but by a lesser anlount.

With respect tt) nunlber ()f persons per rOt)nl. the results ()f the C()ll1par-

isons in Table 7.6 are also similar to those observed in the earlier
cOll1par-

isons, The Ukrainians exceed the national average in each of the place-of-

residence-specific comparisons. although once again the magnitude of the

differences is modest. Those in the \"other\" group, also
approximate

the

national average in each of the place of residence categories. The Yiddish.)))
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Table 7.6. Percentage Distribution or Selected Housing Characteristics for

Eastern European Language Groups and the Total U.S. Population

by Place 01 Residence, 1970.)

Other
Eastern Total U.s.

Charclcteristics Ukrdinian Yiddish European (in millions)

Percent Homeowners

N 1404 1512 J893 68.679
Urban 76 47 69 58

Rurcll 88 89 K6 76

Metropolitan 77 46 69 60

Nonmetropol itan 86 71 81 70

Central Citv 71 3H 5H 48-
Non-Central City 83 67 SO 70

Median P\037rsons per Room

N 2083 2450 3314 68.679
Urban .56 .53 .54 .50

Rural .57 .44 .51 .53

Metropolitan .57 .53 ,54 ,54

Nonmctropol itan .53 .40 ,48 .48

Central City .6(,) .55 .5J .50

Non-Central City .54 .48 .5J .52)

Median Property Value)

N

Urban

Rural)

1295

$2() ,470

$19.018)

950

27.010
33,570)

1824

21.629

18.890)

39.885-

18.100

12.600)

Metropolitan $20.395

Nonmelropolitan S 19.563

Central City $17.358
Non-Centrdl City $23.71 ()

aFi\037ure\037 are for oc(;upied units only.
Sources: Language Groups: 1970 Census Public Use Tapes. Fifteen Percent Stale Salnple\037.

Tn'all]' S.: Bureau of the (\037cnsus. /97() C\"en.fU.f o,f HOII,finN . Vol. I. HOII.\\i,,\037 ChtlrclClt'riJI;c,{

.for Slclles. Cities. a\"d CountieJ. Pan I. United States Summary.)

38.030

35,465

37.JOO

41,4()5)

22.630
18,125
19.25N

23.42())

19.000

12.100

16.400

20. 700)))
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on the other hand, who in the aggregate were observed to approximate closely

the national average with respect
to household density. exhibit the greatest

variability
across place of residence categories. In all but the urban and cen-

tral city categories. the Yiddish fall below the national average. and sub-

stantially
s() in the rural and nonmetropolitan categories. It will be recalled.

however, that relatively few Yiddish live in rural and nonmetropolitan areas.

Hence. the fact that in the aggregate
the Yiddish approximate closely the

national average reflects their disproponionate concentration in urban areas

and central cities, where they exceed the national average in terms of house-

hold density.

Turning next to value of property. it may be observed in Table 7.6 that
each of the categories of Eastern European language groups exanlined ex-
ceed the national median in each of the place of residence categories and in

several cases, most notably in rural and nonmetropolitan areas. by a sub-
stantial margin. Once again. the Yiddish stand out from the other compar-

ison groups. In all comparisons with the exception of urban areas. their

median property values are more than double the national average. with the
median in rural and nonmetropolitan areas being triple the national norm.

It is clear from these data that the rural and nonmetropolitan Yiddish pop-
ulation is a very select group.

Also of interest in comparing Ukrainians with the \"other\" group is the

fact that Ukrainians have slightly higher median property values in rural.
nonmetropolitan

and suburban areas. while the opposite is true in urban and

metropolitan areas and central cities. This would seem to suggest some se-

lectivity by degree of urbanization. It is worthy of note. further. that the

centrnl city / suburbs property values differential is larger for Ukrdinians than

for the other
comparison groups. both in absolute and relati\\'e terms. Further

tabulations (not shown) reveal that this differential among Ukrainians is also

reflected in various structural characteristics. To illustrate.. seventy-seven

percent of suburban residences are single-family detached units versus forty-

one percent of the central residences. fort)'-one percent of suburban struc-
tures were built prior t() 1940 versus sixt}'-f()ur percent in central cities, and

a median number ()f rooms of 5.6 f()r suburban units \\'ersus 5.3 f()r central

city units.
It will be recalled that the Ukrainian language group. as is also the case

for the other Eastern
Eur(Jpean language groups. are disproportil')natel)' con-

centrated in several states. Here.. we limit ()ur attention to the six states with

the heaviest concentration of Ukrainian Americans: three in the Northeast

(New York. New Jersey. and Pennsyl\\'ania) and three in the Mid\\\\'est (Mich-

igan. Ohio. and Illinois). The
sample population of these six states accounts

f()r H6 percent of the t()tal Ukrainian sample in the Public Use Sample l)f)))
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which 63 percent reside in the three states in the Northeast and 23
percent

in the Midwest.

It has been noted by Wolowyna and Salmon
4

that even when attention is

limited to the states in which Ukrainians and the Eastern European language

groups generally are concentrated. these groups are substantially more con-

centrated in urban areas and central cities.. the latter being the case more so
for the midwest states of interest than the northeastern states. Despite this,

as is revealed in Table 7. 7. Ukrainians are much more likely to be home-
owners than the general population in each of the states considered here with

the differentials being somewhat greater in three northeastern states than in

the Midwest. Worthy of note is the very high proportion of Ukrainians who
own their homes (nearly 92 percent) in the states of Michigan and Ohio.

Interestingly, while the lowest honlC ownership rate among Ukrainian state

populations is observed in the state of New York.. Ukrainians exceed the

state nonn by a greater amount (in excess of 18 percent) in New York than

in any other state.
The data on number of persons per room also reveal substantial differ-

ences\" particularly in the midwestem statcs; differences greater than those

observed in the national and place-of-residence-specific comparisons pre-

sented earlier. In the Northeast, household densities for Ukrainians exceed

the state averages in each of the three states, but by modest amounts. In the
Midwest, these differences are unifonnly larger than in the Northeast\" with

the density ratio differential being nearly 31
percent

in the state of Ohio.

These differences probably reflect the
tendency

for Ukrainians to reside in

urban areas and central cities. the latter factor likely being responsible for

the large differential in the Midwest. In Illinois in particular.. the high density

ratio f()r Ukrainians is likely due to the heavy concentration of Ukrainians

in central cities (Ukrainians exceed the state norm by nearly 90
percent)

and

most notably in the Chicago area.
Of considerable interest in Table 7.7 are the data on median property

values for Ukrainians and the general populations of the six states of interest.

In contrast to earlier observations in which the Ukrainians.. and in fact each
of the Eastern European language groups examined. were found to have

higher median property values than the general population.. Table 7.7 reveals

that this is the case in only three of the six states exanlined here. In the

Northeast.. the median for Ukrainians excecds the state norm only in New

Jersey.. and falls substantially below the state norm in New York. It will be

recalled that the differential in terms of proportions owning homes was the

greatest in New York. While Ukrainians own homes in greater proportions
than the general population of this state.. they tend to own less

expensive

homes.)))
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A somewhat different pattern is evident in the three midwestern states.

Here, only in Michigan does the median value of property for the Ukrainian
language group fall below the state median. Worthy of note here is the very
high median

property
value of Ukrainians in the state of Illinois, the median

for Ukrainians exceeding the state average by nearly 28 percent.

It is apparent from these data that the property value differentials noted

in the earlier national comparisons were reflecting the fact that the Ukraini-

ans are heavily concentrated in states in which the nledian property value

exceeds the national nonn by a considerable
margin.

for the within-state

comparisons reviewed here reveal that property values for this group in the

aggregate approximate very closely those of the general population of these
states.)

Generational Variations
5)

One would expect that both place of residence and housing characteristics

would vary by generational status if for no other reason than that genera-
tional status also reflects large age differences. Of primary interest here.
however. is the extent to which observed differences reflect the operation

of an assimilation process. Contrary to expectations, there are only slight

differences in the distribution by residential status among
the three gener-

ational groups with the third generation tending to be only slightly less con-
centrated in the ten most populous states than the earlier generations. While

the differences are not large. the pattern is consistent (Table 7.8). The only
sizeable increase (from 16 percent to 26 percent) occurs in the proportion

of the third generation living in Pennsylvania. On the other hand, there is

a substantial decrease in the proportion of third generati()n Ukrainians living
in both New Jersey and Illinois. Smaller declines are noted for California

also. while slight increases occurred in Connecticut. Maryland
and Min-

nesota. Overall, the major pattern seems to be one of stability of distribution

from one generation
to the next. Even among the third generation Ukrai-

nians. a substantial majority continues to be concentrated in New York.

Pennsylvnia, and New Jersey. These conclusions should be qualified, how-

ever. by the fact that only specific
states are considered here. When regions

are considered as the unit of analysis. sOlnewhat more marked. although by

no means dramatic.. shifts are observablc,b

Viewing type
of place of residence. we do find substantial shifts by gen-

erations\037 as shown in Table 7.9. In short. the third generation Ukrainians

are much less concentrated in urban, metropolitan, or central city areas. The
shift to rural and nonmetropolitan areas is sizeable but the major change has

been the marked movement away from central cities where the proponion
declined from 40

percent among the first generation to l)nly 23 percent of)))
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Table 7.8. Percentage Distribution or Ukrainians Living In Ten Most Populous

States. by Generation. 1970.)

U.S.-80m.
State of U.S.-80m. Foreign- Foreign-Born.
Residence Total U . S. Parents Parents Foreign Parents

N 453 1561 1864

New York 20 19 20 20

Pennsylvania 20 26 21 16
New Jersey 13 1 1 16 9

Illinois 8 3 6 I I

Ohio 8 7 9 7

Michigan 7 7 6 8

California 5 3 3 7

Connecticut S 6 4 4

Maryland 2 4 1 2

Minnesota 2 4 2 2

TOTAL PERCENT 88 85 89 88

Source: 1970 Census Public Use Sample Tapes. fifteen Percent State Sample,)

Table 7.9. Percentale Distribution of Ukrainians by Place of Residence. 1970.)

U.S.-Born. U, S.-Born. F()reign- Born.

Place of Residence U .S. Parent\037 Foreign Parent\037 Foreign Parents

N 453 2561 1864
Urban 79.6 84.9 88.8

Rural 20.4 15. 1 II ,2

Metropolitan 81.6 83.2 88,0

Nonmetropolitan 18.4 16.8 12.0

Central City 23.3 30.8 40.4
Non-Ccntrdl City 76.7 69.2 59.6)

Suun:e: 1970 Census Public Use Sample Tapes. Fifteen Percent State Sample,)

the third generation. Apparently a sizeable proponion of the Ukrainians have

joined the so-called flight from central cities along with other whites. At

any rate, the third generation is much less concentrated residentially than
earlier generations. While the third generation is still more concentrated in

both urban (79.6 percent vs. 73.5
percent) and metropolitan (81.6 percent

vs. 68.6 percent) areas than the general population. they are much less con-)))
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centrated in central cities (31.3 percent vs. 23.3
percent).

The second gen-

eration approximates the national average in central cities (30.8). while the
first generation has a substantially larger proportion in cities (40.4 percent)
than the general population. Thus, it is evident that significant changes are

underway in where Ukrainians live.

It is the second generation Ukrainians who are most likely to own their

own homes and to live in single-family detached structures. As shown in

Table 7.10, the proportion of homeowners is lowest in the third generation.
However, this group is most likely to live in the newer structures. By way

of contrast, the first generation is the least likely to live in single-family
units and tends to occupy the older housing units. The higher rental rate of

third generation Ukrainians is consistent with the higher proportion living

in multiple units. No doubt many third generation Ukrainians are in the early

stages of the life cycle and they are likely to become homeowners in the

future. In fact. if homeownership rates for each generation are standardized

using
the age distribution of the first generation as the standard. the third)

Table 7.10. Percentage Distribution or Selected Housing Characteristics for

Ukrainians, by Generation, 1970.)

u, S.-80m. U ,S. -Born. Foreign-Born.
Characteristics U.S. Parents Foreign Parents Foreign Parents

N 453 2561 1864
Home Tenure

Own 68.4 82.1 75.6

Cooperative 0.2 0.5 O.M

Rent 31.3 17.5 23.6

Units in Structure
I family detached 62.7 70.9 56,6

1 family auached 7.8 8,0 9,8

2 family 17.6 12.2 16.6

3-4 family 4.8 4.3 7,2

5-9 family \037,6 2,8 6.3

10 or more family 3.6 1,9 3.6

Year Structure Built
1965 or later 11.5 7,0 8.4

1960- 1964 14.3 9,6 7.6

1950-1959 19,4 25,6 16.7
1940- 1949 9.3 10.3 10.0

1939 or earlier 45.5 47.6 57,3

Source: 1970 Census Public Use Sample Tapes. Fifteen Percent State Sample.)))
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generation sample population exhibits higher rates of homeownership (82.5

percent) than do first and second generation Ukrainians (75.6 and 80.1 per-
cent respectively).

The value of owner-occupied property differs by generational status with
the third generation owning the most expensive homes and paying

the high-

est rentals. These data are shown in Table 7. II. Clearly. each succeeding

generation pays more for housing. No doubt this reflects the age of the struc-

ture occupied, as well as inflated values over time and the year of purchase.
The

younger generations also occupy larger units. but the relative differ-

ences in size are less than the differences in value if we make the assumption
that owner-occupied units are the same size as all occupied units. Under this

assumption the size of units occupied by the third and the first generation
differs by less than 8 percent (5.7 vs. 5.3 rooms), while values of the units)

Table 7.11. Percentage Distribution and Median Values or Property, Rentals,
and Number of Rooms for Ukrainians, by Generation, 1970.)

U.S.-Born, U.S. -Born, Foreign-Born.
Characteristics U. S. Parents Foreign Parents Foreign Parents

N 453 2561 1864
Value of Property

Less than 510.000 10.8 13.5 18,7
510.000-14.999 17.6 16.7 18.5

SI5.000-19.999 19.6 21.0 19,5

520.000-34.999 44.6 39.5 34.5
$35,000 and ovcr 7.2 9,3 8,8

Median $20.424 19.708 18.300

Gross Monthly Rent

Less than 550 3.8 5.8 5,2

S50-99 26.9 43,6 44.3

$100-149 34.6 32.3 31,2
S 15()- 199 29,2 13.4 14.9

5200 and over 5,4 4.9 4.4

Median $126 10 I 101

Number of Rooms

I .-J Rooms 6.3 5,5 11 , 1

4- 5 Rooms 39.3 39.5 43,;
6- 7 Rooms 41.8 44.H 37,6

8 R()()m\037 or Inore 12.6 10,2 7,7
Median 5.7 5,7 5,3

Source: I \03770 Ccn\037u\037 Public Use Sample Tape.. tifteen Percent State Sample.)))
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differ by nearly 12 percent ($20.400 vs. 18,,3(0). However. even first gen-
eration Ukrainians who own the least costly h()mes (>ccupy structures that
are considerably above the national average. The difference is particularly
marked for the third generation where the value of homes owned exceeds

the national average by more than 20
percent. Rentals for this group also

exceed the national average by nearly as much. Apparently the Ukrainians

as a group\" and the third generation in particular. occupy better quality hous-

ing than the
general population.

At this point it seems appropriate to examine the generational groups with

income as a control, since this is likely to have an important impact on where

people live as well as on the type and quality of housing occupied. Turning
to Table 7.12, it is obvious that place of residence does vary by income and

the same pattern of difference tends to be found within each generational
group. However, the differences are not always large. While the

higher

income
7

groups are disproportionately concentrated in urban areas, they
are

not as concentrated in metropolitan areas.. In point of fact\" for the second

and third generations. both income groups tend to be distributed similarly
among metropolitan

and nonmetropolitan areas. Among the first generation
there is a slight tendency for the higher income groups to be over-represented

in metropolitan areas. but even the lower income groups are more concen-

trated in metropolitan areas than either the second or third generation. re-

gardless of income. Within income groups there is a tendency for the third

generation to be less concentrated in urban and in metropolitan areas.

Quite a different pattern emerges by income groups when we look at the

proponion living
in central cities. While no differences are found among

the high income group by generation, there is a substantial and consistent

decline among the lower income groups in the proportion living in central
cities, ranging from a high of 44 percent of the first to a low of only 20

percent for the third generation, While we find the expected pattern
of a

lower proportion of the higher income
groups

in central cities for both the

first and second generati()n
the opposite is found for the third generation.

We can only speculate as to why the low-income third generation would

have such a low proportion living in central cities. One plausible hypothesis
is that this is due to the unusually high proportion of third generation resi-
dents living in rural areas who are concentrated in the lower income groups.

As shown in Table 7. 13, the low-income third generation residents also

have a much lower homcownership rate than any other group but even this

rate is equal to the national average. This
group\" along with I()w-income

first generation residents. are least likely to live in single-family detached

units.. and are more likely to live in two-family structures or single-family
attached units. To a lesser extent both groups are also over-represented in

the larger multiple structures.)))
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Ownership rates are substantially larger for the higher income groups.
with little variation observable by generation. The higher income groups
tend. however. to live in the newer structures. with particularly marked in-
come differences observable arnong the third generation residents. Gener-
ational differences in tenns of age of housing are larger and more consistent
for the low than for the high income groups. whereas at the high income

level it is only the first generation that is concentrated in the older units. At

the low income level. the proportion in older housing ranges from a low of
48 percent for the third generation to a high of 60

percent
for the first gen-

eration. While each of these
proportions exceeds the national average. even

the higher income groups differ only slightly fr()ITI the national average.

As one would expect. the value of property. as well as the amount
paid

in rent. varies directly by income. In Table 7.14 we find that the same

pattern holds for each generation. but only slight differences within income

groups are found among generations. Clearly. income is much more im-

portant in tenns of the amount devoted to housing than is generational status.
It is only the third generation. at both income levels, which pays dispro-

portionately higher rentals.

Size of unit varies by income within each generdtional group. At the higher
income level. size of unit ranges from a low of 5.9 rooms for the first gen-

eration to a high of 6.4 rooms for the third generation. But this pattern does

not hold at lower incomes. In each generation more than half of the lower-
income

groups
live in units with five rooms or less. but at the higher income

two thirds or more at each generation live in structures with six or more
rooms. More than three out of four in the third generation live in these larger
structures.)

Summar\\' ..)

A central issue expl()red in this paper was the extent to which the housing
characteristics of Ukrainian Americans reflected their distinctive geograph-

ic distribution on the one hand and their economic status on the other.
While preferences for proximity to centers of Eastern European culture are

clear from the data presented on residential distribution. these preferences

were not reflected in the
occupancy-structural

characteristics of housing at

the national level. Over all, Ukrainians and other Eastern European groups..
with the exception of the Yiddish. tend to approximate the national norm
with respect to most characteristics. However, a substantially higher pro-

portion of Ukrainians arc homeowners than for the nation as a whole.. even

when place of residence is held constant. In additi()n. mean property values

for Ukrainian homeowners exceeded the national average by a nontrivial

margin as did the other Eastern European mother tongue groups examined.)))
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It was in these two characteristics, percentage of homeowners and
property

value.. that the largest differences were observed in the national compari-

sons.

Funher investigation.. in the form of state-specific comparisons revealed,

however, that some of the conclusions derived from the national compari-

sons were in fact reflecting the concentration of Ukrainians and other Eastern

European linguistic groups in a small number of states, in the northeastern

and midwestern regions of the United States. While higher proportions of

Ukrainians were observed to own their homes in comparison with the state

populations examined.. they were also observed to have somewhat higher

household densities and, in contrast to the national comparisons, to own

properties with higher median values than the reference population in only
three of the six states examined.

While some geographical dispersion was noted among successive gener-

ations of Ukrainians. third generation Ukrainians remain concentrated in a
small number of states. Third generation Ukrainians tend to be more dis-

persed with respect to place of residence than by state of residence, most

notably in terms of proportions residing in central cities. The third gener-

ation fares relatively better than either of the previous generations on vir-

tually every characteristic considered. When age of head of household is

controlled. higher
rates of homeownership are observed for the third gen-

eration. in part reflecting their greater tendency to reside in suburban, non-

metropolitan
and mrdl areas. Controlling for income does not alter the patterns

of differences among generations noted above.
It may be concluded that Ukrainians. and the Eastern

European linguistic

groups generally, fare well relative to the general U.S. population. While

proximity to centers of Eastern
European

culture is clearly an important as-

pect of residential location. such preferences do not appear to be incom-

patible with high-quality housing.)))
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Notes)

I . For a more detailed analysis of the populati()n distributi()n ()f these language
groups see the paper by W()I()wyna and Salmon in this volume.

2. Total annual family income or income of primary individuals.

3. See note 2.
4.

Chapter 3 supra.

5. Generdtions are defined as follows: First gcncrati()n-foreign-bom; second

generation-native-bom with ()ne or more foreign-tx)m parenl\037; third gener-
ation-native-born of native-born parents.

6. See Chapter 3 supra.
7. Income is defined here as in footnote 2. High and low incomes were defined

as reponed incomes that exceed or are less than the mean for the Ukrainian

sample respectively.)))
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Sociological Implications of the

Demographic Characteristics)

Charles B. Keely)

To DISCUSS THE sociological implications of the infonnation profiling

Ukrainian Americans in the preceding chapters requires some guiding prin-

ciples. The underlying question. and probably the most important implica-
tion to be discussed. is the future of Ukrainian Americans as a group. Bar-

ring a large-scale nlovenlent of Ukrainians in the near future (an event which

would create a quite different set of circumstances). what can one expect
will happen to Ukrainian Americans in the next two decades?

Ethnic group survival is of key importance to nlany groups. To provide

insight. however. requires discussi()n of questions of definition and mea-

surement. Such discussions are usually not so interesting as the ethnography
and history of groups; yet.. lack of attention to them frequently leads to mis-

taking pious generalizations
and wishful thinking for profound insight.

Definition and measurenlent are intertwined. The preceding chapters rely
on characteristics of Ukrainians identified by mother tongue from the 1970
census. Each author in turn has noted the limitations of such an operati()nal

definition imposed by data availability. The U. S.
population

census of 1980

provides an alternative measure. a self-identification of ethnicit),. (In reality.

the ethnic identity of each member of the househ()ld is nlade by whoever
tills out the questionnaire in those households in the

sample
that received

the long form.. or detailed census form.) Data fr()m the 1980 census based

on ethnic
identity

will not necessarily be superior to infonnation based on
mother tongue. It will be different. Ethnicity surely includes a self-selection

component. but there is also an
..objective\"\" content. Being from a Ukrainian

(or Mexican or Italian) cultural environment.. sonletimes with a non-English
mother tongue.. may well affect aspirations. behavior. and achievement re-

gardless of whether one identifies with the ethnic group.
The data presented and analyzed in the previ()us chapters uses such an

--()bjective\" measure.. whether Ukrainian (l)r the other Eastern European lan-)

152)))
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guages used for conlparison) was sp()ken in the
parental

hOll1e. This nlcasurc

yields quite a narrow definition. As Fulton points out. this definition lcads

to study of a group that is not representative ()f Ukrainian Anlericans. It

leaves open to discussion the \"real\" size of the ethnic group. The \"real\"

size presupposes a \"correct'. definition. Is descent operative? If so, is de-
scent in the male or female line or both required?

A second aspect of this definitional/methodological discussion that un-
derlies the presentation of data and discussion in all the papers is the as-

sumption that resembling the native born or the whole enumerated popu-
lation of the United States is the way to estimate integration or assimilation.

Doing well as a group on measures of educational or occupational attain-
ment, especially if a group is doing better than similar groups. is taken as

a positive sign. It indicates achievement and either the absence or overcom-

ing of discrimination.
Intermarriage,

on the ()ther hand. can be a threat. If

a group eventually is for all intents and purposes indistinguishable
from the

general population in education. income. fertility. residence. and marriage

patterns, in what sense is it anything nlore than a statistical category? Is
there some incompatibility between wanting a group to \"Illcasure up\" to the

behavior and achievcnlent of the whole
populati()n,

l)n the one hand, and

the retention of a strong and viable identity and culture, including language
maintenance, on the other hand?

The basic implication of the studies reported in this book is that the ques-
tion of survival cannot be answered. The reason it is not answered is that

each reader will bring his or her own ideas of what ethnicity is. what is

essential to a group's survival. and what is to be regarded positively or neg-

atively. In short, the question of ethnic survival rests on the definition of

ethnic group and opinion about whether group measures and comparisons.

given their abstract nature as summary measures incorporating a wide va-

riety of individual experiences. really get to the heart of the matter. The

empirical data can shed light on what has and is happening but data do not

answer questions that require values and commitments to goals and actions.

The empirical studies of Ukrainian Americans presented above do focus

on what, by almost any standard. would be the core gr()up. the majl)r re-
cruitment pool,

for an ethnic group. Those who grew up in a home where

Ukrainian was spoken provide a testing ground. Even \"'ithin this category.

h{)wever, the existence of various waves of immigrants presents problclllS

()f interpretati()n. The motivations and characteristics of tllcse waves and

their children born in the United Statcs 11lcan that c\\'cn the 11lother tonguc
criterion includes people whose integration into Anlcrican s()Ciety represents
quite different experienccs. Nevertheless. the reality ()f Ukrainian Anlericans
includes this variety and if they arc t() be one cthnic

gr()up\"
then in S{)nle

senses they will indeed share a comll1on fate.)))
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If there is one general conclusion that enlcrges from these papers, it is

that Ukrainian Americans resenlble the U. S. population and the longer they
are here. and the later the generation. the clt)ser the resemblance is. This is

not to say there are no exceptions to this rule. Each of the authors. if any-

thing. is quite sensitive to whatever differences do exist. as is only quite

natural in comparative studies such as these. This convergence
with the whole

U .S. (X)pulation on the measures discussed in the previous chapters is also

n()t surprising, even within the confines of the mt)ther tongue group. It is

in accord with other groups' experiences. and. one should remember. took

place during a time of quite rapid
behavioral changes in the United States

that began to be retlected in the 1970 census. These changes include the

expansion of educational opportunity. changes in the economic structure,
new ()pportunities for women in the labor fon:e. the decline in fertility, changes

in household structure\037 the dynamics of housing changes in cities and sub-
urbs. the shifts of population to the Sun Belt. All Americans were caught

up in changes that profoundly affected economic. educational. residential.

and other indicators of behavior and achievement. Far from being left be-

hind, the Ukrainian Americans in these samples did quite well for them-

selves on achievement measures.

Language assimilation has been almost inexorable in the United States

despite the efforts of many groups to counter it. Even with the current con-

cern over bilingualism of Spanish speakers, the requirement of English for

achievement in school and in the work place and being surrounded by En-

glish language electronic media require an even greater effort at language

retention than in the past. especially across generations. This leads to a rea-

sonable conclusion that the core ethnic group (mother tongue definition) will,
if anything. grow smaller in time. Fertility. as Fulton points out. has been

lower than overall U.S. fertility. There is no reason to believe that fertility

of mother tongue Ukrainian Americans will ever be significantly above the

general population. What is most probable is that it will be quite similar.
This means below-replacement fertility. This. combined with language as-

similation. means that certainly Ukrainian Americans as defined by mother

tongue
will probably decrease. Those of Ukrainian-American descent may

continue to increase as a group for a while. but the dynamics of fertility

spell eventual leveling off and decline. The nature of the ethnic group. if

maintained.. will differ from the past. No new infusions from abroad. the

absence of an environment c()nducive t() passing on the language. the very
size ()f the group due t() fertility mean the ethnic group

must adapt in order

to survive as anything more meaningful than a statistical category.
The household structures described bv Goldscheider and the residential-

and housing patterns described by Magnani and Zimmer do indicate some

bases for maintaining an ethnic identity built on family relationships. Res-

idential clustering and extended fa mil)' tendencies help maintain proximity)))
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to Ukrainian culture. United States patterns in these areas are changing rap-

idily and one cannot assulne Ukrainian patterns of 1970 will persist. The

1970 census may reflect a slight lag in the household and residential patterns
of the mother tongue group which, it will be remembered, is older than the

U.S. population and probably more set in its ways.

The other factor that may help preserve Ukrainian-American culture and

identity is religion. The preservation of identitication \",'ith the Eastern Or-

thodox church or the Byzantine Rite ()f the Catholic church pr()vides a focus
for the maintenance of the culture in ways which are more difficult for Prot-

estant or Roman Catholic nationality groups. Most nationality-based Prot-

estant congregations (e.g., Gennan or Swedish Lutherans) have passed away
into the broader religious

denominations, Roman Catholicism in the United
States has also

pursued
a policy of phasing out ethnic parishes\" although

recent immigration has resulted in the rise of special language ministries to

immigrant Catholics. The national traditions of Eastern Orthodoxy and the

place of non-Roman rites in Catholicism are a different story. as anyone
knows who has the slightest acquaintance with the history of Orthodoxy and

the Byzantine rites in the United States. Even the internal split between

Orthodox Christians and Byzantine-rite Catholics among Ukrainian Amer-

icans. despite occasi()nal friction and bitter nlcnlories. is the source of unity
in their conlmon goal ()f nlaintcnancc ()f religious traditions in the Anlcrican
environnlent. Thc ccunlcnicaJ movcnlcnt should. if any\"thing. strengthen those
b()nds alll()ng adherents of non- Western European traditions of Christianit)'.

Another bond. which like language but unlike rcligi()n. n13)' lessen ()\\rer

time is concern for IX)liti<:al issues regarding the Ukraine. This c()ncern has

been and. to a greater ()r lesser extent. still is an inlp<)rtant lx)nd f()r the

Ukrdinian diaspord in Europe ,lno North Alnerica, For sonle. especially aITI()ng

the older generation. it is an l)verriding concern. Withl}ut new infusil)ns this
too will probably lessen, \"rhis b}' nll 111cans \",'ill result in its tl)tal Il)SS. It

will become more latcnt hut could he 1l1ohilizcd hy political dcvel()pll1cnts
in the Soviet Union. Its centrality and vitality Cann(lt be taken for granted.

In sum. Ukrainian Anlericans, c\\'cn th()sc wh() grew up in h()useholds in
which Ukrainian was sp<)ken. are bCC()nling harder t() distinguish as a gr()up
frorn other Amcricans if one relies ()n dcnl{)graphi(' and SOci{)CcOn()nlic mea-

sures. This docs not nlean Ukrainian Americans are ()n a list of endangered\037

ethnic groups as some may fear, It d()Cs mean that survival is n(}t ensured.

It does mean that the bases for survival are changing. It O()Cs 111can that the
nature of identity and the nleaning of that identity will prllbahly shift. Per-

haps the greatest res()urcc f(Jr <:ontinuity is somcthing n()t 111casurcd hy United
States censuses ()r religious aftiliati()n, lJkrainians ha\\'c in their religious
traditions what is. aml)ng llther things. a \\'aluahlc rcs()urcc f()r handing ()n

culture and identity and for continuing Ukrainian-American identity as a

core and valued possession
of one part of the Anlerican mosaic.)))



('HAPTER NINE)

Sociological Implications of the

Socioeconomic Characteristics)

Wsevolod W. Isaji\"')

IMPLICATIONS Of OBSERVE[) socioeconomic characteristics of an ethnic

group
can be discussed in terms of at least two general dimensions. that of

social status and that of identity. Thus. we can ask the qucstion as to whether
the social status of the group as a whole

improved significantly over the

period of time since the arrival of the first immigrants. Assessing this change
of ethnic status of the group will give us a

picture
of the group's adjustment

and integration, or lack of it. to the vertical structure of society. i.e.. its

system of distribution of social. economic and political resources and re-
wards. Secondly.. we can ask what this adjustment and integration have nlCant

or will mean in the future for the group's rctcntioll of its identity or. alter-

natively. its assimilation into the identity franlc of the general society. Here

only an attempt will be made to answer these questions for the Ukrainians

in the United States.
The data on occupation. educati()n. and inconlc provide us with the basic

indicators of ethnic status. but occupation is central in this regard. The change
of the ethnic status of a group can thus be assessed in terms ()f three de-

parture points. the group's entrance status. the position ()f the group at thc

period ()f measurement in relation to its entrance status. and the conlparative

positi()n of the group at the time ()f measurcnlcnt vis-a-\\9is ()thcr ethnic gr()ups
and the society at large.

Entrance status refers to the type of jobs that the waves of irl1nligrants l)f

the group in question have been funnelled into upon arrival into the host

society.
I

It should be noted that the criterion base is the de facto occupations

after arrival. regardless of occupational or educational backgrounds of the

immigrants or the financial resources which they might have brought with

them.
The entrance status of Ukrainians in the United States was

pretty
much

at the bottom of the occupational ladder. Most of the first imn1igrants found

j{}bs as laborers in coal mines and steel and other factories. primarily in)

156)))
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.,
Pennsylvania\037 New Jersey, and New York.- These were the jobs for which
at the turn of the century busy shipping cOlnpanies scouted for workers abroad.

Ukrainian inlmigrants at that time
predl)nlinantly had been peasant farmers.

But unlike in Canada
only

a minority went into farnling in the United States.
The post-World War II wave of Ukrainian immigrants had a much higher

socioeconomic background; over one quarter had higher education, and about

a third had professional. managerial
or higher-level clerical background. Yet

even these entered the structure close to the bottom levels. many experi-

encing occupational downward mobility.
J

For the group as a whole the upward shift in status in the period since
the group's entrance status. covering at least three of four generations. has

been rather substantial. As Wolowyna's analysis shows.
oJ

only about 6 per-
cent of all Ukrainians worked as laborers in 1970 and about 24

percent
as

operatives, probably mostly skilled and semiskilled. At the turn of the cen-

tury, probably about 90 percent were laborers or unskilled and by 1930 still
over 80

percent were either laborers or semiskilled industrial workers.
5

We

can presume that the generational upward shift is even larger than the 1970

census data on Ukrainians show, since the third or subsequent generations
are most probably little represented in the nlother tongue sample.

Wolowyna's figures. however, show that in relation to other comparable

ethnic groups. the occupational and the income status of Ukrainians was not

very high (see Figures 6.3 and 6.4 and Tables 6.14 and 6.15). Of the seven

other ethnic groups studied. only
the Polish had a slightly lower percentage

of professional. managerial
and administrative male workers; and together

with the Poles, Ukrainians had the smallest percentages of self-employed
workers. This was also below the percentages in both categories for all the
male U.S. white workers. though the difference was sinali.

Yet. in regard to post-secondary education. Ukrainian males-though not

females - were in the middle or higher levels as compared with the other

groups and significantly higher than all U.S. white males. Yet again. Wo-

lowyna finds that Ukrainian males were unable to translate their education

into income as well as males from other
groups:

For each additional year

of schooling Yiddish males were able to earn alnl0st three times as much
as L'krainian males. \037Iow can this be explained and what are the implications

of this?

It is very lX)ssiblc
that the figure on higher educ\"tion has been specially

buttressed by the first gcnerati()n P<)st-W()rld War II inl1nigrants \"rho f()r

historical reasons concentrated anl{)ng themselves a rather large prop<)rtion

()f people \\\\'ith higher cducati()n. W olowyna. s data show that in all socio-

ec()nomic characteristics. except for higher educati()n. the Ukrainians born

in the United States were higher
on the status ladder than those lx)m outside

()f the States. This indirectly c()nfinns the findings ()f the Philadelphia study)))
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referred to earlier which showed a downward mobility for the post- World

War II immigrants.. especially in terms of translating the imn1igrant.s edu-

cation into
appr()priate types of jobs.

There might have been a nunlber of reasons f()r this. Many of the postwar
inlmigrants with higher education did not know the English language

well

enough to find employment commensurate with their education or former

occupation. Furthennore. much of the education obtained in Europe was not

aligned with the
type

of training required by many American companies l)r

institutions. and there were no publicly spons()red program\037
for imnligrants

at that time which would have allowed them to upgrade their fonner training.
Similarly. in the absence of an effective immigrant employment-finding

system Ukrainians. like most immigrants.. turned to their own community
netwl)rks for employment information and en1plo}'ment 0ppl)rtunities. \"[hose
networks. however\" have not been either extensive or able to accoillmodate

appropriately higher educational levels of qualifications. Thus to get any

employment at all. many postwar immigrants had to take jobs below their

training level. Economic security for them meant a reduction of occupational

status and related social prestige.
l\"hc question as to why Ukrainian males ren1ain at the bottom of the ethnic

stratification ladder in regard to professional and self-emplo)'ed occupations

still remains unanswered. It is also not easy t() answer because of the lack

of detailed data. Yet it is a basic questi()n because the occupati()nal status

of an ethnic group is not only the key to its present place
in the structure

of society. but also an indicator of the route the grl)Up m3}' follll\"'\" in the

future if it preserves its identity. Only the male occupational participatilln
is considered here because at least up to 1970 tllC 111ale labor n1arket can be

assull1ed to be a sin1pler and nlore stable indicator of ethnic stratificati()n.

It may be useful to note here that in the Canadian labl)r force. Ukrainian
males have also shown a lower participation in the

profcssi()nal and higher

level business occupations than have a number of other.. comparable. ethnic

groupS.6 It is possible that the dynamics in both cases are the same or sim-
i I ar .

We can assume that a subpopulati{)n vie\",'ed as a group moves into higher

occupational strata in a cumulative.. stage-by-stage manner. That is. a sig-
nificant number of people nl0\\'e intl) a higher occupational

stratunl if there

already has been a significant number of people in the preceding stratum.

Here the reference is t() broader strata: lower working class\" higher working

class. I()wer middle class. higher middle class. and so l)n. Thus.. a significant
number of sons move into higher middle class occupations if there

already

has been a significant number of their fathers in lo\",'er middle class ()Ccu-

pations.. Applying this assumption. we can say that the generational mobility

of those ethnic groups wh()se entrance status \"\"as Il)\"'er will be sll')wer than)))
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the mobility of those
groups

whose entrance status was higher. In other
words, all other things being equal_ low entrance status tends to slow down

generational upward mobility. It places an ethnic group in a position from

which it must catch up with those ethnic gr()ups whose entrance status was

higher. As was
pointed

out previously _ the entrance status of both large
waves of Ukrainian immigrants in the United States was at the bottom of
the

occupational
stratification ladder. The P()les. in the past. have been sim-

ilar in this regard. But all of the other groups exaillined by Wolowyna have
entered the U. S. occupational structure at a higher level. often as a result

of a more continuous wave of immigration that could immediately benefit
from the changes taking place in the eCl)nomic structure of society, partic-
ularly in the 1960s.

Entrance status is only one possible variable and one should not over-

emphasize it. Other variables also should be sought. What is particularly

interesting is the lower participation in the self-employed occupations_ as

compared with other ethnic groups. A similar pattern appears also in Ca-

nadian data.
7

It should be remembered that since the Canadian census data

on ethnic origin prior to 19M I was based on ancestral background. it better

represents all generations. It is therefore possible that the same explanation

of this lower participation may apply in both cases.

A significant fact()r nlay be the Ukrainian ethnic community structure it-

self. Ivan Light in a study of ethnic enterprise in America has attempted to

explain why Blacks in the United States have had difficulty in developing

business enterprises. whereas the Chinese were able to do it much better.
even though both had poor beginnings. His answer was that the Chinese
have a structure of community relationships that favors economic interde-

pendence. It values networks of quid pro quo relationships
and includes

organizations or associations upon which individuals or families can rely for

economic betterment and for assistance in business ventures.
H

The same can

be said of a number of other ethnic comnlunity structures.

The Ukrainian community structure. however. has not been economically
oriented. TrnditionaJly.

it has had very few instituti()ns or organizations aimed
at assisting individual economic bettennent. The tWl) main types of such

organizati()ns_ the fraternal-insurance companies
and the credit unions_ have

aimed not at business development but at personal loans or mortgages
for

homes. Business development has been a minor
part

of their operations.

Virtually all other institutions and organizations in the Ukrainian community

have been aimed at cultural preservation and nlaintenance of ethnic identity.
Another factor may be social-psychological. The Canadian census has shown

that the majority of Ukrainian self-employed pers()ns have been engaged in

such businesses as real estatc_ hotels and motels. general stores_ grocery
stores. and the like. all apparently low-risk businesses.

tJ

One of course would)))
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have to obtain comparable American data before drawing conclusions. but

it is possible that Ukrainians shy away
from taking high risks. There is a

historical basis for this in the social structure developed in Ukraine in which
individual ventures were often punished rather than rewarded. The subor-

dinate position of the Ukrainian community as a whole
throughout long his-

torical periods may be at the root of this attitude. To this one should add
also another

possible legacy of the structure of the Ukrainian society. from

which the immigrants came. Traditionally. commercial business jobs did not

enjoy high prestige in Ukrainian villages and urban communities. In the

village high prestige was enjoyed by the priest and the teacher; in the city,
by people with university education. It is possible that these values have

been transmitted to the second or even third generations and have influenced

occupational choice, when such was available, and might have negatively
influenced any large scale push into business.

In attempting to give a summary picture of the place Ukrainians as a group
have come to occupy in the venical structure of American society. the Ca-

nadian data may again
be a good comparative staning point. The Canadian

census data. over a
period

of three decades, made it possible to identif}'
three patterns

of ethnic occupational mobility.
10

In the absence of similar

data for the United States. it may be useful to modify these patterns for the

American scene. We can hypothesize that in the past there have been three

major stages in the process of change of the occupational structure of those

ethnic groups in America whose entrance status has been low. The first is

a stage of social mobility within the working class to the point of strong

representation in the skilled working-class occupations. even though there

is still overrepresentation in the unskilled laboring sector. In this stage the

middle-class involvement is small and only a few members of the group are

in the upper middle-class or higher.

The second stage is one of solid establishment of the group in the lower
middle-class occupations. underrepresentation in the lower laboring sector.
still heavy participation in the skilled, upper working-class sector but with-

out overrepresentation in it. At the same time an elite upper middle-class

emerges. undeJTepresented in these occupations. but already a group rather
than an individual phenomenon.

The third stage involves establishing the
group solidly in the middle class

as a whole. This means not only a representation in the lower middle class
which is at least equal to that of the

society
as a whole. but also an either

equal or
higher representation in the upper middle-class. Representation in

the skilled manufacturing sector may c()ntinue to exist. but in pr()portion to
the total labor force of the given group it involves a smaller number ()f

pe()ple than in the other. higher
sectors. In SOl11C groups it may virtually

disappear.)))
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The sociological significance of these three stages lies in that each stage
represents a different kind of relationship of the ethnic group to the total

society. The first stage is that of
immigrdl1t adjustn1Cnt to society as a whole-

that is. finding solutions to the problem of having a job after inlnligration\037

of cultural adjustment or assinlilation\037 including learning and internalizing
the American value complex \037such as the values of social mobility.

The second stage represents a move for equal participation in the structure

of society that can be characterized as a struggle for better-paying. better-

status jobs as a means of ensuring one's \"rightful\" place in the total society.
The problem of equality or

equal rights is the predominant issue.
The third stage is of a different nature. It can be characterized as reaching

for the rights of the \"establishnlent.
'\"

Becoilling increasingly overrepresented
in the professional. managerial and similar occupations. an ethnic group be-
comes able to gain a measure of influence or power, meaningful not only

within its own ethnic b()undaries but within
society as a wh()le. In this stage

a significant number of members of the group come to occupy what can be

called strategic occupations and in this sense the group comes to be a
part

of the establishment.

Using this model we can say that\037 as a group\" Ukrainians are n()w in the
second stage in the process of their ethnic status change. They are beginning

to move as the other comparable ethnic groups whose entrance status was

higher than theirs. but with whonl they gradually are catching up. \037:ducation..

in particular.. is a very inlp<)rtant dynaillic force in this process.

Here logically arises the second ()f the basic questi()ns p<)sed in the be-

ginning as to the inlplications of the observed socioeconomic characteristics.

That is, if Ukrainians have become ()r are becoming more and m()re inte-

grated int() the structure of American society \037can we presume that they \",'ill

retain their identity? Many have argued that assimilation in the United States

is precisely the result of
mo\\'ing up\",'ardly on the socioecllnomic ladder.

Particularly, it could be said that the 111()VC fronl the second to tile third stage

may necessitate removal from involvement in any ethnicity.
The

problem
with these assunlptions is that until today they

have not been

systematically. adequately and critically exanlined even in the sociological
literature. It is not that there have been no studies of ethnic groups or the

socioeconomic changes taking place among them, although there have been

extremely few studies ()f such groups as the Ukraini\"ns: rather \037the en1pirical

studies very often contain fatal preconceptions and assull1ptions. l'hus.. for

example. it often has been assumed that ethnicity rcfers to particularistic at-

tachmcnts\037 whereas the \"'modern
\037

w()rld is universalistic. The illlplication
in this is that th()se wh() made it to the top of the nlodern \",'()rld have nl)

particularistic gr()up attachments. By tllC sanlC token.. the Mestablishment-

has often been perceived to be non-ethnic. Here again. the problenl derives)))
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from uncritical use of the dichotom)' t)f \"cthnic
\037

and \"non-ethnic.
\037

lack of

appropriate distincti()ns as to types of ethnic
group.

difficulties in concep-

tualizing ethnic identit}'. and a number of other thel)retical and consequently

empirical problems.
The

process
of as\037imilation and ethnic identity retention are not neces-

sarily completely exclusi\\'c. Many people assimilate in some
respects

and

retain an ethnic identity in other
respects. Thus, one ma}' not be able to

speak
an ethnic language at all. yet have a str()ng subjective feeling

of com-

mitment to the ethnic group. Or one may ha\\'c few feelings of commitment.

yet be attached to certain patterns of behavior or customs.
Funhennore. man}' students of contemporary ethnicity have observed pat-

terns of regained interest in ethnic background by those who in most respects

have been assimilated into the American society.

II
A pattern of \"ethnic re-

discovery\" often takes place arnong the third or subsequent generations.
What is nlost significant in regard to the stages of ethnic group integration

into the American social system is that the process of change of an ethnic

group's occupational
structure itself. while on the one hand leading towards

greater integration. on the other hand. can also
produce

an increased group

awareness and define the boundaries of
identity more sharply. Thus the move

from the first to the second stage by American Blacks has been accompanied

by a heightened awareness of Black identity. The same can be said of Native
Americans. Other groups have shown an increased self-awareness in their

progress from the second t<) the third stage. The Irish and the Jews may be

an example of this.

The increased self-awareness accompanying these processes of change does

not mean a decrease of the c()mmon identity as Americans. On the contrary.
it appears that the change is defined b)' the groups themselves as an expres-

sion of common American identity. as an
application

of the American values

of insistence on one. s
rights

and active effectiveness.

It is a peculiar characteristic of the American sociocultural s}'stem.. that

while
all()\",'ing

diverse ethnicitie\037 t<) maintain their conlnlunities freely within
the larger s()Ciety.. it has pr(xluced a relatively high degree of s(}ci()Cc()non1ic

integration on its upward social rl)ad: yet. \\\\'hilc insisting on Mn1elting.. into

one cultural \",'hole. it has produced ethnic redisc()\\'eries and thus has con-
tinued the diversit),' of its ethnic identit),. This process has

pr()\\'ided
indi-

viduals \"'ith a kind ()f chl)ice-t() f()rget (Jr tf) rcdisc('),,'er their ancestral back-\037

gr{)und. Over the generations the}' have been d()ing both. It is in this c()ntext

l)ne has to see the future of Ukrainians in the Lfnited States.)))
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CHAPTER ONE)

Demographic Profile)

J(}hn P. Fulton)

OVER ONE HUNDRED years have passed since Ukrainians first came to

the United States in large numbers. Since 1870, this country has experienced

two waves of Ukrainian immigration. The first and greater spanned the years
1870-1930 (Halich 1937:12-25). It began as a trickle in 1870, built sub-

stantially after 1880. and peaked in 1914, the beginning of World War I.

Although the number of Ukrainian immigrants
to the United States before

1899 is uncertain, it has been estimated as anywhere between 200 ,000 and

500.000 (Halich 1937: 12-25). Between 1899 and 1930. almost 270,000

Ukrainians arrived (Halich 1937:153). (Halich considers this a conservative

figure because not all Ukrainians were distinguished from other Russians
and Austrians in United States immigration records.) The second wave was

compressed
between 1947 and 1955. when approximately 80,000 Ukrainian

immigrants came to the United States following the
disruptions of World

War II (Kubijovy\037 1963: 1094).

The two waves are distinguishable not onl). on the basis of timing and
mass. but also on the basis of socioeconomic characteristics.

Ninety-eight

percent of all first wave immigrants were fanners and unskilled laborers,

while only 58 percent of all second wave immigrants fell into these cate-
gories. Less than one percent of all first wave immigrants were profession-
als. while more than 13 percent of second wave immigrants had achieved
professional status (Fishman 1966:325). Thus Ukrainian Americans in 1970.
while united by a common cultural heritage. are heterogeneous from the

standpoint of immigration and socioeconomic
history.)

The J 970 U IJilell Slale.\\' C ensu.'i aJ a S(Jl'r('(\037 of J nfiJrmat;()n (In
lJkrainilln AI\"t\037riC{I\"S

What the 197{) United States Census can tell us about Ukrainian Ameri-
cans today is restricted by the \"mother tongue\" question with which Ukrain-
ian Americans were differentiated from other Americans. Respondents were

asked if a language other than English had been
spoken in a person's pa-

rental home (Bureau of the Census 1973:x). Only if Ukrainian had been)

14) .)))
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in a few. and for the most part the same. states.
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tionately concentrated in urban and metropolitan areas. but the concentration
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